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BIRTH DETAILS
Name Sample Sex Male

Date of Birth
Time of Birth
Place of Birth
Latitude
Sunrise
Day Duration
Ayanamsa
Sidereal Time
Lagna
Tithi
Rasi
Nakshtra
Nakshtra Lord
Gana
Nadi
Fortuna
Legend

12 Mar 1991
14:45:00 IST
Bangalore                                         
 12:58 N
06:29:29 IST
12:00:17
+23 44 18.6 Lahiri
 01:43
Cancer      
Dwadasi   
Capricorn   
Shravana        
Moon    
Deva      
Antya 
 1 18 05
GMT: Greenwich Mean Time

Day of Birth
Time of Birth
Country/State
Longitude
Sunset
Night Duration
Obliquity
House System
Lagna Lord
Paksha
Rasi Lord
Pada
Varna
Yoni
Yoga
Yoga Point
LMT: Local Mean Time

Tuesday
09:15:00 GMT 14:25:24 LMT
India          
 77:36 E
18:29:46 IST
11:59:05
023 26 30.1
Vedic
Moon    
Krishna
Saturn  
1
Vaishya  
Monkey    
Parigha   
11 11 35
 IST: Indian Standard Time

Sample - Main Chart
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Bhava (Chalita) Chart
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NIRAYANA PLANETARY POSITION
Planet Longitude Rasi Nakshatra Pada Course

Lagna
Sun     
Moon    
Mars    
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus   
Saturn  
Rahu    
Ketu    
Uranus  
Neptune 
Pluto   

094 55 55.0
327 33 16.4
280 42 08.9
055 15 39.2
337 07 02.6
100 20 10.8
358 20 24.4
279 48 44.7
271 39 54.7
091 39 54.7
259 29 53.6
262 38 27.3
206 32 27.7

Cancer      
Aquarius    
Capricorn   
Taurus      
Pisces      
Cancer      
Pisces      
Capricorn   
Capricorn   
Cancer      
Sagittarius 
Sagittarius 
Libra       

Pushya          
Purvabhadra     
Shravana        
Mrigsira        
Uttarabhadra    
Pushya          
Revathi         
Uttarasadha     
Uttarasadha     
Punarvasu       
Purvasadha      
Purvasadha      
Vishakha        

1
3
1
1
2
3
4
4
2
4
2
3
2

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Retro
Direct
Direct
Retro
Retro
Direct
Direct
Retro

NIRAYANA PLANETARY POSITION WITH KP SUB
Planet Longitude Rasilord Starlord Sublord Subsublord

Lagna
Sun     
Moon    
Mars    
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus   
Saturn  
Rahu    
Ketu    
Uranus  
Neptune 
Pluto   

094 55 55.0
327 33 16.4
280 42 08.9
055 15 39.2
337 07 02.6
100 20 10.8
358 20 24.4
279 48 44.7
271 39 54.7
091 39 54.7
259 29 53.6
262 38 27.3
206 32 27.7

Moon    
Saturn  
Saturn  
Venus   
Jupiter 
Moon    
Jupiter 
Saturn  
Saturn  
Moon    
Jupiter 
Jupiter 
Venus   

Saturn  
Jupiter 
Moon    
Mars    
Saturn  
Saturn  
Mercury 
Sun     
Sun     
Jupiter 
Venus   
Venus   
Jupiter 

Saturn  
Venus   
Moon    
Rahu    
Mercury 
Sun     
Saturn  
Venus   
Jupiter 
Rahu    
Rahu    
Saturn  
Ketu    

Rahu    
Rahu    
Mercury 
Mercury 
Saturn  
Sun     
Mercury 
Mercury 
Saturn  
Jupiter 
Venus   
Ketu    
Mercury 

NIRAYANA BHAVA POSITION
Bhava No Bhava Begin Mid Bhava

Lagna
II   
III  
IV   
V    
VI   
VII  
VIII 
IX   
X    
XI   
XII  

079 47 50.6
109 47 50.6
139 31 42.2
169 15 33.5
199 15 33.5
229 31 42.2
259 47 50.6
289 47 50.6
319 31 42.2
349 15 33.5
019 15 33.5
049 31 42.2

094 55 55.0
124 39 46.4
154 23 37.9
184 07 29.3
214 23 37.9
244 39 46.4
274 55 55.0
304 39 46.4
334 23 37.9
004 07 29.3
034 23 37.9
064 39 46.4
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NIRAYANA BHAVA POSITION WITH KP SUB
Bhava No Mid Bhava Rasilord Starlord Sublord Subsublord

Lagna
II   
III  
IV   
V    
VI   
VII  
VIII 
IX   
X    
XI   
XII  

094 55 55.0
124 39 46.4
154 23 37.9
184 07 29.3
214 23 37.9
244 39 46.4
274 55 55.0
304 39 46.4
334 23 37.9
004 07 29.3
034 23 37.9
064 39 46.4

Moon    
Sun     
Mercury 
Venus   
Mars    
Jupiter 
Saturn  
Saturn  
Jupiter 
Mars    
Venus   
Mercury 

Saturn  
Ketu    
Sun     
Mars    
Saturn  
Ketu    
Sun     
Mars    
Saturn  
Ketu    
Sun     
Mars    

Saturn  
Moon    
Saturn  
Venus   
Saturn  
Moon    
Saturn  
Venus   
Saturn  
Moon    
Saturn  
Venus   

Rahu    
Venus   
Mars    
Saturn  
Venus   
Venus   
Jupiter 
Mercury 
Venus   
Jupiter 
Mars    
Mercury 

SAYANA PLANETARY POSITION
Planet Longitude Right Asc Declination Latitude Distance

Sun     
Moon    
Mars    
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus   
Saturn  
Uranus  
Neptune 
Pluto   

351 17 35.0
304 26 27.5
078 59 57.8
000 51 21.2
124 04 29.4
022 04 43.0
303 33 03.3
283 14 12.2
286 22 46.0
230 16 46.3

23 28 00.47
20 26 24.96
05 11 23.36
00 03 58.36
08 26 23.70
01 22 06.29
20 23 40.36
18 57 39.95
19 10 38.42
15 27 41.15

-03 27 09.1
-18 29 06.6
+25 03 53.0
-00 08 20.6
+20 00 30.3
+08 19 10.7
-19 35 23.5
-23 07 13.8
-21 38 56.9
-02 53 48.9

+00 00 00.0
+00 41 13.0
+02 05 09.4
-00 31 21.6
+00 47 30.0
-00 18 06.5
-00 14 03.1
-00 20 20.0
+00 47 38.0
+15 26 56.0

 0.99365
 0.00266
 1.33013
 1.25874
 4.57987
 1.36483
10.62294
19.80696
30.60860
29.16308

VIMSAVARGA TABLE
Varga Sun Moo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat Rah Ket Ura Nep Plu Lag

Rasi
Hora
Drekkana
Chaturthamsa
Panchamsa
Sasthamsa
Sapthamsa
Ashtamsa
Navamsa
Dasamsa
Ekadasamsa
Dwadasamsa
Shodasamsa
Vimsamsa
Chaturvimsamsa
Bhamsa
Trimsamsa
Khavedamsa
Akshavedamsa
Shashtyamsa

11
04
07
08
07
06
05
04
03
08
01
10
07
03
03
07
07
01
10
06

10
04
02
01
11
09
06
03
01
09
07
02
06
08
12
01
12
09
05
07

02
05
10
11
10
12
01
03
05
06
09
12
06
01
12
02
08
04
06
04

12
04
12
12
09
08
07
06
06
10
04
02
12
09
09
04
06
04
07
02

04
04
08
07
05
09
12
03
07
03
01
08
06
07
12
07
12
08
04
12

12
05
08
09
12
12
12
12
12
05
12
11
12
11
02
11
08
08
03
08

10
04
10
01
11
08
06
03
12
09
07
01
06
07
11
12
06
08
03
05

10
04
10
10
10
07
04
01
10
06
04
10
01
02
05
05
02
09
03
01

04
04
04
04
04
07
10
01
04
12
10
04
01
02
05
11
02
09
03
07

09
04
01
03
08
04
01
10
06
03
12
04
07
05
08
06
03
02
02
11

09
04
05
06
08
05
02
11
07
04
01
06
09
08
11
09
03
07
06
06

07
04
03
04
11
06
01
08
02
03
04
05
03
06
02
06
07
12
04
12

04
04
04
04
04
07
11
02
05
01
11
05
03
04
07
02
02
01
08
01
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Rasi - Body
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Hora - Money
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Ashtamsa - Longevity
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Trimsamsa - Destiny
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NATURAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLANETS
Planet Mitra Sama Shatru

Sun     
Moon    
Mars    
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus   
Saturn  

Moo Mar Jup
Sun Mer
Sun Moo Jup
Sun Ven
Sun Moo Mar
Mer Sat
Mer Ven

Mer
Mar Jup Ven Sat
Ven Sat
Mar Jup Sat
Sat
Mar Jup
Jup

Ven Sat
 
Mer
Moo
Mer Ven
Sun Moo
Sun Moo Mar

TATKALIK RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLANETS
Planet Mitra Shatru

Sun     
Moon    
Mars    
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus   
Saturn  

Moo Mar Mer Ven Sat
Sun Mer Ven
Sun Mer Jup Ven
Sun Moo Mar Sat
Mar
Sun Moo Mar Sat
Sun Mer Ven

Jup
Mar Jup Sat
Moo Sat
Jup Ven
Sun Moo Mer Ven Sat
Mer Jup
Moo Mar Jup
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PANCHADHA RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLANETS
Planet Adhimitra Mitra Sama Shatru Adhishatru

Sun     
Moon    
Mars    
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus   
Saturn  

Moo Mar
Sun Mer
Sun Jup
Sun
Mar
Sat
Mer Ven

Mer
Ven
Ven
Mar Sat
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Jup Ven Sat
 
Moo Mer
Moo Ven
Sun Moo
Sun Moo Mer
Sun

 
Mar Jup Sat
Sat
Jup
Sat
Jup
Jup

 
 
 
 
Mer Ven
 
Moo Mar

VIMSAVARGA VIMSOPAK TABLE [AMitra: Adhi Mitra, ASatru: Adhi Satru]
Varga Sun     Moon    Mars    Mercury Jupiter Venus   Saturn  

Rasi
Hora
Drekkana
Chaturthamsa
Panchamsa
Sasthamsa
Sapthamsa
Ashtamsa
Navamsa
Dasamsa
Ekadasamsa
Dwadasamsa
Shodasamsa
Vimsamsa
Chaturvimsamsa
Bhamsa
Trimsamsa
Khavedamsa
Akshavedamsa
Shashtyamsa

Sama
AMitra
Sama
AMitra
Sama
Mitra
Own
AMitra
Mitra
AMitra
AMitra
Sama
Sama
Mitra
Mitra
Sama
Sama
AMitra
Sama
Mitra

Satru
Own
Mitra
Satru
Satru
Satru
AMitra
AMitra
Satru
Satru
Mitra
Mitra
AMitra
Satru
Satru
Satru
Satru
Satru
AMitra
Mitra

Mitra
AMitra
Satru
Satru
Satru
AMitra
Own
Sama
AMitra
Sama
AMitra
AMitra
Sama
Own
AMitra
Mitra
Own
Sama
Sama
Sama

Satru
Sama
Satru
Satru
Satru
Mitra
Sama
Own
Own
Mitra
Sama
Sama
Satru
Satru
Satru
Sama
Own
Sama
Sama
Sama

Sama
Sama
AMitra
ASatru
Sama
Own
Own
ASatru
ASatru
ASatru
AMitra
AMitra
ASatru
ASatru
Own
ASatru
Own
AMitra
Sama
Own

Satru
Sama
Mitra
Satru
Satru
Satru
Satru
Satru
Satru
Sama
Satru
AMitra
Satru
AMitra
Own
AMitra
Mitra
Mitra
Sama
Mitra

Own
ASatru
Own
ASatru
Own
ASatru
AMitra
AMitra
Satru
Satru
AMitra
ASatru
AMitra
AMitra
Own
Satru
AMitra
ASatru
AMitra
Sama

VIMSOPAK BALA TABLE
Varga Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Shadavarga
Saptavarga
Dasavarga
Shodasavarga
Vimsavarga

12.05
11.93
13.58
13.25
13.53

10.70
11.85
12.83
11.50
11.50

15.00
15.90
13.83
13.78
13.78

11.50
11.05
10.98
10.93
11.13

11.65
13.88
14.08
12.05
12.38

10.40
11.78
11.48
11.05
10.85

13.65
13.20
12.85
13.08
13.23

KEY TO VIMSOPAK BALA
Vimsopak Bala Result

17.5 to 20.0
15.0 to 17.5
12.5 to 15.0
10.0 to 12.5
7.5 to 10.0
5.0 to 7.5
2.5 to 5.0
0.0 to 2.5

Atipoorna
Poorna
Atimadhya
Madhya
Swalpa
Atiswalpa
Heena
Atiheena
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TARA CHAKRA
Tara Nakshatra 1 Nakshatra 2 Nakshatra 3

Janam       
Sampat      
Vipat       
Kshema      
Pratyari    
Sadhak      
Vadha       
Maitra      
Ati-Maitra  

Shravana        
Dhanista        
Satabhisa       
Purvabhadra     
Uttarabhadra    
Revathi         
Ashwini         
Bharani         
Krittika        

Rohini          
Mrigsira        
Ardra           
Punarvasu       
Pushya          
Ashlesha        
Magha           
Purva Phalguni  
Uttara Phalguni 

Hasta           
Chitra          
Swati           
Vishakha        
Anuradha        
Jyeshta         
Moola           
Purvasadha      
Uttarasadha     

KARAKA CHAKRA
No Planet Longitude Degree Karka Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Venus
Rahu
Sun
Mars
Moon
Jupiter
Saturn
Mercury

358 20 24.4
271 39 54.7
327 33 16.2
055 15 39.2
280 42 09.0
100 20 10.7
279 48 44.6
337 07 02.6

028 20 24.4
028 20 05.3
027 33 16.2
025 15 39.2
010 42 09.0
010 20 10.7
009 48 44.6
007 07 02.6

Atma
Amatya
Bhratri
Matri
Pitri
Putra
Jati
Stree

UPGRAHA PLANETARY POSITION (Parasara Method)
Planet Longitude Rasi Nakshatra Pada

Lagna
Ravi
Chandra
Pranpada
Gulika
Dhooma
Vyatipata
Parivesha
Chapa
Upaketu
Mandi
Kaala
Paridhi
Mrityu
Ardha Prahara
Yama Ganda
Kodanda

094 55 55.0
327 33 16.4
280 42 08.9
147 36 15.1
064 07 10.9
100 53 16.4
259 06 43.6
079 06 43.6
280 53 16.4
297 33 16.4
080 33 01.4
084 37 53.6
105 12 25.0
326 10 44.9
353 22 57.6
019 13 36.5
042 39 45.1

Cancer
Aquarius
Capricorn
Leo
Gemini
Cancer
Sagittarius
Gemini
Capricorn
Capricorn
Gemini
Gemini
Cancer
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus

Pushya
Purvabhadra
Shravana
Uttara Phalguni
Mrigsira
Pushya
Purvasadha
Ardra
Shravana
Dhanista
Punarvasu
Punarvasu
Pushya
Purvabhadra
Revathi
Bharani
Rohini

1
3
1
1
4
3
2
4
1
2
1
2
4
2
3
2
1
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RASI UPAGRAHA
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SHASHTYAMSA UPAGRAHA

Dh 

  1

  2
  3

  4

Pa Up

  5

Su 
  6

Mo Ch 
  7

Mn 
  8

  9

10

Gu Vy

11

Pr 

12

PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF SUN
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

-
-
-
-
-
-
0
0
2

0
-
0
0
0
-
-
0
5

-
0
0
-
-
-
-
0
3

-
-
-
0
-
-
0
-
2

0
-
0
0
-
0
0
-
5

0
-
-
-
-
0
0
0
4

0
0
-
-
-
-
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
-
0
-
6

0
-
0
0
0
-
-
0
5

-
-
0
0
-
-
0
-
3

0
-
0
0
-
0
0
-
5

0
0
0
-
0
-
-
-
4

08
04
08
07
04
03
08
06
48

PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF MOON
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

0
-
-
-
0
-
-
0
3

-
-
-
0
0
0
0
0
5

-
0
0
0
0
0
0
-
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
-
-
6

0
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1

0
-
0
0
-
0
-
0
5

-
0
0
0
0
-
-
-
4

0
0
-
-
-
0
0
-
4

0
-
-
0
-
0
-
0
4

-
0
0
0
0
0
-
-
5

-
-
0
-
0
-
-
-
2

-
0
0
0
-
-
0
-
4

06
06
07
08
07
07
04
04
49
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PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF MARS
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

0
-
-
-
0
-
0
0
4

-
-
0
0
0
-
-
0
4

0
0
0
-
0
-
-
-
4

0
-
-
0
-
-
0
0
4

-
-
0
0
-
0
0
-
4

-
-
-
-
-
-
0
0
2

-
-
-
-
-
0
0
-
2

0
0
0
-
-
-
0
-
4

0
-
0
-
0
-
-
0
4

-
-
-
0
-
0
0
-
3

-
-
0
-
-
0
-
-
2

-
0
0
-
-
-
-
-
2

05
03
07
04
04
04
07
05
39

PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF MERCURY
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

-
0
-
-
-
0
0
0
4

-
-
0
0
0
0
-
0
5

0
0
0
-
0
0
-
-
5

0
-
-
0
-
0
0
0
5

-
0
0
0
-
-
0
0
5

-
-
-
-
-
-
0
-
1

0
0
-
-
-
0
0
0
5

-
0
0
0
-
0
0
-
5

0
-
0
0
0
-
-
0
5

0
-
0
0
-
0
0
-
5

-
0
0
0
0
-
0
0
6

-
-
0
0
-
0
-
-
3

05
06
08
08
04
08
08
07
54

PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF JUPITER
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

0
-
-
0
0
0
-
0
5

0
0
0
-
0
-
0
0
6

-
-
0
0
-
-
0
-
3

-
0
-
0
0
0
-
0
5

0
-
0
0
0
0
-
0
6

0
0
-
-
0
-
-
-
3

0
-
-
-
0
-
-
0
3

0
0
0
0
-
0
-
0
6

0
-
0
0
-
0
0
0
6

-
-
-
0
0
0
-
0
4

0
0
0
-
0
-
-
-
4

0
-
0
0
-
-
0
0
5

09
05
07
08
08
06
04
09
56

PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF VENUS
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

-
0
0
-
0
0
0
-
5

-
0
-
0
0
0
0
0
6

-
-
-
-
-
0
-
-
1

-
-
0
0
-
0
-
0
4

-
0
-
0
-
-
0
0
4

0
0
0
-
-
-
0
0
5

-
-
0
-
-
0
0
0
4

-
0
-
0
0
0
0
0
6

0
0
-
-
-
0
-
-
3

0
0
0
0
-
0
-
-
5

-
0
-
-
0
-
-
0
3

-
0
0
-
0
0
0
0
6

03
09
06
05
05
09
07
08
52
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PRASTHAR ASHTAKVARGA OF SATURN
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Lagna
Total

-
-
0
-
-
-
-
0
2

0
-
-
-
0
-
0
0
4

-
0
-
-
0
-
0
-
3

-
-
0
-
-
-
-
0
2

0
-
-
0
-
0
-
-
3

0
-
0
-
-
-
-
0
3

-
-
0
0
-
-
-
0
3

0
0
-
0
0
-
0
-
5

0
-
-
0
0
-
-
0
4

-
-
-
0
-
0
-
-
2

0
-
0
0
-
0
-
-
4

0
0
0
-
-
-
0
-
4

07
03
06
06
04
03
04
06
39

Sun-Sun 

- 0 -

-

0

0000

-

0

0

Sun-Moon

- - 0

-

-

-00-

-

-

0

Sun-Mars

- 0 0

-

0

--00

0

0

0

Sun-Merc

- 0 -

0

0

--00

0

0

-

Sun-Jupi

- 0 -

-

-

--00

-

-

0

Sun-Venu

- - -

-

0

0---

-

0

-

Sun-Satu

0 - -

0

0

000-

0

0

-

Sun-Lagn

0 0 0

-

-

00-0

-

-

-

Moon-Sun 

0 - -

0

0

0-00

-

-

-

Moon-Moon

- - 0

0

-

-00-

0

-

0

Moon-Mars

- - 0

0

-

00--

0

0

0

Moon-Merc

- 0 0

0

-

00-0

0

-

0
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Moon-Jupi

0 0 0

0

-

-0--

0

0

-

Moon-Venu

- 0 0

0

-

0-00

0

-

-

Moon-Satu

- 0 0

-

-

--0-

-

-

0

Moon-Lagn

0 0 -

-

-

0--0

-

-

-

Mars-Sun 

0 - 0

0

-

--00

-

-

-

Mars-Moon

- - 0

-

-

--0-

-

-

0

Mars-Mars

- 0 0

-

0

--00

-

0

0

Mars-Merc

- 0 -

0

0

----

0

-

-

Mars-Jupi

0 0 0

-

-

---0

-

-

-

Mars-Venu

- - -

-

0

-0--

0

0

-

Mars-Satu

0 - -

0

0

000-

0

-

-

Mars-Lagn

0 0 -

0

-

0--0

-

-

-

Merc-Sun 

- - 0

0

-

-0-0

0

-

-

Merc-Moon

0 - 0

-

0

-00-

-

0

-

Merc-Mars

- 0 0

-

0

--00

0

0

0

Merc-Merc

- 0 -

0

0

--00

0

0

0

Merc-Jupi

- 0 0

-

-

---0

-

0

-

Merc-Venu

0 0 0

0

-

-00-

0

-

0
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Merc-Satu

0 - -

0

0

000-

0

0

-

Merc-Lagn

0 0 -

0

0

-0-0

-

0

-

Jupi-Sun 

0 0 -

-

0

0000

-

0

0

Jupi-Moon

- 0 -

0

-

0-0-

-

0

-

Jupi-Mars

- 0 0

-

0

--00

-

0

0

Jupi-Merc

0 - 0

0

0

--00

0

-

0

Jupi-Jupi

0 0 -

0

0

00--

0

0

-

Jupi-Venu

0 - -

0

0

--00

0

-

-

Jupi-Satu

- 0 0

-

-

---0

-

-

0

Jupi-Lagn

0 0 -

0

0

-000

0

-

0

Venu-Sun 

- - -

-

-

0--0

0

-

-

Venu-Moon

0 0 -

-

0

0-00

0

0

0

Venu-Mars

0 - -

0

-

00--

0

-

0

Venu-Merc

- 0 -

0

0

--0-

0

-

-

Venu-Jupi

0 0 -

-

-

--0-

-

0

0

Venu-Venu

0 0 0

0

-

-000

0

-

0

Venu-Satu

0 0 -

-

0

000-

-

-

0

Venu-Lagn

- 0 -

0

0

000-

-

0

0
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Satu-Sun 

- 0 -

-

0

0-00

-

0

0

Satu-Moon

- - 0

-

-

--0-

-

-

0

Satu-Mars

0 - -

0

-

00--

-

0

0

Satu-Merc

- - -

-

0

-000

0

0

-

Satu-Jupi

- 0 0

-

-

--00

-

-

-

Satu-Venu

- - -

-

0

----

0

0

-

Satu-Satu

- 0 0

-

-

--0-

-

-

0

Satu-Lagn

0 0 -

0

-

00-0

-

-

-

ASHTAKVARGA TABLE [Before Reduction]
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Total

2
3
4
4
5
5
2
25

5
5
4
5
6
6
4
35

3
6
4
5
3
1
3
25

2
6
4
5
5
4
2

28

5
1
4
5
6
4
3
28

4
5
2
1
3
5
3
23

4
4
2
5
3
4
3
25

6
4
4
5
6
6
5
36

5
4
4
5
6
3
4
31

3
5
3
5
4
5
2
27

5
2
2
6
4
3
4
26

4
4
2
3
5
6
4
28

48
49
39
54
56
52
39
337

Sun

 2  5  3

 2

 5

 4 4 6 5

 3

 5

 4

Moon

 3  5  6

 6

 1

 5 4 4 4

 5

 2

 4

Mars

 4  4  4

 4

 4

 2 2 4 4

 3

 2

 2
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Mercury

 4  5  5

 5

 5

 1 5 5 5

 5

 6

 3

Jupiter

 5  6  3

 5

 6

 3 3 6 6

 4

 4

 5

Venus

 5  6  1

 4

 4

 5 4 6 3

 5

 3

 6

Saturn

 2  4  3

 2

 3

 3 3 5 4

 2

 4

 4

Sarva

25 35 25

28

28

23253631

27

26

28

ASHTAKVARGA TABLE [After Trikona Reduction]
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Total

0
2
0
0
0
2
0
 4

2
0
2
4
3
1
2
14

0
4
2
0
0
0
0
 6

0
2
2
2
0
0
0
 6

3
0
0
1
1
1
1
 7

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
 2

1
2
0
0
0
3
0
 6

4
0
2
2
1
2
3
14

3
3
0
1
1
0
2
10

0
0
1
4
1
0
0
 6

2
0
0
1
1
2
1
 7

2
0
0
0
0
2
2
 6

18
13
09
15
08
13
12
88

Sun

 0  2  0

 0

 3

 1 1 4 3

 0

 2

 2

Moon

 2  0  4

 2

 0

 0 2 0 3

 0

 0

 0

Mars

 0  2  2

 2

 0

 0 0 2 0

 1

 0

 0

Mercury

 0  4  0

 2

 1

 0 0 2 1

 4

 1

 0

Jupiter

 0  3  0

 0

 1

 0 0 1 1

 1

 1

 0

Venus

 2  1  0

 0

 1

 0 3 2 0

 0

 2

 2
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Saturn

 0  2  0

 0

 1

 1 0 3 2

 0

 1

 2

Sarva

 4 14  6

 6

 7

 2 61410

 6

 7

 6

ASHTAKVARGA TABLE [After Ekadhipatya (Final) Reduction]
Planet Ari Tau Gem Can Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cap Aqu Pis Total

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Total

0
2
0
0
0
0
0
 2

2
0
2
4
3
1
2
14

0
4
2
0
0
0
0
 6

0
2
2
2
0
0
0
 6

3
0
0
1
1
1
1
 7

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
 2

0
2
0
0
0
2
0
 4

4
0
2
2
1
0
3
12

1
3
0
1
1
0
0
 6

0
0
1
4
1
0
0
 6

2
0
0
1
1
2
1
 7

2
0
0
0
0
2
2
 6

15
13
09
15
08
08
10
78

Sun

 0  2  0

 0

 3

 1 0 4 1

 0

 2

 2

Moon

 2  0  4

 2

 0

 0 2 0 3

 0

 0

 0

Mars

 0  2  2

 2

 0

 0 0 2 0

 1

 0

 0

Mercury

 0  4  0

 2

 1

 0 0 2 1

 4

 1

 0

Jupiter

 0  3  0

 0

 1

 0 0 1 1

 1

 1

 0

Venus

 0  1  0

 0

 1

 0 2 0 0

 0

 2

 2

Saturn

 0  2  0

 0

 1

 1 0 3 0

 0

 1

 2

Sarva

 2 14  6

 6

 7

 2 412 6

 6

 7

 6

SODYA PINDAS TABLE
Pinda Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Rashi
Graha
Sodya

142
50

192

95
20

115

65
46

111

114
97

211

73
39

112

80
42

122

94
45

139
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SIMPLE DRISTI CHAKRA
Bhava Planets Having Full Dristi On The Bhava

Lagna
II   
III  
IV   
V    
VI   
VII  
VIII 
IX   
X    
XI   
XII  

Moon, Saturn, Rahu
Sun, Mars
Mercury, Venus
Saturn
Mars, Jupiter
Mars
Jupiter, Ketu

Jupiter, Saturn
Pluto

Uranus, Neptune

COMPLETE DRISTI CHAKRA
Bhava Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu Rahu Ketu Uran Nept Plut

Lagna
II   
III  
IV   
V    
VI   
VII  
VIII 
IX   
X    
XI   
XII  

0.00
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50
0.00

0.50
1.00
0.75
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.50
0.00
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75

0.00
0.00
0.75
0.25
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.25
1.00
0.75
0.00
0.00

0.50
0.00
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75

1.00
0.50
0.25
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.50
0.25
0.00

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50
0.00
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00

0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50
0.00
1.00

0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50
0.00
1.00

0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.75
0.50
0.00
1.00
0.75
0.50

EXACT DRISTI CHAKRA
Bhava Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu Rahu Ketu Uran Nept Plut

Lagna
II   
III  
IV   
V    
VI   
VII  
VIII 
IX   
X    
XI   
XII  

0.38
0.24
0.94
0.70
0.44
0.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.36
0.69

0.81
0.80
0.55
0.30
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.64
0.55
0.10

0.08
0.41
0.92
0.35
0.30
0.92
0.92
0.42
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.52
0.04
0.91
0.77
0.52
0.27
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.71

0.00
0.00
0.20
0.65
0.55
0.59
0.82
0.80
0.55
0.80
0.05
0.00

0.70
0.39
0.20
0.95
0.70
0.45
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.36

0.84
0.79
0.55
0.30
0.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
1.41
0.55
0.09

0.97
0.73
0.48
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.30
0.73
0.45
0.10

0.00
0.02
0.30
0.73
0.45
0.10
0.97
0.73
0.48
0.23
0.00
0.00

0.87
0.62
0.38
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.50
0.63
0.25
0.51

0.90
0.65
0.40
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.45
0.65
0.30
0.40

0.43
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.39
0.68
0.37
0.25
0.93
0.68
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GRAHA DRISTI CHAKRA
Aspecting\Aspected=> Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

0.00
0.71
0.00
0.29
0.01
0.00

0.14

0.26
0.22
0.99
0.54
0.00

0.23
0.87

0.15
0.13
0.00
0.88

0.00
0.00
0.55

0.45
0.00
0.00

0.61
1.00
0.00
0.53

0.85
0.98

0.00
0.15
0.22
0.00
0.65

0.15

0.15
0.00
0.24
0.23
1.00
1.31

SAPTA VARGA BALA CHAKRA
Bala Type Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Rasi
Hora
Drekkana
Sapthamsa
Navamsa
Dwadasamsa
Trimsamsa
Total

10.00
20.00
10.00
30.00
15.00
10.00
10.00

105.00

4.00
30.00
15.00
20.00
4.00

15.00
4.00

92.00

15.00
20.00
4.00

30.00
20.00
20.00
30.00

139.00

4.00
10.00

4.00
10.00
30.00
10.00
30.00
98.00

10.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
2.00

20.00
30.00

122.00

4.00
10.00
15.00
4.00
4.00

20.00
15.00
72.00

30.00
2.00

30.00
20.00
4.00
2.00

20.00
108.00

STHAN BALA CHAKRA
Bala Type Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Ochcha
Saptavarga
Ojayugma
Kendra
Drekkana
Total

45.85
105.00
30.00
30.00

0.00
210.85

22.57
92.00
15.00
60.00
0.00

189.57

20.91
139.00
15.00
30.00
0.00

204.91

2.63
98.00
0.00

15.00
0.00

115.63

58.22
122.00
15.00
60.00
0.00

255.22

59.55
72.00
30.00
15.00
15.00

191.55

33.40
108.00

0.00
60.00
0.00

201.40

KALA BALA CHAKRA
Bala Type Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Natonnata
Paksha
Tribhaga
Varsha
Masa
Vara
Hora
Ayan
Yuddha
Total

46.25
44.38

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

60.00
51.37

0.00
202.00

13.75
88.77
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

53.11
0.00

155.63

13.75
44.38

0.00
0.00
0.00

45.00
0.00

61.33
0.00

164.46

60.00
15.62
0.00
0.00

30.00
0.00
0.00

30.17
0.00

135.79

46.25
15.62
60.00
15.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

55.01
0.00

191.88

46.25
15.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

40.40
0.00

102.27

13.75
44.38
60.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

54.49
0.00

172.62
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SHADA BALA CHAKRA
Bala Type Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Sthana
Digbala
Kala
Chesta
Naisargika
Drik
Total
Rupa

210.85
47.81

202.00
0.00

60.00
1.31

521.97
8.70

189.57
27.81

155.63
0.00

51.43
4.09

428.53
7.14

204.91
42.95

164.46
34.31
17.14
-6.52

457.25
7.62

115.63
20.73

135.79
16.84
25.71
-1.08

313.62
5.23

255.22
58.20

191.88
44.74
34.29

-19.49
564.84

9.41

191.55
1.93

102.27
20.31
42.86

-15.14
343.78

5.73

201.40
58.37

172.62
16.14
8.57
3.87

460.97
7.68

ISHTA KASHTA CHAKRA
Phala Sun Moon Mars Merc Jupi Venu Satu

Ishta
Kashta

35.25
21.58

18.77
40.76

26.78
31.69

6.66
49.76

51.04
5.21

34.78
4.23

23.22
34.16

KEY => To understand ISHTA and KASHTA:
A planet with more ISHTA Phala is supposed to be do good in its Dasa,  Bhukti and  Antardasa  while a  planet
with more KASHTA Phala is  supposed to give evil results in its Dasa, Bhukti and Antardasa.

BHAVA BALA CHAKRA
Bhava Bhavadhipati Bala Bhava Digbala Bhavadrishti Bala Total Bala Total Rupa

Lagna
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

428.53
521.97
313.62
343.78
457.25
564.84
460.97
460.97
564.84
457.25
343.78
313.62

30.00
20.00
40.00
30.00
40.00
10.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
60.00
50.00
50.00

9.98
-25.18
25.14
74.82
50.90
41.92
39.42
41.51
24.33
16.60
-4.56
34.72

468.51
516.79
378.76
448.60
548.15
616.76
530.39
512.48
599.17
533.85
389.22
398.34

7.81
8.61
6.31
7.48
9.14

10.28
8.84
8.54
9.99
8.90
6.49
6.64

RESIDENTIAL STRENGTH OF PLANETS
Planet Bhava Strength Purva/Uttara Bhaga

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

9
7

12
9
1

10
7
7
1
6
7
5

0.5399
0.6118
0.3788
0.8168
0.6364
0.6109
0.6717
0.7842
0.7842
0.0198
0.1879
0.4811

Purva Bhaga
Uttara Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Uttara Bhaga
Uttara Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Uttara Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Uttara Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga

RESIDENTIAL STRENGTH OF BHAVA LORDS
Bhava Bhava Lord Strength Purva/Uttara Bhaga

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
Venus
Mercury

0.3288
0.3109
0.2929
0.2750
0.2929
0.3109
0.3288
0.3109
0.2929
0.2750
0.2929
0.3109

Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
Purva Bhaga
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BHAVA CHAKRA BASED ON SIMPLE DRISTI
Bhava Planets In Bhava Bhava Lord Dristi On Bhava

Lagna
II   
III  
IV   
V    
VI   
VII  
VIII 
IX   
X    
XI   
XII  

Jupi Ketu

Satu Moon Rahu

Sun Merc
Venu

Mars

Moon
Sun
Merc
Venu
Mars
Jupi
Satu
Satu
Jupi
Mars
Venu
Merc

Moon Satu Rahu
Sun Mars
Merc Venu
Satu
Mars Jupi
Mars
Jupi Ketu

Jupi Satu

KEY => To understand BHAVA CHAKRA
BHAVA CHAKRA gives the complete detail about each bhava. It gives the planets residing in the bhava, lord of
bhava and planets aspecting the bhava. This is very useful for various kind of predictions.

CHECK FOR KUJA DOSHA FROM LAGNA
According to Deva Keralam, there is Kuja dosha only if Kuja is in first, fourth, seventh, eighth or twelfth house.

There are certain exceptions to this rule which are as under:

(1) Mars is in exaltation, own house or friend's house

(2) Mars is in movable sign.

(3) There is no Kuja dosha if Gemini or Virgo happens to be second house.

(4) There is no Kuja dosha if Cancer or Capricorn happens to be seventh house.

(5) There is no Kuja dosha if Taurus or Libra happens to be the 12th house.

(6) There is no Kuja dosha for Cancer or Leo Ascendant as Mars is yoga karka for these Ascendants.

(7) There is no Kuja dosha if Mars is in Cancer, Leo or Aquarius.

(8) There is no Kuja dosha if Mars is in fourth or eighth house and Ascendant is Aquarius.

Kuja dosha gets cancelled if male and female both have Kuja dosha.

Mars is in the twelfth house.

There is no Kuja dosha for Cancer or Leo Ascendant as Mars is yoga karka for these Ascendants.

CHECK FOR COMBUSTION (MOUDHYAM) OF PLANETS WITH SUN
Planets situated within the following distances mentioned below from the Sun becomes combust (Moudhyam):
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COMBUSTION (MOUDHYAM) OF PLANETS WITH SUN
Planet Distance From The Sun

Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

12 Degrees
17 Degrees
14 Degrees (13 Degrees When Retrograde)
11 Degrees
10 Degrees ( 9 Degrees When Retrograde)
15 Degrees

The following planet(s) are in COMBUSTION with SUN: Mercury

CHECK FOR GRAHA YUDDHA
Planets  are  said to be in Yuddha (or Fight) when  they  are  in conjuction  and  the  distance between them is 
less  than  one degree. All the planets except Sun and Moon may enter into war. The conquering planet is the one
whose longitude is less.

There are no planets in GRAHA YUDDHA.

TABLE OF SIGNIFICATORS AS PER KP SYSTEM
Table of Significators is based on the following:
     (1) Occupant in the Bhava
     (2) Planets in the Star of the Occupant
     (3) Owner of the Bhava
     (4) Planets in the Star of the Owner

Note: For finding Occupants in a Bhava, the Bhava Starts from Mid-Bhava (Cusp) till Next Mid-Bhava as per KP
System

BHAVA SIGNIFICATORS
Bhava Planets

Lagna
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

Sun, Moon, Jupiter, Ketu
Sun, Saturn, Rahu
Mercury, Venus
Venus
Mars
Sun, Jupiter, Rahu, Ketu
Moon, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn
Sun, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu
Sun, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Ketu
Mars
Mars, Venus
Mercury, Venus, Ketu

PLANET SIGNIFICATORS
Planets Bhava

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

Lagna   II   VI   VIII   IX
Lagna   VII
V   X   XI
III   VII   VIII   IX   XII
Lagna   VI   VII   VIII   IX
III   IV   IX   XI   XII
II   VII   VIII
II   VI   VIII
Lagna   VI   IX   XII

NATURAL BENEFIC AND MALEFIC PLANETS
As  per  Brihat  Parasara Hora Sastra: Sun,  Saturn,  Mars  and Waning  Moon are malefic planets while the rest 
are  benefics. Mercury, however, is a malefic if he joins a malefic.

There are different opinions about Waning Moon. Some  considers decreasing  Moon as Waning Moon while
others  considers  Waning Moon  when  it is within 90 degree of Sun. We  have  taken  the second  view. So, from
this method, we take Moon as benefic  if its distance from Sun is more than 90 degree (or When  Moon-Sun is 
between 90 degree and 270 degree or when tithi  is  between 7.5 and 22.5)

As  far  as Mercury is concerned, Brihat  Parasar  Hora  Sastra clearly  indicates that Mercury is malefic if it is 
associated with a malefic planet, otherwise it is Benefic Planet.
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NATURAL BENEFIC MALEFIC
Planet Benefic / Malefic

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

Malefic
Malefic
Malefic
Benefic
Benefic
Benefic
Malefic

BENEFIC AND MALEFIC PLANETS BASED ON THE LORDSHIP OF BHAVA
To judge, a planet as benefic, neutral or malefic based on its lordship of an house, the following rules should be
taken into account:

(1) The lord of a trine (First, Fifth and Ninth house) will be always benefic.

(2) The lord of kendra (Fourth, Seventh and Tenth house) will be benefic if it is a natural malefic. However, it will
be malefic if it a natural benefic.

(3) The lord of third, sixth and eleventh house will be malefic.

(4) The lord of second, eighth and twelfth house will be neutral.

Note - The eighth lord is supposed to be malefic as per various sages. However, we assume here that eighth lord
is neutral.

BASED ON BHAVA LORD
Planet Benefic / Malefic

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

Neutral
Benefic
Benefic
Malefic
Benefic
Malefic
Neutral

BASED ON SHADBALA
Planet Benefic Malefic Bhava Bhava Benefic Bhava Malefic

Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

0.6692
0.5952
0.7621
0.3734
0.7242
0.5209
0.7683
0.6314
0.5578
0.7342
0.6314
0.6526

0.3308
0.4048
0.2379
0.6266
0.2758
0.4791
0.2317
0.3686
0.4422
0.2658
0.3686
0.3474

Lagna
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

0.5206
0.5742
0.4208
0.4984
0.6091
0.6853
0.5893
0.5694
0.6657
0.5932
0.4325
0.4426

0.4794
0.4258
0.5792
0.5016
0.3909
0.3147
0.4107
0.4306
0.3343
0.4068
0.5675
0.5574

ASPECTS BETWEEN PLANETS AS PER HINDU ASTROLOGY
The Period during which Saturn transits in the first, Apart from Graha Dristi, the Hindu Astrology supports
thefollowing type of aspects:

(1) Conjunction - When two planets are in the same rasi.

(2) Opposition (Dristi) - When one planet is in the seventh rasi from the other planet.

(3) Trine (Trikona) - When one planet is in the fifth or in the ninth rasi from the other planet.

(4) Square (Kendra) - When one planet is in the fourth or in the tenth rasi from the other planet.
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ASPECTS BETWEEN PLANETS AS PER HINDU ASTROLOGY
Planet Sun Moo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat Rah Ket Ura Nep Plu

Sun
Moo
Mar
Mer
Jup
Ven
Sat
Rah
Ket
Ura
Nep
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Con: Conjunction, Opp: Opposition (Dristi), Tri: Trine (Trikona), Squ: Square (Kendra)

ASPECTS BETWEEN PLANETS AS PER WESTERN ASTROLOGY
The Western Astrology supports the following type of aspects:

(1) Conjunction - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 0 deg

(2) Semi-Sextile - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 30 deg

(3) Semi-Square - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 45 deg

(4) Sextile - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 60 deg

(5) Square - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 90 deg

(6) Trine - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 120 deg

(7) Inconjunct - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 150 deg

(8) Opposition - Distance between two heavenly bodies: 180 deg

Note - Orbit taken as 5 degrees.

ASPECTS BETWEEN PLANETS AS PER WESTERN ASTROLOGY
Planet Sun Moo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat Rah Ket Ura Nep Plu

Sun
Moo
Mar
Mer
Jup
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Sat
Rah
Ket
Ura
Nep
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Tri
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Sxt

Con: Conjunction, SSx: Semi-Sextile, SSq: Semi-Square, Sxt: Sextile, Squ: Square (Kendra), Tri: Trine (Trikona),
Inc: Inconjunct, Opp: Opposition (Dristi)

YOGA PREDICTION

Please note the  following important points about Yoga prediction:

(1) If planets  causing Yoga are in  exaltation or highly benefic Yoga gives very good result. However, if planets
causing Yoga are malefic, the result may get nullified or negated.

(2) Yoga results should not be  taken in isolation,  it should be taken in its totality.  A particular Yoga may give
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indication about you but other astrological factor impact the result, so other factors should also be considered with
the Yoga result.

Gajakesari Yoga

Yoga Definition: If Jupiter is in Kendra from the Moon, the Yoga thus caused is called Gaja Keshri Yoga.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will be splendorous, wealthy, intelligent, endowed with many virtues
and be a favourite of the King.

Kemadruma Yoga

Yoga Definition: If there are no planets (other than the Sun) on both sides of the Moon, Kemadruma is formed.

Yoga Result: The native born in Kemadruma Yoga will be disgraced, be devoid of intelligence and learning and be
subject to penury and calamities.

Vesi Yoga

Yoga Definition: If there is any planet (except Moon) in the second house from the Sun, this Yoga is formed.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will be fortunate and happy. He will be truthful, famous and aristocratic.

Vasi Yoga

Yoga Definition: If there is any planet (except Moon) in the twlefth house from the Sun, this Yoga is formed.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will be skilful and charitable. He will be endowed with fame and
strength.

Obhayachari Yoga

Yoga Definition: If there is any planet (except Moon) in the second and twlefth house (both sides) from the Sun,
this Yoga is formed.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will be a king or will live like a king.

Hamsa Yoga

Yoga Definition: If Jupiter is in Kendra in the own sign or in exaltation, this Yoga is formed. This is one of
PANCHAMAHAPURUSHA yoga.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will possess voice analogous to swan (hamsa), fair in complexion,
charming face and well developed nose, phlegmatic nature, having honey like reddish brown coloured eyes,
reddish nails and is an intelligent person. He is like a king with well moulded cheeks, round forehead and elegant
feet. His lustful urge for women will remain unsatisfied. He will have interest in swimming and water sports.

Sasa Yoga

Yoga Definition: If Saturn is in Kendra in the own sign or in exaltation, this Yoga is formed. This is one of
PANCHAMAHAPURUSHA yoga.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will possess small teeth and soft face. He will be brave and will not
have small body. He will have narrow waist with elegant thighs. He will be intelligent, powerful and may be an
army chief. He will have interests in forests, hills etc. He will possess special knowledge in metallurgy. However,
he may indulge in flirtation with women.

Parijatha Yoga

Yoga Definition: If the lord of the sign in which the lord of the house occupied by the Ascendant Lord is in his own
sign or in exaltaion, this Yoga is formed.

Yoga Result: The native born in this Yoga will be happy in the middle and last part of his life. He will be generous
and famous. However, he will be fond of war. He may receive homage of the Kings and Rulers.
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Details of Yogi, Saha Yogi and Ava Yogi
Yogi: Saturn  
Saha Yogi: Jupiter 
Ava Yogi: Moon    

SADHESATI OF SATURN
The Period during which Saturn transits in the first, second and twelfth houses from the moon rasi of the native is
called the Sadhesati of Saturn.

Your birth rasi is Capricorn therefor the period during which Gochara Saturn transits in Sagittarius, Capricorn and
Aquarius is Sadhesati of Saturn for you.

One Sadhesati is made up of three periods of approximately two and half years each becuase Saturn moves in
one rasi for two and half years. Normally in the life time of a person, the Sadhesati of Saturn occurs three times.

The following table shows the beginning and ending of each Cycle of Sadhesati.

SADHESATI OF SATURN
Sadhesati Cycle Satrun Transit Begin Date End Date Ashtak Sat Ashtak Sarva

Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya
First Dhayya
First Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Second Dhayya
Third Dhayya
Third Dhayya

Capricorn
Capricorn
Aquarius
Aquarius
Aquarius
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Capricorn
Aquarius
Aquarius
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Capricorn
Aquarius
Aquarius

12 Mar 1991
16 Oct 1993
06 Mar 1993
11 Nov 1993
11 Aug 1995
27 Jan 2017
27 Oct 2017
25 Jan 2020
13 Jul 2022
30 Apr 2022
18 Jan 2023
09 Dec 2046
11 Jul 2049
07 Mar 2049
05 Dec 2049
26 Feb 2052
03 Sep 2054

06 Mar 1993
11 Nov 1993
16 Oct 1993
03 Jun 1995
17 Feb 1996
22 Jun 2017
25 Jan 2020
30 Apr 2022
18 Jan 2023
13 Jul 2022
30 Mar 2025
07 Mar 2049
05 Dec 2049
11 Jul 2049
26 Feb 2052
15 May 2054
06 Feb 2055

2
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
2
2
4
4

27
27
26
26
26
31
31
27
27
26
26
31
31
27
27
26
26

VIMSOTTARI DASA - Dasa at Birth: 09 Years 05 Months 20 Days

Vimsottari Dasa
Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus Sun

Mo 12 Mar 91
Ma 02 Jul 91
Ra 02 Feb 92
Ju 02 Aug 93
Sa 02 Dec 94
Me 02 Jul 96
Ke 02 Dec 97
Ve 02 Jul 98
Su 02 Mar 00

Ma 02 Sep 00
Ra 29 Jan 01
Ju 17 Feb 02
Sa 23 Jan 03
Me 02 Mar 04
Ke 01 Mar 05
Ve 26 Jul 05
Su 26 Sep 06
Mo 02 Feb 07

Ra 02 Sep 07
Ju 14 May 10
Sa 08 Oct 12
Me 14 Aug 15
Ke 02 Mar 18
Ve 20 Mar 19
Su 20 Mar 22
Mo 14 Feb 23
Ma 14 Aug 24

Ju 02 Sep 25
Sa 20 Oct 27
Me 02 May 30
Ke 08 Aug 32
Ve 14 Jul 33
Su 14 Mar 36
Mo 02 Jan 37
Ma 02 May 38
Ra 08 Apr 39

Sa 02 Sep 41
Me 05 Sep 44
Ke 14 May 47
Ve 23 Jun 48
Su 23 Aug 51
Mo 05 Aug 52
Ma 05 Mar 54
Ra 14 Apr 55
Ju 20 Feb 58

Me 02 Sep 60
Ke 29 Jan 63
Ve 26 Jan 64
Su 26 Nov 66
Mo 02 Oct 67
Ma 02 Mar 69
Ra 01 Mar 70
Ju 17 Sep 72
Sa 23 Dec 74

Ke 02 Sep 77
Ve 29 Jan 78
Su 29 Mar 79
Mo 05 Aug 79
Ma 05 Mar 80
Ra 02 Aug 80
Ju 20 Aug 81
Sa 26 Jul 82
Me 05 Sep 83

Ve 02 Sep 84
Su 02 Jan 88
Mo 02 Jan 89
Ma 02 Sep 90
Ra 02 Nov 91
Ju 02 Nov 94
Sa 02 Jul 97
Me 02 Sep 00
Ke 02 Jul 03

Su 02 Sep 04
Mo 20 Dec 04
Ma 20 Jun 05
Ra 26 Oct 05
Ju 20 Sep 06
Sa 08 Jul 07
Me 20 Jun 08
Ke 26 Apr 09
Ve 02 Sep 09
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Vimsottari Mahadasa: Moon
Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus Sun

Mo                
Ma                
Ra                
Ju                
Sa                
Me 12 Mar 91
Ke 09 Apr 91
Ve 27 Apr 91
Su 17 Jun 91

Ma 02 Jul 91
Ra 14 Jul 91
Ju 16 Aug 91
Sa 14 Sep 91
Me 17 Oct 91
Ke 17 Nov 91
Ve 29 Nov 91
Su 04 Jan 92
Mo 14 Jan 92

Ra 02 Feb 92
Ju 23 Apr 92
Sa 05 Jul 92
Me 30 Sep 92
Ke 17 Dec 92
Ve 18 Jan 93
Su 18 Apr 93
Mo 15 May 93
Ma 30 Jun 93

Ju 02 Aug 93
Sa 06 Oct 93
Me 22 Dec 93
Ke 28 Feb 94
Ve 28 Mar 94
Su 18 Jun 94
Mo 12 Jul 94
Ma 22 Aug 94
Ra 20 Sep 94

Sa 02 Dec 94
Me 02 Mar 95
Ke 23 May 95
Ve 26 Jun 95
Su 01 Oct 95
Mo 31 Oct 95
Ma 17 Dec 95
Ra 20 Jan 96
Ju 16 Apr 96

Me 02 Jul 96
Ke 14 Sep 96
Ve 14 Oct 96
Su 09 Jan 97
Mo 04 Feb 97
Ma 17 Mar 97
Ra 17 Apr 97
Ju 03 Jul 97
Sa 11 Sep 97

Ke 02 Dec 97
Ve 14 Dec 97
Su 19 Jan 98
Mo 31 Jan 98
Ma 17 Feb 98
Ra 01 Mar 98
Ju 01 Apr 98
Sa 29 Apr 98
Me 02 Jun 98

Ve 02 Jul 98
Su 12 Oct 98
Mo 12 Nov 98
Ma 02 Jan 99
Ra 07 Feb 99
Ju 07 May 99
Sa 27 Jul 99
Me 02 Nov 99
Ke 27 Jan 00

Su 02 Mar 00
Mo 11 Mar 00
Ma 26 Mar 00
Ra 06 Apr 00
Ju 03 May 00
Sa 27 May 00
Me 26 Jun 00
Ke 21 Jul 00
Ve 02 Aug 00

Vimsottari Mahadasa: Mars (9 years old)
Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus Sun Moon

Ma 02 Sep 00
Ra 10 Sep 00
Ju 02 Oct 00
Sa 22 Oct 00
Me 15 Nov 00
Ke 06 Dec 00
Ve 15 Dec 00
Su 09 Jan 01
Mo 17 Jan 01

Ra 29 Jan 01
Ju 26 Mar 01
Sa 16 May 01
Me 16 Jul 01
Ke 09 Sep 01
Ve 01 Oct 01
Su 04 Dec 01
Mo 23 Dec 01
Ma 25 Jan 02

Ju 17 Feb 02
Sa 02 Apr 02
Me 25 May 02
Ke 12 Jul 02
Ve 02 Aug 02
Su 28 Sep 02
Mo 15 Oct 02
Ma 13 Nov 02
Ra 02 Dec 02

Sa 23 Jan 03
Me 26 Mar 03
Ke 23 May 03
Ve 16 Jun 03
Su 22 Aug 03
Mo 12 Sep 03
Ma 16 Oct 03
Ra 09 Nov 03
Ju 09 Jan 04

Me 02 Mar 04
Ke 22 Apr 04
Ve 13 May 04
Su 13 Jul 04
Mo 01 Aug 04
Ma 31 Aug 04
Ra 21 Sep 04
Ju 15 Nov 04
Sa 02 Jan 05

Ke 01 Mar 05
Ve 07 Mar 05
Su 02 Apr 05
Mo 09 Apr 05
Ma 22 Apr 05
Ra 30 Apr 05
Ju 22 May 05
Sa 12 Jun 05
Me 05 Jul 05

Ve 26 Jul 05
Su 06 Oct 05
Mo 27 Oct 05
Ma 02 Dec 05
Ra 26 Dec 05
Ju 01 Mar 06
Sa 25 Apr 06
Me 02 Jul 06
Ke 01 Sep 06

Su 26 Sep 06
Mo 02 Oct 06
Ma 13 Oct 06
Ra 20 Oct 06
Ju 09 Nov 06
Sa 26 Nov 06
Me 16 Dec 06
Ke 03 Jan 07
Ve 11 Jan 07

Mo 02 Feb 07
Ma 19 Feb 07
Ra 02 Mar 07
Ju 03 Apr 07
Sa 01 May 07
Me 04 Jun 07
Ke 04 Jul 07
Ve 16 Jul 07
Su 21 Aug 07

Vimsottari Mahadasa: Rahu (16 years old)
Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus Sun Moon Mars

Ra 02 Sep 07
Ju 28 Jan 08
Sa 07 Jun 08
Me 11 Nov 08
Ke 29 Mar 09
Ve 26 May 09
Su 08 Nov 09
Mo 26 Dec 09
Ma 17 Mar 10

Ju 14 May 10
Sa 09 Sep 10
Me 26 Jan 11
Ke 28 May 11
Ve 19 Jul 11
Su 13 Dec 11
Mo 26 Jan 12
Ma 08 Apr 12
Ra 28 May 12

Sa 08 Oct 12
Me 20 Mar 13
Ke 16 Aug 13
Ve 15 Oct 13
Su 06 Apr 14
Mo 28 May 14
Ma 23 Aug 14
Ra 23 Oct 14
Ju 27 Mar 15

Me 14 Aug 15
Ke 24 Dec 15
Ve 17 Feb 16
Su 20 Jul 16
Mo 06 Sep 16
Ma 23 Nov 16
Ra 16 Jan 17
Ju 04 Jun 17
Sa 06 Oct 17

Ke 02 Mar 18
Ve 24 Mar 18
Su 27 May 18
Mo 16 Jun 18
Ma 17 Jul 18
Ra 09 Aug 18
Ju 06 Oct 18
Sa 26 Nov 18
Me 26 Jan 19

Ve 20 Mar 19
Su 20 Sep 19
Mo 14 Nov 19
Ma 14 Feb 20
Ra 17 Apr 20
Ju 29 Sep 20
Sa 23 Feb 21
Me 14 Aug 21
Ke 17 Jan 22

Su 20 Mar 22
Mo 06 Apr 22
Ma 03 May 22
Ra 22 May 22
Ju 11 Jul 22
Sa 24 Aug 22
Me 15 Oct 22
Ke 01 Dec 22
Ve 20 Dec 22

Mo 14 Feb 23
Ma 29 Mar 23
Ra 30 Apr 23
Ju 21 Jul 23
Sa 03 Oct 23
Me 29 Dec 23
Ke 15 Mar 24
Ve 17 Apr 24
Su 17 Jul 24

Ma 14 Aug 24
Ra 06 Sep 24
Ju 03 Nov 24
Sa 23 Dec 24
Me 23 Feb 25
Ke 16 Apr 25
Ve 08 May 25
Su 11 Jul 25
Mo 31 Jul 25

Vimsottari Mahadasa: Jupiter (34 years old)
Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus Sun Moon Mars Rahu

Ju 02 Sep 25
Sa 14 Dec 25
Me 16 Apr 26
Ke 05 Aug 26
Ve 19 Sep 26
Su 27 Jan 27
Mo 06 Mar 27
Ma 10 May 27
Ra 25 Jun 27

Sa 20 Oct 27
Me 14 Mar 28
Ke 23 Jul 28
Ve 17 Sep 28
Su 19 Feb 29
Mo 04 Apr 29
Ma 20 Jun 29
Ra 13 Aug 29
Ju 31 Dec 29

Me 02 May 30
Ke 27 Aug 30
Ve 15 Oct 30
Su 01 Mar 31
Mo 12 Apr 31
Ma 20 Jun 31
Ra 07 Aug 31
Ju 10 Dec 31
Sa 29 Mar 32

Ke 08 Aug 32
Ve 27 Aug 32
Su 23 Oct 32
Mo 10 Nov 32
Ma 08 Dec 32
Ra 28 Dec 32
Ju 18 Feb 33
Sa 03 Apr 33
Me 26 May 33

Ve 14 Jul 33
Su 24 Dec 33
Mo 12 Feb 34
Ma 02 May 34
Ra 28 Jun 34
Ju 22 Nov 34
Sa 31 Mar 35
Me 02 Sep 35
Ke 18 Jan 36

Su 14 Mar 36
Mo 28 Mar 36
Ma 22 Apr 36
Ra 09 May 36
Ju 22 Jun 36
Sa 01 Aug 36
Me 16 Sep 36
Ke 27 Oct 36
Ve 14 Nov 36

Mo 02 Jan 37
Ma 12 Feb 37
Ra 10 Mar 37
Ju 22 May 37
Sa 26 Jul 37
Me 12 Oct 37
Ke 20 Dec 37
Ve 18 Jan 38
Su 08 Apr 38

Ma 02 May 38
Ra 21 May 38
Ju 12 Jul 38
Sa 27 Aug 38
Me 20 Oct 38
Ke 07 Dec 38
Ve 27 Dec 38
Su 23 Feb 39
Mo 10 Mar 39

Ra 08 Apr 39
Ju 17 Aug 39
Sa 13 Dec 39
Me 29 Apr 40
Ke 02 Sep 40
Ve 22 Oct 40
Su 16 Mar 41
Mo 29 Apr 41
Ma 11 Jul 41
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Vimsottari Mahadasa: Saturn (50 years old)
Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus Sun Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter

Sa 02 Sep 41
Me 23 Feb 42
Ke 27 Jul 42
Ve 30 Sep 42
Su 31 Mar 43
Mo 25 May 43
Ma 25 Aug 43
Ra 28 Oct 43
Ju 10 Apr 44

Me 05 Sep 44
Ke 22 Jan 45
Ve 19 Mar 45
Su 31 Aug 45
Mo 19 Oct 45
Ma 09 Jan 46
Ra 06 Mar 46
Ju 01 Aug 46
Sa 10 Dec 46

Ke 14 May 47
Ve 07 Jun 47
Su 14 Aug 47
Mo 04 Sep 47
Ma 07 Oct 47
Ra 31 Oct 47
Ju 31 Dec 47
Sa 23 Feb 48
Me 26 Apr 48

Ve 23 Jun 48
Su 03 Jan 49
Mo 28 Feb 49
Ma 05 Jun 49
Ra 11 Aug 49
Ju 02 Feb 50
Sa 04 Jul 50
Me 05 Jan 51
Ke 16 Jun 51

Su 23 Aug 51
Mo 10 Sep 51
Ma 08 Oct 51
Ra 28 Oct 51
Ju 20 Dec 51
Sa 05 Feb 52
Me 29 Mar 52
Ke 18 May 52
Ve 08 Jun 52

Mo 05 Aug 52
Ma 22 Sep 52
Ra 26 Oct 52
Ju 21 Jan 53
Sa 07 Apr 53
Me 07 Jul 53
Ke 28 Sep 53
Ve 01 Nov 53
Su 06 Feb 54

Ma 05 Mar 54
Ra 28 Mar 54
Ju 28 May 54
Sa 21 Jul 54
Me 24 Sep 54
Ke 21 Nov 54
Ve 14 Dec 54
Su 21 Feb 55
Mo 11 Mar 55

Ra 14 Apr 55
Ju 18 Sep 55
Sa 05 Feb 56
Me 17 Jul 56
Ke 12 Dec 56
Ve 12 Feb 57
Su 03 Aug 57
Mo 24 Sep 57
Ma 20 Dec 57

Ju 20 Feb 58
Sa 21 Jun 58
Me 16 Nov 58
Ke 25 Mar 59
Ve 18 May 59
Su 20 Oct 59
Mo 06 Dec 59
Ma 22 Feb 60
Ra 15 Apr 60

Vimsottari Mahadasa: Mercury (69 years old)
Mercury Ketu Venus Sun Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn

Me 02 Sep 60
Ke 05 Jan 61
Ve 25 Feb 61
Su 20 Jul 61
Mo 03 Sep 61
Ma 15 Nov 61
Ra 06 Jan 62
Ju 16 May 62
Sa 12 Sep 62

Ke 29 Jan 63
Ve 20 Feb 63
Su 19 Apr 63
Mo 07 May 63
Ma 07 Jun 63
Ra 28 Jun 63
Ju 21 Aug 63
Sa 09 Oct 63
Me 05 Dec 63

Ve 26 Jan 64
Su 16 Jul 64
Mo 07 Sep 64
Ma 02 Dec 64
Ra 01 Feb 65
Ju 04 Jul 65
Sa 20 Nov 65
Me 02 May 66
Ke 26 Sep 66

Su 26 Nov 66
Mo 11 Dec 66
Ma 07 Jan 67
Ra 24 Jan 67
Ju 10 Mar 67
Sa 21 Apr 67
Me 10 Jun 67
Ke 23 Jul 67
Ve 11 Aug 67

Mo 02 Oct 67
Ma 14 Nov 67
Ra 14 Dec 67
Ju 01 Mar 68
Sa 09 May 68
Me 29 Jul 68
Ke 12 Oct 68
Ve 11 Nov 68
Su 06 Feb 69

Ma 02 Mar 69
Ra 23 Mar 69
Ju 16 May 69
Sa 04 Jul 69
Me 31 Aug 69
Ke 21 Oct 69
Ve 12 Nov 69
Su 11 Jan 70
Mo 29 Jan 70

Ra 01 Mar 70
Ju 17 Jul 70
Sa 19 Nov 70
Me 14 Apr 71
Ke 24 Aug 71
Ve 18 Oct 71
Su 21 Mar 72
Mo 07 May 72
Ma 23 Jul 72

Ju 17 Sep 72
Sa 06 Jan 73
Me 15 May 73
Ke 10 Sep 73
Ve 28 Oct 73
Su 14 Mar 74
Mo 25 Apr 74
Ma 03 Jul 74
Ra 20 Aug 74

Sa 23 Dec 74
Me 26 May 75
Ke 14 Oct 75
Ve 10 Dec 75
Su 22 May 76
Mo 10 Jul 76
Ma 01 Oct 76
Ra 27 Nov 76
Ju 23 Apr 77

Vimsottari Mahadasa: Ketu (86 years old)
Ketu Venus Sun Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury

Ke 02 Sep 77
Ve 10 Sep 77
Su 05 Oct 77
Mo 12 Oct 77
Ma 25 Oct 77
Ra 03 Nov 77
Ju 25 Nov 77
Sa 15 Dec 77
Me 08 Jan 78

Ve 29 Jan 78
Su 09 Apr 78
Mo 30 Apr 78
Ma 05 Jun 78
Ra 29 Jun 78
Ju 02 Sep 78
Sa 28 Oct 78
Me 05 Jan 79
Ke 04 Mar 79

Su 29 Mar 79
Mo 05 Apr 79
Ma 16 Apr 79
Ra 23 Apr 79
Ju 12 May 79
Sa 29 May 79
Me 19 Jun 79
Ke 06 Jul 79
Ve 14 Jul 79

Mo 05 Aug 79
Ma 22 Aug 79
Ra 05 Sep 79
Ju 06 Oct 79
Sa 04 Nov 79
Me 07 Dec 79
Ke 07 Jan 80
Ve 19 Jan 80
Su 24 Feb 80

Ma 05 Mar 80
Ra 13 Mar 80
Ju 05 Apr 80
Sa 25 Apr 80
Me 18 May 80
Ke 09 Jun 80
Ve 18 Jun 80
Su 12 Jul 80
Mo 20 Jul 80

Ra 02 Aug 80
Ju 29 Sep 80
Sa 19 Nov 80
Me 19 Jan 81
Ke 12 Mar 81
Ve 04 Apr 81
Su 07 Jun 81
Mo 26 Jun 81
Ma 28 Jul 81

Ju 20 Aug 81
Sa 05 Oct 81
Me 28 Nov 81
Ke 15 Jan 82
Ve 05 Feb 82
Su 01 Apr 82
Mo 18 Apr 82
Ma 16 May 82
Ra 05 Jun 82

Sa 26 Jul 82
Me 29 Sep 82
Ke 26 Nov 82
Ve 19 Dec 82
Su 25 Feb 83
Mo 15 Mar 83
Ma 19 Apr 83
Ra 12 May 83
Ju 12 Jul 83

Me 05 Sep 83
Ke 25 Oct 83
Ve 16 Nov 83
Su 16 Jan 84
Mo 04 Feb 84
Ma 03 Mar 84
Ra 24 Mar 84
Ju 18 May 84
Sa 05 Jul 84

Vimsottari Mahadasa: Venus (93 years old)
Venus Sun Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu

Ve 02 Sep 84
Su 22 Mar 85
Mo 22 May 85
Ma 02 Sep 85
Ra 12 Nov 85
Ju 12 May 86
Sa 22 Oct 86
Me 02 May 87
Ke 22 Oct 87

Su 02 Jan 88
Mo 20 Jan 88
Ma 20 Feb 88
Ra 11 Mar 88
Ju 05 May 88
Sa 23 Jun 88
Me 20 Aug 88
Ke 11 Oct 88
Ve 02 Nov 88

Mo 02 Jan 89
Ma 22 Feb 89
Ra 27 Mar 89
Ju 27 Jun 89
Sa 17 Sep 89
Me 22 Dec 89
Ke 17 Mar 90
Ve 22 Apr 90
Su 02 Aug 90

Ma 02 Sep 90
Ra 26 Sep 90
Ju 29 Nov 90
Sa 25 Jan 91
Me 02 Apr 91
Ke 01 Jun 91
Ve 26 Jun 91
Su 06 Sep 91
Mo 27 Sep 91

Ra 02 Nov 91
Ju 14 Apr 92
Sa 08 Sep 92
Me 01 Mar 93
Ke 02 Aug 93
Ve 05 Oct 93
Su 05 Apr 94
Mo 29 May 94
Ma 29 Aug 94

Ju 02 Nov 94
Sa 10 Mar 95
Me 12 Aug 95
Ke 28 Dec 95
Ve 24 Feb 96
Su 04 Aug 96
Mo 22 Sep 96
Ma 12 Dec 96
Ra 08 Feb 97

Sa 02 Jul 97
Me 02 Jan 98
Ke 14 Jun 98
Ve 20 Aug 98
Su 28 Feb 99
Mo 27 Apr 99
Ma 02 Aug 99
Ra 09 Oct 99
Ju 31 Mar 00

Me 02 Sep 00
Ke 26 Jan 01
Ve 26 Mar 01
Su 16 Sep 01
Mo 07 Nov 01
Ma 02 Feb 02
Ra 01 Apr 02
Ju 04 Sep 02
Sa 20 Jan 03

Ke 02 Jul 03
Ve 26 Jul 03
Su 06 Oct 03
Mo 27 Oct 03
Ma 02 Dec 03
Ra 27 Dec 03
Ju 29 Feb 04
Sa 26 Apr 04
Me 02 Jul 04
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Vimsottari Mahadasa: Sun (113 years old)
Sun Moon Mars Rahu Jupiter Saturn Mercury Ketu Venus

Su 02 Sep 04
Mo 07 Sep 04
Ma 16 Sep 04
Ra 23 Sep 04
Ju 09 Oct 04
Sa 23 Oct 04
Me 10 Nov 04
Ke 26 Nov 04
Ve 02 Dec 04

Mo 20 Dec 04
Ma 05 Jan 05
Ra 15 Jan 05
Ju 12 Feb 05
Sa 06 Mar 05
Me 05 Apr 05
Ke 30 Apr 05
Ve 11 May 05
Su 11 Jun 05

Ma 20 Jun 05
Ra 27 Jun 05
Ju 16 Jul 05
Sa 03 Aug 05
Me 23 Aug 05
Ke 11 Sep 05
Ve 18 Sep 05
Su 09 Oct 05
Mo 15 Oct 05

Ra 26 Oct 05
Ju 14 Dec 05
Sa 28 Jan 06
Me 19 Mar 06
Ke 05 May 06
Ve 24 May 06
Su 18 Jul 06
Mo 04 Aug 06
Ma 01 Sep 06

Ju 20 Sep 06
Sa 28 Oct 06
Me 14 Dec 06
Ke 25 Jan 07
Ve 11 Feb 07
Su 29 Mar 07
Mo 14 Apr 07
Ma 08 May 07
Ra 25 May 07

Sa 08 Jul 07
Me 02 Sep 07
Ke 20 Oct 07
Ve 10 Nov 07
Su 07 Jan 08
Mo 24 Jan 08
Ma 23 Feb 08
Ra 13 Mar 08
Ju 04 May 08

Me 20 Jun 08
Ke 03 Aug 08
Ve 21 Aug 08
Su 12 Oct 08
Mo 27 Oct 08
Ma 23 Nov 08
Ra 11 Dec 08
Ju 27 Jan 09
Sa 07 Mar 09

Ke 26 Apr 09
Ve 03 May 09
Su 24 May 09
Mo 31 May 09
Ma 11 Jun 09
Ra 18 Jun 09
Ju 07 Jul 09
Sa 24 Jul 09
Me 14 Aug 09

Ve 02 Sep 09
Su 02 Nov 09
Mo 20 Nov 09
Ma 20 Dec 09
Ra 11 Jan 10
Ju 05 Mar 10
Sa 23 Apr 10
Me 20 Jun 10
Ke 11 Aug 10

Note: The dates given are nothing to do with the longevity of the native.

KALA CHAKRA DASA - Dasa at Birth: 09 Years 10 Months 15 Days

Kala Chakra Dasa
Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn•

Ju 12 Mar 91
Ma 25 Mar 92
Ve 18 Jan 93
Me 28 Nov 94
Su 15 Dec 95
Mo 14 Jul 96
Ju 23 Dec 98
Sa 22 Feb 00
Sa 09 Aug 00

Ma 27 Jan 01
Ve 22 Aug 01
Me 11 Dec 02
Su 05 Sep 03
Mo 01 Feb 04
Ju 16 Oct 05
Sa 09 Aug 06
Sa 07 Dec 06
Ju 04 Apr 07

Ve 27 Jan 08
Me 18 Jan 11
Su 21 Sep 12
Mo 26 Aug 13
Ju 23 Jul 17
Sa 02 Jun 19
Sa 29 Feb 20
Ju 28 Nov 20
Ma 08 Oct 22

Me 27 Jan 24
Su 06 Jan 25
Mo 14 Jul 25
Ju 25 Sep 27
Sa 12 Oct 28
Sa 13 Mar 29
Ju 14 Aug 29
Ma 31 Aug 30
Ve 24 May 31

Su 27 Jan 33
Mo 12 May 33
Ju 01 Aug 34
Sa 28 Feb 35
Sa 24 May 35
Ju 18 Aug 35
Ma 17 Mar 36
Ve 14 Aug 36
Me 18 Jul 37

Mo 27 Jan 38
Ju 13 Mar 43
Sa 22 Aug 45
Sa 14 Aug 46
Ju 05 Aug 47
Ma 14 Jan 50
Ve 30 Sep 51
Me 26 Aug 55
Su 07 Nov 57

Ju 27 Jan 59
Sa 25 Mar 60
Sa 13 Sep 60
Ju 28 Feb 61
Ma 29 Apr 62
Ve 22 Feb 63
Me 02 Jan 65
Su 18 Jan 66
Mo 18 Aug 66

Sa 27 Jan 69
Sa 04 Apr 69
Ju 11 Jun 69
Ma 28 Nov 69
Ve 25 Mar 70
Me 23 Dec 70
Su 24 May 71
Mo 18 Aug 71
Ju 09 Aug 72

Sa 27 Jan 73
Ju 04 Apr 73
Ma 21 Sep 73
Ve 18 Jan 74
Me 16 Oct 74
Su 17 Mar 75
Mo 11 Jun 75
Ju 02 Jun 76
Sa 20 Nov 76

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Jupiter•
Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn•

Ju 12 Mar 91
Ma 16 Mar 91
Ve 20 Apr 91
Me 07 Jul 91
Su 21 Aug 91
Mo 16 Sep 91
Ju 28 Dec 91
Sa 17 Feb 92
Sa 06 Mar 92

Ma 25 Mar 92
Ve 19 Apr 92
Me 14 Jun 92
Su 15 Jul 92
Mo 02 Aug 92
Ju 13 Oct 92
Sa 17 Nov 92
Sa 01 Dec 92
Ju 14 Dec 92

Ve 18 Jan 93
Me 23 May 93
Su 03 Aug 93
Mo 12 Sep 93
Ju 26 Feb 94
Sa 14 May 94
Sa 15 Jun 94
Ju 16 Jul 94
Ma 04 Oct 94

Me 28 Nov 94
Su 08 Jan 95
Mo 31 Jan 95
Ju 02 May 95
Sa 15 Jun 95
Sa 03 Jul 95
Ju 20 Jul 95
Ma 04 Sep 95
Ve 05 Oct 95

Su 15 Dec 95
Mo 27 Dec 95
Ju 18 Feb 96
Sa 13 Mar 96
Sa 22 Mar 96
Ju 02 Apr 96
Ma 26 Apr 96
Ve 13 May 96
Me 22 Jun 96

Mo 14 Jul 96
Ju 19 Feb 97
Sa 01 Jun 97
Sa 12 Jul 97
Ju 23 Aug 97
Ma 05 Dec 97
Ve 17 Feb 98
Me 31 Jul 98
Su 02 Nov 98

Ju 23 Dec 98
Sa 12 Feb 99
Sa 02 Mar 99
Ju 21 Mar 99
Ma 10 May 99
Ve 14 Jun 99
Me 02 Sep 99
Su 15 Oct 99
Mo 10 Nov 99

Sa 22 Feb 00
Sa 29 Feb 00
Ju 08 Mar 00
Ma 27 Mar 00
Ve 11 Apr 00
Me 12 May 00
Su 29 May 00
Mo 09 Jun 00
Ju 20 Jul 00

Sa 09 Aug 00
Ju 17 Aug 00
Ma 07 Sep 00
Ve 20 Sep 00
Me 21 Oct 00
Su 09 Nov 00
Mo 19 Nov 00
Ju 31 Dec 00
Sa 19 Jan 01

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Mars (10 years old)
Mars Venus Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn• Jupiter•

Ma 27 Jan 01
Ve 14 Feb 01
Me 22 Mar 01
Su 13 Apr 01
Mo 25 Apr 01
Ju 15 Jun 01
Sa 09 Jul 01
Sa 19 Jul 01
Ju 28 Jul 01

Ve 22 Aug 01
Me 19 Nov 01
Su 08 Jan 02
Mo 06 Feb 02
Ju 31 May 02
Sa 25 Jul 02
Sa 16 Aug 02
Ju 08 Sep 02
Ma 03 Nov 02

Me 11 Dec 02
Su 08 Jan 03
Mo 24 Jan 03
Ju 28 Mar 03
Sa 29 Apr 03
Sa 11 May 03
Ju 23 May 03
Ma 24 Jun 03
Ve 15 Jul 03

Su 05 Sep 03
Mo 13 Sep 03
Ju 19 Oct 03
Sa 06 Nov 03
Sa 13 Nov 03
Ju 19 Nov 03
Ma 07 Dec 03
Ve 18 Dec 03
Me 16 Jan 04

Mo 01 Feb 04
Ju 01 Jul 04
Sa 13 Sep 04
Sa 11 Oct 04
Ju 10 Nov 04
Ma 22 Jan 05
Ve 12 Mar 05
Me 06 Jul 05
Su 11 Sep 05

Ju 16 Oct 05
Sa 20 Nov 05
Sa 04 Dec 05
Ju 18 Dec 05
Ma 22 Jan 06
Ve 16 Feb 06
Me 10 Apr 06
Su 11 May 06
Mo 28 May 06

Sa 09 Aug 06
Sa 15 Aug 06
Ju 20 Aug 06
Ma 04 Sep 06
Ve 13 Sep 06
Me 05 Oct 06
Su 18 Oct 06
Mo 24 Oct 06
Ju 23 Nov 06

Sa 07 Dec 06
Ju 12 Dec 06
Ma 26 Dec 06
Ve 05 Jan 07
Me 27 Jan 07
Su 09 Feb 07
Mo 16 Feb 07
Ju 15 Mar 07
Sa 28 Mar 07

Ju 04 Apr 07
Ma 08 May 07
Ve 02 Jun 07
Me 26 Jul 07
Su 27 Aug 07
Mo 14 Sep 07
Ju 26 Nov 07
Sa 31 Dec 07
Sa 13 Jan 08
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Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Venus (17 years old)
Venus Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn• Jupiter• Mars

Ve 27 Jan 08
Me 16 Aug 08
Su 08 Dec 08
Mo 11 Feb 09
Ju 02 Nov 09
Sa 07 Mar 10
Sa 27 Apr 10
Ju 17 Jun 10
Ma 21 Oct 10

Me 18 Jan 11
Su 22 Mar 11
Mo 27 Apr 11
Ju 24 Sep 11
Sa 04 Dec 11
Sa 02 Jan 12
Ju 31 Jan 12
Ma 10 Apr 12
Ve 29 May 12

Su 21 Sep 12
Mo 11 Oct 12
Ju 03 Jan 13
Sa 11 Feb 13
Sa 27 Feb 13
Ju 13 Mar 13
Ma 22 Apr 13
Ve 19 May 13
Me 21 Jul 13

Mo 26 Aug 13
Ju 10 Aug 14
Sa 23 Jan 15
Sa 29 Mar 15
Ju 04 Jun 15
Ma 18 Nov 15
Ve 12 Mar 16
Me 04 Dec 16
Su 01 May 17

Ju 23 Jul 17
Sa 11 Oct 17
Sa 12 Nov 17
Ju 13 Dec 17
Ma 01 Mar 18
Ve 25 Apr 18
Me 31 Aug 18
Su 10 Nov 18
Mo 19 Dec 18

Sa 02 Jun 19
Sa 15 Jun 19
Ju 27 Jun 19
Ma 29 Jul 19
Ve 20 Aug 19
Me 10 Oct 19
Su 08 Nov 19
Mo 24 Nov 19
Ju 29 Jan 20

Sa 29 Feb 20
Ju 13 Mar 20
Ma 14 Apr 20
Ve 06 May 20
Me 26 Jun 20
Su 24 Jul 20
Mo 09 Aug 20
Ju 15 Oct 20
Sa 16 Nov 20

Ju 28 Nov 20
Ma 16 Feb 21
Ve 11 Apr 21
Me 15 Aug 21
Su 25 Oct 21
Mo 04 Dec 21
Ju 18 May 22
Sa 06 Aug 22
Sa 07 Sep 22

Ma 08 Oct 22
Ve 16 Nov 22
Me 13 Feb 23
Su 02 Apr 23
Mo 30 Apr 23
Ju 24 Aug 23
Sa 19 Oct 23
Sa 11 Nov 23
Ju 02 Dec 23

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Mercury (33 years old)
Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn• Jupiter• Mars Venus

Me 27 Jan 24
Su 02 Mar 24
Mo 22 Mar 24
Ju 15 Jun 24
Sa 24 Jul 24
Sa 10 Aug 24
Ju 26 Aug 24
Ma 05 Oct 24
Ve 03 Nov 24

Su 06 Jan 25
Mo 17 Jan 25
Ju 03 Mar 25
Sa 25 Mar 25
Sa 04 Apr 25
Ju 12 Apr 25
Ma 04 May 25
Ve 20 May 25
Me 25 Jun 25

Mo 14 Jul 25
Ju 27 Jan 26
Sa 29 Apr 26
Sa 06 Jun 26
Ju 13 Jul 26
Ma 15 Oct 26
Ve 19 Dec 26
Me 17 May 27
Su 09 Aug 27

Ju 25 Sep 27
Sa 09 Nov 27
Sa 27 Nov 27
Ju 14 Dec 27
Ma 28 Jan 28
Ve 01 Mar 28
Me 09 May 28
Su 18 Jun 28
Mo 10 Jul 28

Sa 12 Oct 28
Sa 19 Oct 28
Ju 26 Oct 28
Ma 14 Nov 28
Ve 26 Nov 28
Me 24 Dec 28
Su 10 Jan 29
Mo 19 Jan 29
Ju 25 Feb 29

Sa 13 Mar 29
Ju 20 Mar 29
Ma 07 Apr 29
Ve 20 Apr 29
Me 18 May 29
Su 04 Jun 29
Mo 12 Jun 29
Ju 19 Jul 29
Sa 07 Aug 29

Ju 14 Aug 29
Ma 27 Sep 29
Ve 28 Oct 29
Me 08 Jan 30
Su 18 Feb 30
Mo 10 Mar 30
Ju 12 Jun 30
Sa 25 Jul 30
Sa 13 Aug 30

Ma 31 Aug 30
Ve 22 Sep 30
Me 11 Nov 30
Su 08 Dec 30
Mo 24 Dec 30
Ju 28 Feb 31
Sa 29 Mar 31
Sa 11 Apr 31
Ju 23 Apr 31

Ve 24 May 31
Me 16 Sep 31
Su 19 Nov 31
Mo 24 Dec 31
Ju 22 May 32
Sa 02 Aug 32
Sa 31 Aug 32
Ju 28 Sep 32
Ma 08 Dec 32

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Sun (42 years old)
Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn• Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury

Su 27 Jan 33
Mo 03 Feb 33
Ju 01 Mar 33
Sa 11 Mar 33
Sa 16 Mar 33
Ju 20 Mar 33
Ma 03 Apr 33
Ve 11 Apr 33
Me 01 May 33

Mo 12 May 33
Ju 29 Aug 33
Sa 20 Oct 33
Sa 10 Nov 33
Ju 01 Dec 33
Ma 22 Jan 34
Ve 28 Feb 34
Me 19 May 34
Su 05 Jul 34

Ju 01 Aug 34
Sa 25 Aug 34
Sa 05 Sep 34
Ju 15 Sep 34
Ma 09 Oct 34
Ve 26 Oct 34
Me 05 Dec 34
Su 27 Dec 34
Mo 09 Jan 35

Sa 28 Feb 35
Sa 04 Mar 35
Ju 08 Mar 35
Ma 18 Mar 35
Ve 25 Mar 35
Me 10 Apr 35
Su 19 Apr 35
Mo 24 Apr 35
Ju 14 May 35

Sa 24 May 35
Ju 28 May 35
Ma 08 Jun 35
Ve 15 Jun 35
Me 30 Jun 35
Su 09 Jul 35
Mo 14 Jul 35
Ju 04 Aug 35
Sa 14 Aug 35

Ju 18 Aug 35
Ma 12 Sep 35
Ve 29 Sep 35
Me 08 Nov 35
Su 30 Nov 35
Mo 12 Dec 35
Ju 03 Feb 36
Sa 28 Feb 36
Sa 07 Mar 36

Ma 17 Mar 36
Ve 29 Mar 36
Me 26 Apr 36
Su 12 May 36
Mo 20 May 36
Ju 26 Jun 36
Sa 13 Jul 36
Sa 20 Jul 36
Ju 27 Jul 36

Ve 14 Aug 36
Me 16 Oct 36
Su 21 Nov 36
Mo 10 Dec 36
Ju 02 Mar 37
Sa 11 Apr 37
Sa 27 Apr 37
Ju 12 May 37
Ma 21 Jun 37

Me 18 Jul 37
Su 08 Aug 37
Mo 19 Aug 37
Ju 05 Oct 37
Sa 27 Oct 37
Sa 06 Nov 37
Ju 15 Nov 37
Ma 06 Dec 37
Ve 22 Dec 37

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Moon (47 years old)
Moon Jupiter Saturn Saturn• Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury Sun

Mo 27 Jan 38
Ju 28 Apr 39
Sa 02 Dec 39
Sa 28 Feb 40
Ju 24 May 40
Ma 29 Dec 40
Ve 29 May 41
Me 12 May 42
Su 26 Nov 42

Ju 13 Mar 43
Sa 25 Jun 43
Sa 06 Aug 43
Ju 17 Sep 43
Ma 29 Dec 43
Ve 11 Mar 44
Me 24 Aug 44
Su 26 Nov 44
Mo 17 Jan 45

Sa 22 Aug 45
Sa 08 Sep 45
Ju 25 Sep 45
Ma 06 Nov 45
Ve 04 Dec 45
Me 10 Feb 46
Su 16 Mar 46
Mo 07 Apr 46
Ju 03 Jul 46

Sa 14 Aug 46
Ju 31 Aug 46
Ma 11 Oct 46
Ve 09 Nov 46
Me 15 Jan 47
Su 22 Feb 47
Mo 12 Mar 47
Ju 08 Jun 47
Sa 19 Jul 47

Ju 05 Aug 47
Ma 17 Nov 47
Ve 29 Jan 48
Me 13 Jul 48
Su 15 Oct 48
Mo 06 Dec 48
Ju 10 Jul 49
Sa 23 Oct 49
Sa 03 Dec 49

Ma 14 Jan 50
Ve 04 Mar 50
Me 29 Jun 50
Su 03 Sep 50
Mo 09 Oct 50
Ju 09 Mar 51
Sa 21 May 51
Sa 19 Jun 51
Ju 18 Jul 51

Ve 30 Sep 51
Me 21 Jun 52
Su 19 Nov 52
Mo 10 Feb 53
Ju 24 Jan 54
Sa 07 Jul 54
Sa 13 Sep 54
Ju 18 Nov 54
Ma 02 May 55

Me 26 Aug 55
Su 19 Nov 55
Mo 05 Jan 56
Ju 18 Jul 56
Sa 20 Oct 56
Sa 27 Nov 56
Ju 04 Jan 57
Ma 06 Apr 57
Ve 10 Jun 57

Su 07 Nov 57
Mo 03 Dec 57
Ju 20 Mar 58
Sa 11 May 58
Sa 02 Jun 58
Ju 22 Jun 58
Ma 13 Aug 58
Ve 19 Sep 58
Me 11 Dec 58
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Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Jupiter (68 years old)
Jupiter Saturn Saturn• Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury Sun Moon

Ju 27 Jan 59
Sa 16 Mar 59
Sa 05 Apr 59
Ju 24 Apr 59
Ma 13 Jun 59
Ve 17 Jul 59
Me 05 Oct 59
Su 19 Nov 59
Mo 13 Dec 59

Sa 25 Mar 60
Sa 03 Apr 60
Ju 11 Apr 60
Ma 01 May 60
Ve 14 May 60
Me 15 Jun 60
Su 03 Jul 60
Mo 13 Jul 60
Ju 23 Aug 60

Sa 13 Sep 60
Ju 21 Sep 60
Ma 10 Oct 60
Ve 24 Oct 60
Me 25 Nov 60
Su 12 Dec 60
Mo 22 Dec 60
Ju 03 Feb 61
Sa 23 Feb 61

Ju 28 Feb 61
Ma 19 Apr 61
Ve 23 May 61
Me 11 Aug 61
Su 25 Sep 61
Mo 19 Oct 61
Ju 01 Feb 62
Sa 20 Mar 62
Sa 09 Apr 62

Ma 29 Apr 62
Ve 23 May 62
Me 17 Jul 62
Su 18 Aug 62
Mo 05 Sep 62
Ju 17 Nov 62
Sa 21 Dec 62
Sa 04 Jan 63
Ju 18 Jan 63

Ve 22 Feb 63
Me 27 Jun 63
Su 07 Sep 63
Mo 16 Oct 63
Ju 29 Mar 64
Sa 17 Jun 64
Sa 18 Jul 64
Ju 19 Aug 64
Ma 07 Nov 64

Me 02 Jan 65
Su 11 Feb 65
Mo 03 Mar 65
Ju 05 Jun 65
Sa 19 Jul 65
Sa 06 Aug 65
Ju 24 Aug 65
Ma 08 Oct 65
Ve 08 Nov 65

Su 18 Jan 66
Mo 01 Feb 66
Ju 22 Mar 66
Sa 16 Apr 66
Sa 26 Apr 66
Ju 06 May 66
Ma 31 May 66
Ve 17 Jun 66
Me 26 Jul 66

Mo 18 Aug 66
Ju 22 Mar 67
Sa 05 Jul 67
Sa 16 Aug 67
Ju 26 Sep 67
Ma 09 Jan 68
Ve 20 Mar 68
Me 04 Sep 68
Su 06 Dec 68

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Saturn (78 years old)
Saturn Saturn• Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter

Sa 27 Jan 69
Sa 31 Jan 69
Ju 03 Feb 69
Ma 11 Feb 69
Ve 16 Feb 69
Me 01 Mar 69
Su 06 Mar 69
Mo 10 Mar 69
Ju 26 Mar 69

Sa 04 Apr 69
Ju 07 Apr 69
Ma 15 Apr 69
Ve 20 Apr 69
Me 03 May 69
Su 10 May 69
Mo 14 May 69
Ju 31 May 69
Sa 08 Jun 69

Ju 11 Jun 69
Ma 30 Jun 69
Ve 14 Jul 69
Me 15 Aug 69
Su 03 Sep 69
Mo 12 Sep 69
Ju 23 Oct 69
Sa 13 Nov 69
Sa 20 Nov 69

Ma 28 Nov 69
Ve 08 Dec 69
Me 31 Dec 69
Su 12 Jan 70
Mo 19 Jan 70
Ju 17 Feb 70
Sa 01 Mar 70
Sa 06 Mar 70
Ju 12 Mar 70

Ve 25 Mar 70
Me 15 May 70
Su 13 Jun 70
Mo 29 Jun 70
Ju 04 Sep 70
Sa 05 Oct 70
Sa 18 Oct 70
Ju 31 Oct 70
Ma 02 Dec 70

Me 23 Dec 70
Su 09 Jan 71
Mo 18 Jan 71
Ju 25 Feb 71
Sa 12 Mar 71
Sa 19 Mar 71
Ju 26 Mar 71
Ma 14 Apr 71
Ve 26 Apr 71

Su 24 May 71
Mo 29 May 71
Ju 19 Jun 71
Sa 29 Jun 71
Sa 03 Jul 71
Ju 07 Jul 71
Ma 17 Jul 71
Ve 23 Jul 71
Me 09 Aug 71

Mo 18 Aug 71
Ju 14 Nov 71
Sa 25 Dec 71
Sa 11 Jan 72
Ju 27 Jan 72
Ma 08 Mar 72
Ve 07 Apr 72
Me 12 Jun 72
Su 19 Jul 72

Ju 09 Aug 72
Sa 29 Aug 72
Sa 07 Sep 72
Ju 14 Sep 72
Ma 04 Oct 72
Ve 18 Oct 72
Me 19 Nov 72
Su 06 Dec 72
Mo 16 Dec 72

Kala Chakra Mahadasa: Saturn• (82 years old)
Saturn• Jupiter• Mars Venus Mercury Sun Moon Jupiter Saturn

Sa 27 Jan 73
Ju 31 Jan 73
Ma 08 Feb 73
Ve 13 Feb 73
Me 26 Feb 73
Su 03 Mar 73
Mo 07 Mar 73
Ju 23 Mar 73
Sa 01 Apr 73

Ju 04 Apr 73
Ma 23 Apr 73
Ve 07 May 73
Me 08 Jun 73
Su 26 Jun 73
Mo 05 Jul 73
Ju 16 Aug 73
Sa 06 Sep 73
Sa 13 Sep 73

Ma 21 Sep 73
Ve 01 Oct 73
Me 23 Oct 73
Su 05 Nov 73
Mo 12 Nov 73
Ju 10 Dec 73
Sa 24 Dec 73
Sa 29 Dec 73
Ju 05 Jan 74

Ve 18 Jan 74
Me 08 Mar 74
Su 06 Apr 74
Mo 22 Apr 74
Ju 27 Jun 74
Sa 29 Jul 74
Sa 11 Aug 74
Ju 23 Aug 74
Ma 25 Sep 74

Me 16 Oct 74
Su 02 Nov 74
Mo 11 Nov 74
Ju 18 Dec 74
Sa 05 Jan 75
Sa 12 Jan 75
Ju 19 Jan 75
Ma 07 Feb 75
Ve 19 Feb 75

Su 17 Mar 75
Mo 22 Mar 75
Ju 12 Apr 75
Sa 22 Apr 75
Sa 26 Apr 75
Ju 30 Apr 75
Ma 10 May 75
Ve 16 May 75
Me 02 Jun 75

Mo 11 Jun 75
Ju 07 Sep 75
Sa 18 Oct 75
Sa 04 Nov 75
Ju 20 Nov 75
Ma 01 Jan 76
Ve 31 Jan 76
Me 05 Apr 76
Su 12 May 76

Ju 02 Jun 76
Sa 22 Jun 76
Sa 30 Jun 76
Ju 07 Jul 76
Ma 27 Jul 76
Ve 11 Aug 76
Me 12 Sep 76
Su 29 Sep 76
Mo 09 Oct 76

Sa 20 Nov 76
Sa 23 Nov 76
Ju 26 Nov 76
Ma 04 Dec 76
Ve 09 Dec 76
Me 22 Dec 76
Su 29 Dec 76
Mo 03 Jan 77
Ju 19 Jan 77

Note: The dates given are nothing to do with the longevity of the native.

YOGINI DASA - Dasa at Birth: 00 Year 11 Months 11 Days

Yogini Dasa
Yogini Dasa Planet

Mangala
Pingala
Dhanya
Bhramari
Bhadrika
Ulka
Siddha
Sankata

Moon
Sun
Jupiter
Mars
Mercury
Saturn
Venus
Rahu
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Yogini Maha Dasa
Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata

Man                
Pin 12 Mar 91
Dha 23 Mar 91
Bhr 23 Apr 91
Bha 03 Jun 91
Ulk 23 Jul 91
Sid 23 Sep 91
San 03 Dec 91

Pin 23 Feb 92
Dha 03 Apr 92
Bhr 03 Jun 92
Bha 23 Aug 92
Ulk 03 Dec 92
Sid 03 Apr 93
San 23 Aug 93
Man 03 Feb 94

Dha 23 Feb 94
Bhr 23 May 94
Bha 23 Sep 94
Ulk 23 Feb 95
Sid 23 Aug 95
San 23 Mar 96
Man 23 Nov 96
Pin 23 Dec 96

Bhr 23 Feb 97
Bha 03 Aug 97
Ulk 23 Feb 98
Sid 23 Oct 98
San 03 Aug 99
Man 23 Jun 00
Pin 03 Aug 00
Dha 23 Oct 00

Bha 23 Feb 01
Ulk 03 Nov 01
Sid 03 Sep 02
San 23 Aug 03
Man 03 Oct 04
Pin 23 Nov 04
Dha 03 Mar 05
Bhr 03 Aug 05

Ulk 23 Feb 06
Sid 23 Feb 07
San 23 Apr 08
Man 23 Aug 09
Pin 23 Oct 09
Dha 23 Feb 10
Bhr 23 Aug 10
Bha 23 Apr 11

Sid 23 Feb 12
San 03 Jul 13
Man 23 Jan 15
Pin 03 Apr 15
Dha 23 Aug 15
Bhr 23 Mar 16
Bha 03 Jan 17
Ulk 23 Dec 17

San 23 Feb 19
Man 03 Dec 20
Pin 23 Feb 21
Dha 03 Aug 21
Bhr 03 Apr 22
Bha 23 Feb 23
Ulk 03 Apr 24
Sid 03 Aug 25

Yogini Maha Dasa
Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata

Man 23 Feb 27
Pin 03 Mar 27
Dha 23 Mar 27
Bhr 23 Apr 27
Bha 03 Jun 27
Ulk 23 Jul 27
Sid 23 Sep 27
San 03 Dec 27

Pin 23 Feb 28
Dha 03 Apr 28
Bhr 03 Jun 28
Bha 23 Aug 28
Ulk 03 Dec 28
Sid 03 Apr 29
San 23 Aug 29
Man 03 Feb 30

Dha 23 Feb 30
Bhr 23 May 30
Bha 23 Sep 30
Ulk 23 Feb 31
Sid 23 Aug 31
San 23 Mar 32
Man 23 Nov 32
Pin 23 Dec 32

Bhr 23 Feb 33
Bha 03 Aug 33
Ulk 23 Feb 34
Sid 23 Oct 34
San 03 Aug 35
Man 23 Jun 36
Pin 03 Aug 36
Dha 23 Oct 36

Bha 23 Feb 37
Ulk 03 Nov 37
Sid 03 Sep 38
San 23 Aug 39
Man 03 Oct 40
Pin 23 Nov 40
Dha 03 Mar 41
Bhr 03 Aug 41

Ulk 23 Feb 42
Sid 23 Feb 43
San 23 Apr 44
Man 23 Aug 45
Pin 23 Oct 45
Dha 23 Feb 46
Bhr 23 Aug 46
Bha 23 Apr 47

Sid 23 Feb 48
San 03 Jul 49
Man 23 Jan 51
Pin 03 Apr 51
Dha 23 Aug 51
Bhr 23 Mar 52
Bha 03 Jan 53
Ulk 23 Dec 53

San 23 Feb 55
Man 03 Dec 56
Pin 23 Feb 57
Dha 03 Aug 57
Bhr 03 Apr 58
Bha 23 Feb 59
Ulk 03 Apr 60
Sid 03 Aug 61

Yogini Maha Dasa
Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata

Man 23 Feb 63
Pin 03 Mar 63
Dha 23 Mar 63
Bhr 23 Apr 63
Bha 03 Jun 63
Ulk 23 Jul 63
Sid 23 Sep 63
San 03 Dec 63

Pin 23 Feb 64
Dha 03 Apr 64
Bhr 03 Jun 64
Bha 23 Aug 64
Ulk 03 Dec 64
Sid 03 Apr 65
San 23 Aug 65
Man 03 Feb 66

Dha 23 Feb 66
Bhr 23 May 66
Bha 23 Sep 66
Ulk 23 Feb 67
Sid 23 Aug 67
San 23 Mar 68
Man 23 Nov 68
Pin 23 Dec 68

Bhr 23 Feb 69
Bha 03 Aug 69
Ulk 23 Feb 70
Sid 23 Oct 70
San 03 Aug 71
Man 23 Jun 72
Pin 03 Aug 72
Dha 23 Oct 72

Bha 23 Feb 73
Ulk 03 Nov 73
Sid 03 Sep 74
San 23 Aug 75
Man 03 Oct 76
Pin 23 Nov 76
Dha 03 Mar 77
Bhr 03 Aug 77

Ulk 23 Feb 78
Sid 23 Feb 79
San 23 Apr 80
Man 23 Aug 81
Pin 23 Oct 81
Dha 23 Feb 82
Bhr 23 Aug 82
Bha 23 Apr 83

Sid 23 Feb 84
San 03 Jul 85
Man 23 Jan 87
Pin 03 Apr 87
Dha 23 Aug 87
Bhr 23 Mar 88
Bha 03 Jan 89
Ulk 23 Dec 89

San 23 Feb 91
Man 03 Dec 92
Pin 23 Feb 93
Dha 03 Aug 93
Bhr 03 Apr 94
Bha 23 Feb 95
Ulk 03 Apr 96
Sid 03 Aug 97

Yogini Mahadasa: Mangala
Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata

Man                
Pin                
Dha                
Bhr                
Bha                
Ulk                
Sid                
San                

Pin                
Dha                
Bhr                
Bha                
Ulk 12 Mar 91
Sid 14 Mar 91
San 18 Mar 91
Man 22 Mar 91

Dha 23 Mar 91
Bhr 25 Mar 91
Bha 28 Mar 91
Ulk 03 Apr 91
Sid 08 Apr 91
San 13 Apr 91
Man 20 Apr 91
Pin 21 Apr 91

Bhr 23 Apr 91
Bha 27 Apr 91
Ulk 03 May 91
Sid 09 May 91
San 17 May 91
Man 26 May 91
Pin 27 May 91
Dha 29 May 91

Bha 03 Jun 91
Ulk 09 Jun 91
Sid 18 Jun 91
San 28 Jun 91
Man 09 Jul 91
Pin 10 Jul 91
Dha 13 Jul 91
Bhr 17 Jul 91

Ulk 23 Jul 91
Sid 03 Aug 91
San 14 Aug 91
Man 28 Aug 91
Pin 29 Aug 91
Dha 03 Sep 91
Bhr 08 Sep 91
Bha 14 Sep 91

Sid 23 Sep 91
San 06 Oct 91
Man 22 Oct 91
Pin 24 Oct 91
Dha 28 Oct 91
Bhr 03 Nov 91
Bha 11 Nov 91
Ulk 21 Nov 91

San 03 Dec 91
Man 20 Dec 91
Pin 23 Dec 91
Dha 27 Dec 91
Bhr 04 Jan 92
Bha 13 Jan 92
Ulk 24 Jan 92
Sid 07 Feb 92
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Yogini Mahadasa: Pingala (1 year old)
Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala

Pin 23 Feb 92
Dha 25 Feb 92
Bhr 28 Feb 92
Bha 03 Mar 92
Ulk 08 Mar 92
Sid 15 Mar 92
San 23 Mar 92
Man 01 Apr 92

Dha 03 Apr 92
Bhr 08 Apr 92
Bha 14 Apr 92
Ulk 23 Apr 92
Sid 03 May 92
San 14 May 92
Man 28 May 92
Pin 29 May 92

Bhr 03 Jun 92
Bha 11 Jun 92
Ulk 23 Jun 92
Sid 06 Jul 92
San 21 Jul 92
Man 09 Aug 92
Pin 11 Aug 92
Dha 16 Aug 92

Bha 23 Aug 92
Ulk 06 Sep 92
Sid 23 Sep 92
San 13 Oct 92
Man 05 Nov 92
Pin 08 Nov 92
Dha 13 Nov 92
Bhr 21 Nov 92

Ulk 03 Dec 92
Sid 23 Dec 92
San 16 Jan 93
Man 13 Feb 93
Pin 16 Feb 93
Dha 23 Feb 93
Bhr 03 Mar 93
Bha 16 Mar 93

Sid 03 Apr 93
San 30 Apr 93
Man 01 Jun 93
Pin 05 Jun 93
Dha 13 Jun 93
Bhr 24 Jun 93
Bha 10 Jul 93
Ulk 29 Jul 93

San 23 Aug 93
Man 28 Sep 93
Pin 03 Oct 93
Dha 11 Oct 93
Bhr 25 Oct 93
Bha 13 Nov 93
Ulk 05 Dec 93
Sid 01 Jan 94

Man 03 Feb 94
Pin 03 Feb 94
Dha 04 Feb 94
Bhr 06 Feb 94
Bha 08 Feb 94
Ulk 11 Feb 94
Sid 14 Feb 94
San 18 Feb 94

Yogini Mahadasa: Dhanya (3 years old)
Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala

Dha 23 Feb 94
Bhr 28 Feb 94
Bha 10 Mar 94
Ulk 23 Mar 94
Sid 08 Apr 94
San 25 Apr 94
Man 15 May 94
Pin 18 May 94

Bhr 23 May 94
Bha 06 Jun 94
Ulk 23 Jun 94
Sid 13 Jul 94
San 06 Aug 94
Man 03 Sep 94
Pin 06 Sep 94
Dha 13 Sep 94

Bha 23 Sep 94
Ulk 13 Oct 94
Sid 08 Nov 94
San 08 Dec 94
Man 11 Jan 95
Pin 15 Jan 95
Dha 23 Jan 95
Bhr 06 Feb 95

Ulk 23 Feb 95
Sid 23 Mar 95
San 28 Apr 95
Man 08 Jun 95
Pin 13 Jun 95
Dha 23 Jun 95
Bhr 08 Jul 95
Bha 28 Jul 95

Sid 23 Aug 95
San 03 Oct 95
Man 20 Nov 95
Pin 26 Nov 95
Dha 08 Dec 95
Bhr 25 Dec 95
Bha 18 Jan 96
Ulk 18 Feb 96

San 23 Mar 96
Man 16 May 96
Pin 23 May 96
Dha 06 Jun 96
Bhr 26 Jun 96
Bha 23 Jul 96
Ulk 26 Aug 96
Sid 06 Oct 96

Man 23 Nov 96
Pin 23 Nov 96
Dha 25 Nov 96
Bhr 28 Nov 96
Bha 01 Dec 96
Ulk 05 Dec 96
Sid 10 Dec 96
San 16 Dec 96

Pin 23 Dec 96
Dha 26 Dec 96
Bhr 01 Jan 97
Bha 08 Jan 97
Ulk 16 Jan 97
Sid 26 Jan 97
San 08 Feb 97
Man 21 Feb 97

Yogini Mahadasa: Bhramari (6 years old)
Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya

Bhr 23 Feb 97
Bha 10 Mar 97
Ulk 03 Apr 97
Sid 29 Apr 97
San 31 May 97
Man 06 Jul 97
Pin 10 Jul 97
Dha 19 Jul 97

Bha 03 Aug 97
Ulk 31 Aug 97
Sid 04 Oct 97
San 13 Nov 97
Man 27 Dec 97
Pin 03 Jan 98
Dha 14 Jan 98
Bhr 31 Jan 98

Ulk 23 Feb 98
Sid 03 Apr 98
San 19 May 98
Man 13 Jul 98
Pin 19 Jul 98
Dha 03 Aug 98
Bhr 23 Aug 98
Bha 19 Sep 98

Sid 23 Oct 98
San 17 Dec 98
Man 19 Feb 99
Pin 27 Feb 99
Dha 13 Mar 99
Bhr 06 Apr 99
Bha 07 May 99
Ulk 16 Jun 99

San 03 Aug 99
Man 14 Oct 99
Pin 23 Oct 99
Dha 10 Nov 99
Bhr 07 Dec 99
Bha 13 Jan 00
Ulk 27 Feb 00
Sid 20 Apr 00

Man 23 Jun 00
Pin 24 Jun 00
Dha 26 Jun 00
Bhr 29 Jun 00
Bha 04 Jul 00
Ulk 09 Jul 00
Sid 16 Jul 00
San 24 Jul 00

Pin 03 Aug 00
Dha 07 Aug 00
Bhr 14 Aug 00
Bha 23 Aug 00
Ulk 04 Sep 00
Sid 17 Sep 00
San 03 Oct 00
Man 20 Oct 00

Dha 23 Oct 00
Bhr 03 Nov 00
Bha 16 Nov 00
Ulk 03 Dec 00
Sid 23 Dec 00
San 16 Jan 01
Man 13 Feb 01
Pin 16 Feb 01

Yogini Mahadasa: Bhadrika (10 years old)
Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari

Bha 23 Feb 01
Ulk 27 Mar 01
Sid 09 May 01
San 28 Jun 01
Man 23 Aug 01
Pin 31 Aug 01
Dha 14 Sep 01
Bhr 05 Oct 01

Ulk 03 Nov 01
Sid 23 Dec 01
San 21 Feb 02
Man 28 Apr 02
Pin 06 May 02
Dha 23 May 02
Bhr 18 Jun 02
Bha 21 Jul 02

Sid 03 Sep 02
San 11 Nov 02
Man 28 Jan 03
Pin 08 Feb 03
Dha 28 Feb 03
Bhr 27 Mar 03
Bha 06 May 03
Ulk 24 Jun 03

San 23 Aug 03
Man 21 Nov 03
Pin 03 Dec 03
Dha 25 Dec 03
Bhr 28 Jan 04
Bha 13 Mar 04
Ulk 08 May 04
Sid 15 Jul 04

Man 03 Oct 04
Pin 04 Oct 04
Dha 07 Oct 04
Bhr 11 Oct 04
Bha 16 Oct 04
Ulk 23 Oct 04
Sid 02 Nov 04
San 11 Nov 04

Pin 23 Nov 04
Dha 28 Nov 04
Bhr 06 Dec 04
Bha 18 Dec 04
Ulk 01 Jan 05
Sid 18 Jan 05
San 08 Feb 05
Man 28 Feb 05

Dha 03 Mar 05
Bhr 15 Mar 05
Bha 02 Apr 05
Ulk 23 Apr 05
Sid 18 May 05
San 17 Jun 05
Man 20 Jul 05
Pin 24 Jul 05

Bhr 03 Aug 05
Bha 25 Aug 05
Ulk 23 Sep 05
Sid 26 Oct 05
San 05 Dec 05
Man 19 Jan 06
Pin 25 Jan 06
Dha 06 Feb 06
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Yogini Mahadasa: Ulka (15 years old)
Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika

Ulk 23 Feb 06
Sid 23 Apr 06
San 03 Jul 06
Man 23 Sep 06
Pin 03 Oct 06
Dha 23 Oct 06
Bhr 23 Nov 06
Bha 03 Jan 07

Sid 23 Feb 07
San 14 May 07
Man 18 Aug 07
Pin 29 Aug 07
Dha 23 Sep 07
Bhr 28 Oct 07
Bha 14 Dec 07
Ulk 13 Feb 08

San 23 Apr 08
Man 09 Aug 08
Pin 23 Aug 08
Dha 19 Sep 08
Bhr 29 Oct 08
Bha 23 Dec 08
Ulk 01 Mar 09
Sid 19 May 09

Man 23 Aug 09
Pin 24 Aug 09
Dha 28 Aug 09
Bhr 03 Sep 09
Bha 09 Sep 09
Ulk 18 Sep 09
Sid 28 Sep 09
San 09 Oct 09

Pin 23 Oct 09
Dha 29 Oct 09
Bhr 09 Nov 09
Bha 23 Nov 09
Ulk 09 Dec 09
Sid 29 Dec 09
San 23 Jan 10
Man 19 Feb 10

Dha 23 Feb 10
Bhr 08 Mar 10
Bha 28 Mar 10
Ulk 23 Apr 10
Sid 23 May 10
San 28 Jun 10
Man 08 Aug 10
Pin 13 Aug 10

Bhr 23 Aug 10
Bha 19 Sep 10
Ulk 23 Oct 10
Sid 03 Dec 10
San 19 Jan 11
Man 13 Mar 11
Pin 19 Mar 11
Dha 03 Apr 11

Bha 23 Apr 11
Ulk 04 Jun 11
Sid 24 Jul 11
San 23 Sep 11
Man 29 Nov 11
Pin 08 Dec 11
Dha 24 Dec 11
Bhr 19 Jan 12

Yogini Mahadasa: Siddha (21 years old)
Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka

Sid 23 Feb 12
San 28 May 12
Man 17 Sep 12
Pin 30 Sep 12
Dha 28 Oct 12
Bhr 08 Dec 12
Bha 03 Feb 13
Ulk 11 Apr 13

San 03 Jul 13
Man 07 Nov 13
Pin 23 Nov 13
Dha 24 Dec 13
Bhr 10 Feb 14
Bha 13 Apr 14
Ulk 30 Jun 14
Sid 04 Oct 14

Man 23 Jan 15
Pin 24 Jan 15
Dha 28 Jan 15
Bhr 04 Feb 15
Bha 12 Feb 15
Ulk 22 Feb 15
Sid 03 Mar 15
San 17 Mar 15

Pin 03 Apr 15
Dha 10 Apr 15
Bhr 22 Apr 15
Bha 08 May 15
Ulk 27 May 15
Sid 20 Jun 15
San 18 Jul 15
Man 19 Aug 15

Dha 23 Aug 15
Bhr 10 Sep 15
Bha 03 Oct 15
Ulk 03 Nov 15
Sid 08 Dec 15
San 18 Jan 16
Man 05 Mar 16
Pin 11 Mar 16

Bhr 23 Mar 16
Bha 24 Apr 16
Ulk 03 Jun 16
Sid 19 Jul 16
San 14 Sep 16
Man 16 Nov 16
Pin 24 Nov 16
Dha 09 Dec 16

Bha 03 Jan 17
Ulk 21 Feb 17
Sid 19 Apr 17
San 28 Jun 17
Man 15 Sep 17
Pin 25 Sep 17
Dha 14 Oct 17
Bhr 14 Nov 17

Ulk 23 Dec 17
Sid 03 Mar 18
San 24 May 18
Man 28 Aug 18
Pin 09 Sep 18
Dha 03 Oct 18
Bhr 08 Nov 18
Bha 24 Dec 18

Yogini Mahadasa: Sankata (28 years old)
Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha

San 23 Feb 19
Man 15 Jul 19
Pin 03 Aug 19
Dha 08 Sep 19
Bhr 01 Nov 19
Bha 13 Jan 20
Ulk 11 Apr 20
Sid 28 Jul 20

Man 03 Dec 20
Pin 05 Dec 20
Dha 09 Dec 20
Bhr 16 Dec 20
Bha 25 Dec 20
Ulk 06 Jan 21
Sid 19 Jan 21
San 05 Feb 21

Pin 23 Feb 21
Dha 01 Mar 21
Bhr 15 Mar 21
Bha 03 Apr 21
Ulk 25 Apr 21
Sid 21 May 21
San 23 Jun 21
Man 28 Jul 21

Dha 03 Aug 21
Bhr 23 Aug 21
Bha 19 Sep 21
Ulk 23 Oct 21
Sid 03 Dec 21
San 19 Jan 22
Man 13 Mar 22
Pin 19 Mar 22

Bhr 03 Apr 22
Bha 08 May 22
Ulk 23 Jun 22
Sid 16 Aug 22
San 18 Oct 22
Man 29 Dec 22
Pin 08 Jan 23
Dha 26 Jan 23

Bha 23 Feb 23
Ulk 18 Apr 23
Sid 25 Jun 23
San 13 Sep 23
Man 11 Dec 23
Pin 23 Dec 23
Dha 15 Jan 24
Bhr 18 Feb 24

Ulk 03 Apr 24
Sid 23 Jun 24
San 26 Sep 24
Man 13 Jan 25
Pin 26 Jan 25
Dha 23 Feb 25
Bhr 03 Apr 25
Bha 26 May 25

Sid 03 Aug 25
San 21 Nov 25
Man 26 Mar 26
Pin 11 Apr 26
Dha 13 May 26
Bhr 29 Jun 26
Bha 01 Sep 26
Ulk 19 Nov 26

Yogini Mahadasa: Mangala (36 years old)
Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata

Man 23 Feb 27
Pin 23 Feb 27
Dha 23 Feb 27
Bhr 24 Feb 27
Bha 25 Feb 27
Ulk 27 Feb 27
Sid 28 Feb 27
San 28 Feb 27

Pin 03 Mar 27
Dha 04 Mar 27
Bhr 05 Mar 27
Bha 08 Mar 27
Ulk 10 Mar 27
Sid 14 Mar 27
San 18 Mar 27
Man 22 Mar 27

Dha 23 Mar 27
Bhr 25 Mar 27
Bha 28 Mar 27
Ulk 03 Apr 27
Sid 08 Apr 27
San 13 Apr 27
Man 20 Apr 27
Pin 21 Apr 27

Bhr 23 Apr 27
Bha 27 Apr 27
Ulk 03 May 27
Sid 09 May 27
San 17 May 27
Man 26 May 27
Pin 27 May 27
Dha 29 May 27

Bha 03 Jun 27
Ulk 09 Jun 27
Sid 18 Jun 27
San 28 Jun 27
Man 09 Jul 27
Pin 10 Jul 27
Dha 13 Jul 27
Bhr 17 Jul 27

Ulk 23 Jul 27
Sid 03 Aug 27
San 14 Aug 27
Man 28 Aug 27
Pin 29 Aug 27
Dha 03 Sep 27
Bhr 08 Sep 27
Bha 14 Sep 27

Sid 23 Sep 27
San 06 Oct 27
Man 22 Oct 27
Pin 24 Oct 27
Dha 28 Oct 27
Bhr 03 Nov 27
Bha 11 Nov 27
Ulk 21 Nov 27

San 03 Dec 27
Man 20 Dec 27
Pin 23 Dec 27
Dha 27 Dec 27
Bhr 04 Jan 28
Bha 13 Jan 28
Ulk 24 Jan 28
Sid 07 Feb 28
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Yogini Mahadasa: Pingala (37 years old)
Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala

Pin 23 Feb 28
Dha 25 Feb 28
Bhr 28 Feb 28
Bha 03 Mar 28
Ulk 08 Mar 28
Sid 15 Mar 28
San 23 Mar 28
Man 01 Apr 28

Dha 03 Apr 28
Bhr 08 Apr 28
Bha 14 Apr 28
Ulk 23 Apr 28
Sid 03 May 28
San 14 May 28
Man 28 May 28
Pin 29 May 28

Bhr 03 Jun 28
Bha 11 Jun 28
Ulk 23 Jun 28
Sid 06 Jul 28
San 21 Jul 28
Man 09 Aug 28
Pin 11 Aug 28
Dha 16 Aug 28

Bha 23 Aug 28
Ulk 06 Sep 28
Sid 23 Sep 28
San 13 Oct 28
Man 05 Nov 28
Pin 08 Nov 28
Dha 13 Nov 28
Bhr 21 Nov 28

Ulk 03 Dec 28
Sid 23 Dec 28
San 16 Jan 29
Man 13 Feb 29
Pin 16 Feb 29
Dha 23 Feb 29
Bhr 03 Mar 29
Bha 16 Mar 29

Sid 03 Apr 29
San 30 Apr 29
Man 01 Jun 29
Pin 05 Jun 29
Dha 13 Jun 29
Bhr 24 Jun 29
Bha 10 Jul 29
Ulk 29 Jul 29

San 23 Aug 29
Man 28 Sep 29
Pin 03 Oct 29
Dha 11 Oct 29
Bhr 25 Oct 29
Bha 13 Nov 29
Ulk 05 Dec 29
Sid 01 Jan 30

Man 03 Feb 30
Pin 03 Feb 30
Dha 04 Feb 30
Bhr 06 Feb 30
Bha 08 Feb 30
Ulk 11 Feb 30
Sid 14 Feb 30
San 18 Feb 30

Yogini Mahadasa: Dhanya (39 years old)
Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala

Dha 23 Feb 30
Bhr 28 Feb 30
Bha 10 Mar 30
Ulk 23 Mar 30
Sid 08 Apr 30
San 25 Apr 30
Man 15 May 30
Pin 18 May 30

Bhr 23 May 30
Bha 06 Jun 30
Ulk 23 Jun 30
Sid 13 Jul 30
San 06 Aug 30
Man 03 Sep 30
Pin 06 Sep 30
Dha 13 Sep 30

Bha 23 Sep 30
Ulk 13 Oct 30
Sid 08 Nov 30
San 08 Dec 30
Man 11 Jan 31
Pin 15 Jan 31
Dha 23 Jan 31
Bhr 06 Feb 31

Ulk 23 Feb 31
Sid 23 Mar 31
San 28 Apr 31
Man 08 Jun 31
Pin 13 Jun 31
Dha 23 Jun 31
Bhr 08 Jul 31
Bha 28 Jul 31

Sid 23 Aug 31
San 03 Oct 31
Man 20 Nov 31
Pin 26 Nov 31
Dha 08 Dec 31
Bhr 25 Dec 31
Bha 18 Jan 32
Ulk 18 Feb 32

San 23 Mar 32
Man 16 May 32
Pin 23 May 32
Dha 06 Jun 32
Bhr 26 Jun 32
Bha 23 Jul 32
Ulk 26 Aug 32
Sid 06 Oct 32

Man 23 Nov 32
Pin 23 Nov 32
Dha 25 Nov 32
Bhr 28 Nov 32
Bha 01 Dec 32
Ulk 05 Dec 32
Sid 10 Dec 32
San 16 Dec 32

Pin 23 Dec 32
Dha 26 Dec 32
Bhr 01 Jan 33
Bha 08 Jan 33
Ulk 16 Jan 33
Sid 26 Jan 33
San 08 Feb 33
Man 21 Feb 33

Yogini Mahadasa: Bhramari (42 years old)
Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya

Bhr 23 Feb 33
Bha 10 Mar 33
Ulk 03 Apr 33
Sid 29 Apr 33
San 31 May 33
Man 06 Jul 33
Pin 10 Jul 33
Dha 19 Jul 33

Bha 03 Aug 33
Ulk 31 Aug 33
Sid 04 Oct 33
San 13 Nov 33
Man 27 Dec 33
Pin 03 Jan 34
Dha 14 Jan 34
Bhr 31 Jan 34

Ulk 23 Feb 34
Sid 03 Apr 34
San 19 May 34
Man 13 Jul 34
Pin 19 Jul 34
Dha 03 Aug 34
Bhr 23 Aug 34
Bha 19 Sep 34

Sid 23 Oct 34
San 17 Dec 34
Man 19 Feb 35
Pin 27 Feb 35
Dha 13 Mar 35
Bhr 06 Apr 35
Bha 07 May 35
Ulk 16 Jun 35

San 03 Aug 35
Man 14 Oct 35
Pin 23 Oct 35
Dha 10 Nov 35
Bhr 07 Dec 35
Bha 13 Jan 36
Ulk 27 Feb 36
Sid 20 Apr 36

Man 23 Jun 36
Pin 24 Jun 36
Dha 26 Jun 36
Bhr 29 Jun 36
Bha 04 Jul 36
Ulk 09 Jul 36
Sid 16 Jul 36
San 24 Jul 36

Pin 03 Aug 36
Dha 07 Aug 36
Bhr 14 Aug 36
Bha 23 Aug 36
Ulk 04 Sep 36
Sid 17 Sep 36
San 03 Oct 36
Man 20 Oct 36

Dha 23 Oct 36
Bhr 03 Nov 36
Bha 16 Nov 36
Ulk 03 Dec 36
Sid 23 Dec 36
San 16 Jan 37
Man 13 Feb 37
Pin 16 Feb 37

Yogini Mahadasa: Bhadrika (46 years old)
Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari

Bha 23 Feb 37
Ulk 27 Mar 37
Sid 09 May 37
San 28 Jun 37
Man 23 Aug 37
Pin 31 Aug 37
Dha 14 Sep 37
Bhr 05 Oct 37

Ulk 03 Nov 37
Sid 23 Dec 37
San 21 Feb 38
Man 28 Apr 38
Pin 06 May 38
Dha 23 May 38
Bhr 18 Jun 38
Bha 21 Jul 38

Sid 03 Sep 38
San 11 Nov 38
Man 28 Jan 39
Pin 08 Feb 39
Dha 28 Feb 39
Bhr 27 Mar 39
Bha 06 May 39
Ulk 24 Jun 39

San 23 Aug 39
Man 21 Nov 39
Pin 03 Dec 39
Dha 25 Dec 39
Bhr 28 Jan 40
Bha 13 Mar 40
Ulk 08 May 40
Sid 15 Jul 40

Man 03 Oct 40
Pin 04 Oct 40
Dha 07 Oct 40
Bhr 11 Oct 40
Bha 16 Oct 40
Ulk 23 Oct 40
Sid 02 Nov 40
San 11 Nov 40

Pin 23 Nov 40
Dha 28 Nov 40
Bhr 06 Dec 40
Bha 18 Dec 40
Ulk 01 Jan 41
Sid 18 Jan 41
San 08 Feb 41
Man 28 Feb 41

Dha 03 Mar 41
Bhr 15 Mar 41
Bha 02 Apr 41
Ulk 23 Apr 41
Sid 18 May 41
San 17 Jun 41
Man 20 Jul 41
Pin 24 Jul 41

Bhr 03 Aug 41
Bha 25 Aug 41
Ulk 23 Sep 41
Sid 26 Oct 41
San 05 Dec 41
Man 19 Jan 42
Pin 25 Jan 42
Dha 06 Feb 42
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Yogini Mahadasa: Ulka (51 years old)
Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika

Ulk 23 Feb 42
Sid 23 Apr 42
San 03 Jul 42
Man 23 Sep 42
Pin 03 Oct 42
Dha 23 Oct 42
Bhr 23 Nov 42
Bha 03 Jan 43

Sid 23 Feb 43
San 14 May 43
Man 18 Aug 43
Pin 29 Aug 43
Dha 23 Sep 43
Bhr 28 Oct 43
Bha 14 Dec 43
Ulk 13 Feb 44

San 23 Apr 44
Man 09 Aug 44
Pin 23 Aug 44
Dha 19 Sep 44
Bhr 29 Oct 44
Bha 23 Dec 44
Ulk 01 Mar 45
Sid 19 May 45

Man 23 Aug 45
Pin 24 Aug 45
Dha 28 Aug 45
Bhr 03 Sep 45
Bha 09 Sep 45
Ulk 18 Sep 45
Sid 28 Sep 45
San 09 Oct 45

Pin 23 Oct 45
Dha 29 Oct 45
Bhr 09 Nov 45
Bha 23 Nov 45
Ulk 09 Dec 45
Sid 29 Dec 45
San 23 Jan 46
Man 19 Feb 46

Dha 23 Feb 46
Bhr 08 Mar 46
Bha 28 Mar 46
Ulk 23 Apr 46
Sid 23 May 46
San 28 Jun 46
Man 08 Aug 46
Pin 13 Aug 46

Bhr 23 Aug 46
Bha 19 Sep 46
Ulk 23 Oct 46
Sid 03 Dec 46
San 19 Jan 47
Man 13 Mar 47
Pin 19 Mar 47
Dha 03 Apr 47

Bha 23 Apr 47
Ulk 04 Jun 47
Sid 24 Jul 47
San 23 Sep 47
Man 29 Nov 47
Pin 08 Dec 47
Dha 24 Dec 47
Bhr 19 Jan 48

Yogini Mahadasa: Siddha (57 years old)
Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka

Sid 23 Feb 48
San 28 May 48
Man 17 Sep 48
Pin 30 Sep 48
Dha 28 Oct 48
Bhr 08 Dec 48
Bha 03 Feb 49
Ulk 11 Apr 49

San 03 Jul 49
Man 07 Nov 49
Pin 23 Nov 49
Dha 24 Dec 49
Bhr 10 Feb 50
Bha 13 Apr 50
Ulk 30 Jun 50
Sid 04 Oct 50

Man 23 Jan 51
Pin 24 Jan 51
Dha 28 Jan 51
Bhr 04 Feb 51
Bha 12 Feb 51
Ulk 22 Feb 51
Sid 03 Mar 51
San 17 Mar 51

Pin 03 Apr 51
Dha 10 Apr 51
Bhr 22 Apr 51
Bha 08 May 51
Ulk 27 May 51
Sid 20 Jun 51
San 18 Jul 51
Man 19 Aug 51

Dha 23 Aug 51
Bhr 10 Sep 51
Bha 03 Oct 51
Ulk 03 Nov 51
Sid 08 Dec 51
San 18 Jan 52
Man 05 Mar 52
Pin 11 Mar 52

Bhr 23 Mar 52
Bha 24 Apr 52
Ulk 03 Jun 52
Sid 19 Jul 52
San 14 Sep 52
Man 16 Nov 52
Pin 24 Nov 52
Dha 09 Dec 52

Bha 03 Jan 53
Ulk 21 Feb 53
Sid 19 Apr 53
San 28 Jun 53
Man 15 Sep 53
Pin 25 Sep 53
Dha 14 Oct 53
Bhr 14 Nov 53

Ulk 23 Dec 53
Sid 03 Mar 54
San 24 May 54
Man 28 Aug 54
Pin 09 Sep 54
Dha 03 Oct 54
Bhr 08 Nov 54
Bha 24 Dec 54

Yogini Mahadasa: Sankata (64 years old)
Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha

San 23 Feb 55
Man 15 Jul 55
Pin 03 Aug 55
Dha 08 Sep 55
Bhr 01 Nov 55
Bha 13 Jan 56
Ulk 11 Apr 56
Sid 28 Jul 56

Man 03 Dec 56
Pin 05 Dec 56
Dha 09 Dec 56
Bhr 16 Dec 56
Bha 25 Dec 56
Ulk 06 Jan 57
Sid 19 Jan 57
San 05 Feb 57

Pin 23 Feb 57
Dha 01 Mar 57
Bhr 15 Mar 57
Bha 03 Apr 57
Ulk 25 Apr 57
Sid 21 May 57
San 23 Jun 57
Man 28 Jul 57

Dha 03 Aug 57
Bhr 23 Aug 57
Bha 19 Sep 57
Ulk 23 Oct 57
Sid 03 Dec 57
San 19 Jan 58
Man 13 Mar 58
Pin 19 Mar 58

Bhr 03 Apr 58
Bha 08 May 58
Ulk 23 Jun 58
Sid 16 Aug 58
San 18 Oct 58
Man 29 Dec 58
Pin 08 Jan 59
Dha 26 Jan 59

Bha 23 Feb 59
Ulk 18 Apr 59
Sid 25 Jun 59
San 13 Sep 59
Man 11 Dec 59
Pin 23 Dec 59
Dha 15 Jan 60
Bhr 18 Feb 60

Ulk 03 Apr 60
Sid 23 Jun 60
San 26 Sep 60
Man 13 Jan 61
Pin 26 Jan 61
Dha 23 Feb 61
Bhr 03 Apr 61
Bha 26 May 61

Sid 03 Aug 61
San 21 Nov 61
Man 26 Mar 62
Pin 11 Apr 62
Dha 13 May 62
Bhr 29 Jun 62
Bha 01 Sep 62
Ulk 19 Nov 62

Yogini Mahadasa: Mangala (72 years old)
Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata

Man 23 Feb 63
Pin 23 Feb 63
Dha 23 Feb 63
Bhr 24 Feb 63
Bha 25 Feb 63
Ulk 27 Feb 63
Sid 28 Feb 63
San 28 Feb 63

Pin 03 Mar 63
Dha 04 Mar 63
Bhr 05 Mar 63
Bha 08 Mar 63
Ulk 10 Mar 63
Sid 14 Mar 63
San 18 Mar 63
Man 22 Mar 63

Dha 23 Mar 63
Bhr 25 Mar 63
Bha 28 Mar 63
Ulk 03 Apr 63
Sid 08 Apr 63
San 13 Apr 63
Man 20 Apr 63
Pin 21 Apr 63

Bhr 23 Apr 63
Bha 27 Apr 63
Ulk 03 May 63
Sid 09 May 63
San 17 May 63
Man 26 May 63
Pin 27 May 63
Dha 29 May 63

Bha 03 Jun 63
Ulk 09 Jun 63
Sid 18 Jun 63
San 28 Jun 63
Man 09 Jul 63
Pin 10 Jul 63
Dha 13 Jul 63
Bhr 17 Jul 63

Ulk 23 Jul 63
Sid 03 Aug 63
San 14 Aug 63
Man 28 Aug 63
Pin 29 Aug 63
Dha 03 Sep 63
Bhr 08 Sep 63
Bha 14 Sep 63

Sid 23 Sep 63
San 06 Oct 63
Man 22 Oct 63
Pin 24 Oct 63
Dha 28 Oct 63
Bhr 03 Nov 63
Bha 11 Nov 63
Ulk 21 Nov 63

San 03 Dec 63
Man 20 Dec 63
Pin 23 Dec 63
Dha 27 Dec 63
Bhr 04 Jan 64
Bha 13 Jan 64
Ulk 24 Jan 64
Sid 07 Feb 64
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Yogini Mahadasa: Pingala (73 years old)
Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala

Pin 23 Feb 64
Dha 25 Feb 64
Bhr 28 Feb 64
Bha 03 Mar 64
Ulk 08 Mar 64
Sid 15 Mar 64
San 23 Mar 64
Man 01 Apr 64

Dha 03 Apr 64
Bhr 08 Apr 64
Bha 14 Apr 64
Ulk 23 Apr 64
Sid 03 May 64
San 14 May 64
Man 28 May 64
Pin 29 May 64

Bhr 03 Jun 64
Bha 11 Jun 64
Ulk 23 Jun 64
Sid 06 Jul 64
San 21 Jul 64
Man 09 Aug 64
Pin 11 Aug 64
Dha 16 Aug 64

Bha 23 Aug 64
Ulk 06 Sep 64
Sid 23 Sep 64
San 13 Oct 64
Man 05 Nov 64
Pin 08 Nov 64
Dha 13 Nov 64
Bhr 21 Nov 64

Ulk 03 Dec 64
Sid 23 Dec 64
San 16 Jan 65
Man 13 Feb 65
Pin 16 Feb 65
Dha 23 Feb 65
Bhr 03 Mar 65
Bha 16 Mar 65

Sid 03 Apr 65
San 30 Apr 65
Man 01 Jun 65
Pin 05 Jun 65
Dha 13 Jun 65
Bhr 24 Jun 65
Bha 10 Jul 65
Ulk 29 Jul 65

San 23 Aug 65
Man 28 Sep 65
Pin 03 Oct 65
Dha 11 Oct 65
Bhr 25 Oct 65
Bha 13 Nov 65
Ulk 05 Dec 65
Sid 01 Jan 66

Man 03 Feb 66
Pin 03 Feb 66
Dha 04 Feb 66
Bhr 06 Feb 66
Bha 08 Feb 66
Ulk 11 Feb 66
Sid 14 Feb 66
San 18 Feb 66

Yogini Mahadasa: Dhanya (75 years old)
Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala

Dha 23 Feb 66
Bhr 28 Feb 66
Bha 10 Mar 66
Ulk 23 Mar 66
Sid 08 Apr 66
San 25 Apr 66
Man 15 May 66
Pin 18 May 66

Bhr 23 May 66
Bha 06 Jun 66
Ulk 23 Jun 66
Sid 13 Jul 66
San 06 Aug 66
Man 03 Sep 66
Pin 06 Sep 66
Dha 13 Sep 66

Bha 23 Sep 66
Ulk 13 Oct 66
Sid 08 Nov 66
San 08 Dec 66
Man 11 Jan 67
Pin 15 Jan 67
Dha 23 Jan 67
Bhr 06 Feb 67

Ulk 23 Feb 67
Sid 23 Mar 67
San 28 Apr 67
Man 08 Jun 67
Pin 13 Jun 67
Dha 23 Jun 67
Bhr 08 Jul 67
Bha 28 Jul 67

Sid 23 Aug 67
San 03 Oct 67
Man 20 Nov 67
Pin 26 Nov 67
Dha 08 Dec 67
Bhr 25 Dec 67
Bha 18 Jan 68
Ulk 18 Feb 68

San 23 Mar 68
Man 16 May 68
Pin 23 May 68
Dha 06 Jun 68
Bhr 26 Jun 68
Bha 23 Jul 68
Ulk 26 Aug 68
Sid 06 Oct 68

Man 23 Nov 68
Pin 23 Nov 68
Dha 25 Nov 68
Bhr 28 Nov 68
Bha 01 Dec 68
Ulk 05 Dec 68
Sid 10 Dec 68
San 16 Dec 68

Pin 23 Dec 68
Dha 26 Dec 68
Bhr 01 Jan 69
Bha 08 Jan 69
Ulk 16 Jan 69
Sid 26 Jan 69
San 08 Feb 69
Man 21 Feb 69

Yogini Mahadasa: Bhramari (78 years old)
Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya

Bhr 23 Feb 69
Bha 10 Mar 69
Ulk 03 Apr 69
Sid 29 Apr 69
San 31 May 69
Man 06 Jul 69
Pin 10 Jul 69
Dha 19 Jul 69

Bha 03 Aug 69
Ulk 31 Aug 69
Sid 04 Oct 69
San 13 Nov 69
Man 27 Dec 69
Pin 03 Jan 70
Dha 14 Jan 70
Bhr 31 Jan 70

Ulk 23 Feb 70
Sid 03 Apr 70
San 19 May 70
Man 13 Jul 70
Pin 19 Jul 70
Dha 03 Aug 70
Bhr 23 Aug 70
Bha 19 Sep 70

Sid 23 Oct 70
San 17 Dec 70
Man 19 Feb 71
Pin 27 Feb 71
Dha 13 Mar 71
Bhr 06 Apr 71
Bha 07 May 71
Ulk 16 Jun 71

San 03 Aug 71
Man 14 Oct 71
Pin 23 Oct 71
Dha 10 Nov 71
Bhr 07 Dec 71
Bha 13 Jan 72
Ulk 27 Feb 72
Sid 20 Apr 72

Man 23 Jun 72
Pin 24 Jun 72
Dha 26 Jun 72
Bhr 29 Jun 72
Bha 04 Jul 72
Ulk 09 Jul 72
Sid 16 Jul 72
San 24 Jul 72

Pin 03 Aug 72
Dha 07 Aug 72
Bhr 14 Aug 72
Bha 23 Aug 72
Ulk 04 Sep 72
Sid 17 Sep 72
San 03 Oct 72
Man 20 Oct 72

Dha 23 Oct 72
Bhr 03 Nov 72
Bha 16 Nov 72
Ulk 03 Dec 72
Sid 23 Dec 72
San 16 Jan 73
Man 13 Feb 73
Pin 16 Feb 73

Yogini Mahadasa: Bhadrika (82 years old)
Bhadrika Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari

Bha 23 Feb 73
Ulk 27 Mar 73
Sid 09 May 73
San 28 Jun 73
Man 23 Aug 73
Pin 31 Aug 73
Dha 14 Sep 73
Bhr 05 Oct 73

Ulk 03 Nov 73
Sid 23 Dec 73
San 21 Feb 74
Man 28 Apr 74
Pin 06 May 74
Dha 23 May 74
Bhr 18 Jun 74
Bha 21 Jul 74

Sid 03 Sep 74
San 11 Nov 74
Man 28 Jan 75
Pin 08 Feb 75
Dha 28 Feb 75
Bhr 27 Mar 75
Bha 06 May 75
Ulk 24 Jun 75

San 23 Aug 75
Man 21 Nov 75
Pin 03 Dec 75
Dha 25 Dec 75
Bhr 28 Jan 76
Bha 13 Mar 76
Ulk 08 May 76
Sid 15 Jul 76

Man 03 Oct 76
Pin 04 Oct 76
Dha 07 Oct 76
Bhr 11 Oct 76
Bha 16 Oct 76
Ulk 23 Oct 76
Sid 02 Nov 76
San 11 Nov 76

Pin 23 Nov 76
Dha 28 Nov 76
Bhr 06 Dec 76
Bha 18 Dec 76
Ulk 01 Jan 77
Sid 18 Jan 77
San 08 Feb 77
Man 28 Feb 77

Dha 03 Mar 77
Bhr 15 Mar 77
Bha 02 Apr 77
Ulk 23 Apr 77
Sid 18 May 77
San 17 Jun 77
Man 20 Jul 77
Pin 24 Jul 77

Bhr 03 Aug 77
Bha 25 Aug 77
Ulk 23 Sep 77
Sid 26 Oct 77
San 05 Dec 77
Man 19 Jan 78
Pin 25 Jan 78
Dha 06 Feb 78
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Yogini Mahadasa: Ulka (87 years old)
Ulka Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika

Ulk 23 Feb 78
Sid 23 Apr 78
San 03 Jul 78
Man 23 Sep 78
Pin 03 Oct 78
Dha 23 Oct 78
Bhr 23 Nov 78
Bha 03 Jan 79

Sid 23 Feb 79
San 14 May 79
Man 18 Aug 79
Pin 29 Aug 79
Dha 23 Sep 79
Bhr 28 Oct 79
Bha 14 Dec 79
Ulk 13 Feb 80

San 23 Apr 80
Man 09 Aug 80
Pin 23 Aug 80
Dha 19 Sep 80
Bhr 29 Oct 80
Bha 23 Dec 80
Ulk 01 Mar 81
Sid 19 May 81

Man 23 Aug 81
Pin 24 Aug 81
Dha 28 Aug 81
Bhr 03 Sep 81
Bha 09 Sep 81
Ulk 18 Sep 81
Sid 28 Sep 81
San 09 Oct 81

Pin 23 Oct 81
Dha 29 Oct 81
Bhr 09 Nov 81
Bha 23 Nov 81
Ulk 09 Dec 81
Sid 29 Dec 81
San 23 Jan 82
Man 19 Feb 82

Dha 23 Feb 82
Bhr 08 Mar 82
Bha 28 Mar 82
Ulk 23 Apr 82
Sid 23 May 82
San 28 Jun 82
Man 08 Aug 82
Pin 13 Aug 82

Bhr 23 Aug 82
Bha 19 Sep 82
Ulk 23 Oct 82
Sid 03 Dec 82
San 19 Jan 83
Man 13 Mar 83
Pin 19 Mar 83
Dha 03 Apr 83

Bha 23 Apr 83
Ulk 04 Jun 83
Sid 24 Jul 83
San 23 Sep 83
Man 29 Nov 83
Pin 08 Dec 83
Dha 24 Dec 83
Bhr 19 Jan 84

Yogini Mahadasa: Siddha (93 years old)
Siddha Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka

Sid 23 Feb 84
San 28 May 84
Man 17 Sep 84
Pin 30 Sep 84
Dha 28 Oct 84
Bhr 08 Dec 84
Bha 03 Feb 85
Ulk 11 Apr 85

San 03 Jul 85
Man 07 Nov 85
Pin 23 Nov 85
Dha 24 Dec 85
Bhr 10 Feb 86
Bha 13 Apr 86
Ulk 30 Jun 86
Sid 04 Oct 86

Man 23 Jan 87
Pin 24 Jan 87
Dha 28 Jan 87
Bhr 04 Feb 87
Bha 12 Feb 87
Ulk 22 Feb 87
Sid 03 Mar 87
San 17 Mar 87

Pin 03 Apr 87
Dha 10 Apr 87
Bhr 22 Apr 87
Bha 08 May 87
Ulk 27 May 87
Sid 20 Jun 87
San 18 Jul 87
Man 19 Aug 87

Dha 23 Aug 87
Bhr 10 Sep 87
Bha 03 Oct 87
Ulk 03 Nov 87
Sid 08 Dec 87
San 18 Jan 88
Man 05 Mar 88
Pin 11 Mar 88

Bhr 23 Mar 88
Bha 24 Apr 88
Ulk 03 Jun 88
Sid 19 Jul 88
San 14 Sep 88
Man 16 Nov 88
Pin 24 Nov 88
Dha 09 Dec 88

Bha 03 Jan 89
Ulk 21 Feb 89
Sid 19 Apr 89
San 28 Jun 89
Man 15 Sep 89
Pin 25 Sep 89
Dha 14 Oct 89
Bhr 14 Nov 89

Ulk 23 Dec 89
Sid 03 Mar 90
San 24 May 90
Man 28 Aug 90
Pin 09 Sep 90
Dha 03 Oct 90
Bhr 08 Nov 90
Bha 24 Dec 90

Yogini Mahadasa: Sankata (100 years old)
Sankata Mangala Pingala Dhanya Bhramari Bhadrika Ulka Siddha

San 23 Feb 91
Man 15 Jul 91
Pin 03 Aug 91
Dha 08 Sep 91
Bhr 01 Nov 91
Bha 13 Jan 92
Ulk 11 Apr 92
Sid 28 Jul 92

Man 03 Dec 92
Pin 05 Dec 92
Dha 09 Dec 92
Bhr 16 Dec 92
Bha 25 Dec 92
Ulk 06 Jan 93
Sid 19 Jan 93
San 05 Feb 93

Pin 23 Feb 93
Dha 01 Mar 93
Bhr 15 Mar 93
Bha 03 Apr 93
Ulk 25 Apr 93
Sid 21 May 93
San 23 Jun 93
Man 28 Jul 93

Dha 03 Aug 93
Bhr 23 Aug 93
Bha 19 Sep 93
Ulk 23 Oct 93
Sid 03 Dec 93
San 19 Jan 94
Man 13 Mar 94
Pin 19 Mar 94

Bhr 03 Apr 94
Bha 08 May 94
Ulk 23 Jun 94
Sid 16 Aug 94
San 18 Oct 94
Man 29 Dec 94
Pin 08 Jan 95
Dha 26 Jan 95

Bha 23 Feb 95
Ulk 18 Apr 95
Sid 25 Jun 95
San 13 Sep 95
Man 11 Dec 95
Pin 23 Dec 95
Dha 15 Jan 96
Bhr 18 Feb 96

Ulk 03 Apr 96
Sid 23 Jun 96
San 26 Sep 96
Man 13 Jan 97
Pin 26 Jan 97
Dha 23 Feb 97
Bhr 03 Apr 97
Bha 26 May 97

Sid 03 Aug 97
San 21 Nov 97
Man 26 Mar 98
Pin 11 Apr 98
Dha 13 May 98
Bhr 29 Jun 98
Bha 01 Sep 98
Ulk 19 Nov 98

Note: The dates given are nothing to do with the longevity of the native.

ASTOTTARI DASA - Dasa at Birth: 02 Years 07 Months 09 Days

Astottari Dasa
Saturn Jupiter Rahu Venus Sun Moon Mars Mercury

Sa                
Ju                
Ra                
Ve                
Su                
Mo 12 Mar 91
Ma 28 Jun 91
Me 25 Mar 92

Ju 21 Oct 93
Ra 25 Feb 97
Ve 05 Apr 99
Su 15 Dec 02
Mo 05 Jan 04
Ma 25 Aug 06
Me 21 Jan 08
Sa 18 Jan 11

Ra 21 Oct 12
Ve 21 Feb 14
Su 21 Jun 16
Mo 21 Feb 17
Ma 21 Oct 18
Me 11 Sep 19
Sa 01 Aug 21
Ju 11 Sep 22

Ve 21 Oct 24
Su 21 Nov 28
Mo 21 Jan 30
Ma 21 Dec 32
Me 11 Jul 34
Sa 01 Nov 37
Ju 11 Oct 39
Ra 21 Jun 43

Su 21 Oct 45
Mo 21 Feb 46
Ma 21 Dec 46
Me 01 Jun 47
Sa 11 May 48
Ju 01 Dec 48
Ra 21 Dec 49
Ve 21 Aug 50

Mo 21 Oct 51
Ma 21 Nov 53
Me 01 Jan 55
Sa 11 May 57
Ju 01 Oct 58
Ra 21 May 61
Ve 21 Jan 63
Su 21 Dec 65

Ma 21 Oct 66
Me 25 May 67
Sa 28 Aug 68
Ju 25 May 69
Ra 21 Oct 70
Ve 11 Sep 71
Su 01 Apr 73
Mo 11 Sep 73

Me 21 Oct 74
Sa 25 Jun 77
Ju 21 Jan 79
Ra 18 Jan 82
Ve 08 Dec 83
Su 28 Mar 87
Mo 08 Mar 88
Ma 18 Jul 90
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Astottari Mahadasa: Saturn
Saturn Jupiter Rahu Venus Sun Moon Mars Mercury

Sa                
Ju                
Ra                
Ve                
Su                
Mo                
Ma                
Me                

Ju                
Ra                
Ve                
Su                
Mo                
Ma                
Me                
Sa                

Ra                
Ve                
Su                
Mo                
Ma                
Me                
Sa                
Ju                

Ve                
Su                
Mo                
Ma                
Me                
Sa                
Ju                
Ra                

Su                
Mo                
Ma                
Me                
Sa                
Ju                
Ra                
Ve                

Mo                
Ma                
Me                
Sa                
Ju                
Ra                
Ve 12 Mar 91
Su 31 May 91

Ma 28 Jun 91
Me 18 Jul 91
Sa 31 Aug 91
Ju 24 Sep 91
Ra 11 Nov 91
Ve 11 Dec 91
Su 03 Feb 92
Mo 18 Feb 92

Me 25 Mar 92
Sa 24 Jun 92
Ju 16 Aug 92
Ra 26 Nov 92
Ve 29 Jan 93
Su 19 May 93
Mo 21 Jun 93
Ma 09 Sep 93

Astottari Mahadasa: Jupiter (3 years old)
Jupiter Rahu Venus Sun Moon Mars Mercury Saturn

Ju 21 Oct 93
Ra 23 May 94
Ve 07 Oct 94
Su 01 Jun 95
Mo 07 Aug 95
Ma 25 Jan 96
Me 24 Apr 96
Sa 03 Nov 96

Ra 25 Feb 97
Ve 19 May 97
Su 17 Oct 97
Mo 29 Nov 97
Ma 15 Mar 98
Me 11 May 98
Sa 10 Sep 98
Ju 21 Nov 98

Ve 05 Apr 99
Su 23 Dec 99
Mo 07 Mar 00
Ma 12 Sep 00
Me 20 Dec 00
Sa 20 Jul 01
Ju 23 Nov 01
Ra 17 Jul 02

Su 15 Dec 02
Mo 06 Jan 03
Ma 28 Feb 03
Me 27 Mar 03
Sa 26 May 03
Ju 02 Jul 03
Ra 08 Sep 03
Ve 21 Oct 03

Mo 05 Jan 04
Ma 17 May 04
Me 27 Jul 04
Sa 26 Dec 04
Ju 24 Mar 05
Ra 12 Sep 05
Ve 27 Dec 05
Su 02 Jul 06

Ma 25 Aug 06
Me 02 Oct 06
Sa 22 Dec 06
Ju 09 Feb 07
Ra 08 May 07
Ve 04 Jul 07
Su 13 Oct 07
Mo 11 Nov 07

Me 21 Jan 08
Sa 11 Jul 08
Ju 20 Oct 08
Ra 30 Apr 09
Ve 29 Aug 09
Su 29 Mar 10
Mo 29 May 10
Ma 28 Oct 10

Sa 18 Jan 11
Ju 17 Mar 11
Ra 08 Jul 11
Ve 18 Sep 11
Su 21 Jan 12
Mo 27 Feb 12
Ma 25 May 12
Me 12 Jul 12

Astottari Mahadasa: Rahu (22 years old)
Rahu Venus Sun Moon Mars Mercury Saturn Jupiter

Ra 21 Oct 12
Ve 15 Dec 12
Su 18 Mar 13
Mo 15 Apr 13
Ma 21 Jun 13
Me 27 Jul 13
Sa 12 Oct 13
Ju 27 Nov 13

Ve 21 Feb 14
Su 05 Aug 14
Mo 21 Sep 14
Ma 18 Jan 15
Me 20 Mar 15
Sa 02 Aug 15
Ju 20 Oct 15
Ra 18 Mar 16

Su 21 Jun 16
Mo 05 Jul 16
Ma 08 Aug 16
Me 26 Aug 16
Sa 03 Oct 16
Ju 26 Oct 16
Ra 08 Dec 16
Ve 05 Jan 17

Mo 21 Feb 17
Ma 15 May 17
Me 29 Jun 17
Sa 03 Oct 17
Ju 29 Nov 17
Ra 15 Mar 18
Ve 21 May 18
Su 18 Sep 18

Ma 21 Oct 18
Me 15 Nov 18
Sa 05 Jan 19
Ju 05 Feb 19
Ra 01 Apr 19
Ve 07 May 19
Su 09 Jul 19
Mo 27 Jul 19

Me 11 Sep 19
Sa 28 Dec 19
Ju 01 Mar 20
Ra 01 Jul 20
Ve 16 Sep 20
Su 29 Jan 21
Mo 06 Mar 21
Ma 11 Jun 21

Sa 01 Aug 21
Ju 08 Sep 21
Ra 19 Nov 21
Ve 03 Jan 22
Su 21 Mar 22
Mo 13 Apr 22
Ma 09 Jun 22
Me 08 Jul 22

Ju 11 Sep 22
Ra 25 Jan 23
Ve 19 Apr 23
Su 17 Sep 23
Mo 29 Oct 23
Ma 15 Feb 24
Me 11 Apr 24
Sa 11 Aug 24

Astottari Mahadasa: Venus (34 years old)
Venus Sun Moon Mars Mercury Saturn Jupiter Rahu

Ve 21 Oct 24
Su 07 Aug 25
Mo 29 Oct 25
Ma 23 May 26
Me 12 Sep 26
Sa 03 May 27
Ju 19 Sep 27
Ra 08 Jun 28

Su 21 Nov 28
Mo 15 Dec 28
Ma 13 Feb 29
Me 14 Mar 29
Sa 20 May 29
Ju 29 Jun 29
Ra 13 Sep 29
Ve 31 Oct 29

Mo 21 Jan 30
Ma 17 Jun 30
Me 05 Sep 30
Sa 20 Feb 31
Ju 27 May 31
Ra 02 Dec 31
Ve 29 Mar 32
Su 23 Oct 32

Ma 21 Dec 32
Me 03 Feb 33
Sa 01 May 33
Ju 23 Jun 33
Ra 01 Oct 33
Ve 03 Dec 33
Su 22 Mar 34
Mo 23 Apr 34

Me 11 Jul 34
Sa 19 Jan 35
Ju 09 May 35
Ra 08 Dec 35
Ve 20 Apr 36
Su 12 Dec 36
Mo 18 Feb 37
Ma 03 Aug 37

Sa 01 Nov 37
Ju 06 Jan 38
Ra 09 May 38
Ve 27 Jul 38
Su 13 Dec 38
Mo 22 Jan 39
Ma 29 Apr 39
Me 21 Jun 39

Ju 11 Oct 39
Ra 05 Jun 40
Ve 03 Nov 40
Su 22 Jul 41
Mo 05 Oct 41
Ma 10 Apr 42
Me 19 Jul 42
Sa 18 Feb 43

Ra 21 Jun 43
Ve 25 Sep 43
Su 08 Mar 44
Mo 25 Apr 44
Ma 21 Aug 44
Me 23 Oct 44
Sa 06 Mar 45
Ju 23 May 45
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Astottari Mahadasa: Sun (55 years old)
Sun Moon Mars Mercury Saturn Jupiter Rahu Venus

Su 21 Oct 45
Mo 28 Oct 45
Ma 15 Nov 45
Me 23 Nov 45
Sa 12 Dec 45
Ju 23 Dec 45
Ra 15 Jan 46
Ve 28 Jan 46

Mo 21 Feb 46
Ma 03 Apr 46
Me 25 Apr 46
Sa 12 Jun 46
Ju 10 Jul 46
Ra 03 Sep 46
Ve 06 Oct 46
Su 05 Dec 46

Ma 21 Dec 46
Me 03 Jan 47
Sa 28 Jan 47
Ju 13 Feb 47
Ra 11 Mar 47
Ve 29 Mar 47
Su 30 Apr 47
Mo 09 May 47

Me 01 Jun 47
Sa 25 Jul 47
Ju 26 Aug 47
Ra 26 Oct 47
Ve 04 Dec 47
Su 10 Feb 48
Mo 01 Mar 48
Ma 16 Apr 48

Sa 11 May 48
Ju 31 May 48
Ra 05 Jul 48
Ve 27 Jul 48
Su 06 Sep 48
Mo 17 Sep 48
Ma 15 Oct 48
Me 31 Oct 48

Ju 01 Dec 48
Ra 08 Feb 49
Ve 20 Mar 49
Su 04 Jun 49
Mo 25 Jun 49
Ma 18 Aug 49
Me 16 Sep 49
Sa 16 Nov 49

Ra 21 Dec 49
Ve 18 Jan 50
Su 05 Mar 50
Mo 18 Mar 50
Ma 21 Apr 50
Me 09 May 50
Sa 17 Jun 50
Ju 09 Jul 50

Ve 21 Aug 50
Su 13 Nov 50
Mo 06 Dec 50
Ma 05 Feb 51
Me 06 Mar 51
Sa 12 May 51
Ju 21 Jun 51
Ra 05 Sep 51

Astottari Mahadasa: Moon (61 years old)
Moon Mars Mercury Saturn Jupiter Rahu Venus Sun

Mo 21 Oct 51
Ma 05 Feb 52
Me 01 Apr 52
Sa 29 Jul 52
Ju 08 Oct 52
Ra 20 Feb 53
Ve 14 May 53
Su 10 Oct 53

Ma 21 Nov 53
Me 21 Dec 53
Sa 24 Feb 54
Ju 01 Apr 54
Ra 11 Jun 54
Ve 26 Jul 54
Su 13 Oct 54
Mo 06 Nov 54

Me 01 Jan 55
Sa 15 May 55
Ju 04 Aug 55
Ra 03 Jan 56
Ve 08 Apr 56
Su 23 Sep 56
Mo 10 Nov 56
Ma 08 Mar 57

Sa 11 May 57
Ju 28 Jun 57
Ra 25 Sep 57
Ve 21 Nov 57
Su 28 Feb 58
Mo 26 Mar 58
Ma 05 Jun 58
Me 13 Jul 58

Ju 01 Oct 58
Ra 18 Mar 59
Ve 04 Jul 59
Su 09 Jan 60
Mo 01 Mar 60
Ma 13 Jul 60
Me 24 Sep 60
Sa 23 Feb 61

Ra 21 May 61
Ve 28 Jul 61
Su 25 Nov 61
Mo 28 Dec 61
Ma 21 Mar 62
Me 06 May 62
Sa 10 Aug 62
Ju 06 Oct 62

Ve 21 Jan 63
Su 15 Aug 63
Mo 14 Oct 63
Ma 10 Mar 64
Me 27 May 64
Sa 13 Nov 64
Ju 20 Feb 65
Ra 25 Aug 65

Su 21 Dec 65
Mo 08 Jan 66
Ma 20 Feb 66
Me 12 Mar 66
Sa 29 Apr 66
Ju 27 May 66
Ra 20 Jul 66
Ve 23 Aug 66

Astottari Mahadasa: Mars (76 years old)
Mars Mercury Saturn Jupiter Rahu Venus Sun Moon

Ma 21 Oct 66
Me 07 Nov 66
Sa 11 Dec 66
Ju 31 Dec 66
Ra 08 Feb 67
Ve 02 Mar 67
Su 13 Apr 67
Mo 25 Apr 67

Me 25 May 67
Sa 06 Aug 67
Ju 18 Sep 67
Ra 08 Dec 67
Ve 28 Jan 68
Su 26 Apr 68
Mo 21 May 68
Ma 24 Jul 68

Sa 28 Aug 68
Ju 23 Sep 68
Ra 10 Nov 68
Ve 09 Dec 68
Su 01 Feb 69
Mo 16 Feb 69
Ma 23 Mar 69
Me 13 Apr 69

Ju 25 May 69
Ra 24 Aug 69
Ve 20 Oct 69
Su 29 Jan 70
Mo 27 Feb 70
Ma 07 May 70
Me 15 Jun 70
Sa 04 Sep 70

Ra 21 Oct 70
Ve 27 Nov 70
Su 29 Jan 71
Mo 17 Feb 71
Ma 01 Apr 71
Me 25 Apr 71
Sa 15 Jun 71
Ju 15 Jul 71

Ve 11 Sep 71
Su 31 Dec 71
Mo 01 Feb 72
Ma 19 Apr 72
Me 31 May 72
Sa 29 Aug 72
Ju 20 Oct 72
Ra 29 Jan 73

Su 01 Apr 73
Mo 10 Apr 73
Ma 02 May 73
Me 14 May 73
Sa 09 Jun 73
Ju 24 Jun 73
Ra 22 Jul 73
Ve 10 Aug 73

Mo 11 Sep 73
Ma 07 Nov 73
Me 06 Dec 73
Sa 09 Feb 74
Ju 16 Mar 74
Ra 27 May 74
Ve 11 Jul 74
Su 29 Sep 74

Astottari Mahadasa: Mercury (84 years old)
Mercury Saturn Jupiter Rahu Venus Sun Moon Mars

Me 21 Oct 74
Sa 23 Mar 75
Ju 22 Jun 75
Ra 12 Dec 75
Ve 29 Mar 76
Su 06 Oct 76
Mo 29 Nov 76
Ma 13 Apr 77

Sa 25 Jun 77
Ju 17 Aug 77
Ra 27 Nov 77
Ve 31 Jan 78
Su 20 May 78
Mo 21 Jun 78
Ma 10 Sep 78
Me 22 Oct 78

Ju 21 Jan 79
Ra 01 Aug 79
Ve 30 Nov 79
Su 30 Jun 80
Mo 29 Aug 80
Ma 29 Jan 81
Me 19 Apr 81
Sa 08 Oct 81

Ra 18 Jan 82
Ve 03 Apr 82
Su 16 Aug 82
Mo 23 Sep 82
Ma 28 Dec 82
Me 18 Feb 83
Sa 05 Jun 83
Ju 08 Aug 83

Ve 08 Dec 83
Su 29 Jul 84
Mo 05 Oct 84
Ma 21 Mar 85
Me 19 Jun 85
Sa 26 Dec 85
Ju 16 Apr 86
Ra 16 Nov 86

Su 28 Mar 87
Mo 17 Apr 87
Ma 04 Jun 87
Me 29 Jun 87
Sa 23 Aug 87
Ju 24 Sep 87
Ra 24 Nov 87
Ve 02 Jan 88

Mo 08 Mar 88
Ma 06 Jul 88
Me 09 Sep 88
Sa 23 Jan 89
Ju 11 Apr 89
Ra 11 Sep 89
Ve 15 Dec 89
Su 01 Jun 90

Ma 18 Jul 90
Me 21 Aug 90
Sa 03 Nov 90
Ju 15 Dec 90
Ra 05 Mar 91
Ve 25 Apr 91
Su 23 Jul 91
Mo 18 Aug 91

Note: The dates given are nothing to do with the longevity of the native.

SHODSOTTARI DASA - Dasa at Birth: 16 Years 01 Month 07 Days
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Shodsottari Dasa
Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn Ketu Moon

Me 12 Mar 91
Ve 16 Oct 92
Su 06 Jun 95
Ma 16 Jan 97
Ju 19 Oct 98
Sa 15 Sep 00
Ke 04 Oct 02
Mo 15 Dec 04

Ve 19 Apr 07
Su 05 Feb 10
Ma 19 Oct 11
Ju 29 Aug 13
Sa 06 Sep 15
Ke 08 Nov 17
Mo 06 Mar 20
Me 29 Aug 22

Su 19 Apr 25
Ma 05 May 26
Ju 24 Jun 27
Sa 18 Sep 28
Ke 16 Jan 30
Mo 18 Jun 31
Me 24 Dec 32
Ve 05 Aug 34

Ma 19 Apr 36
Ju 16 Jul 37
Sa 20 Nov 38
Ke 01 May 40
Mo 20 Nov 41
Me 16 Jul 43
Ve 19 Apr 45
Su 01 Mar 47

Ju 19 Apr 48
Sa 04 Oct 49
Ke 28 Apr 51
Mo 04 Jan 53
Me 19 Oct 54
Ve 15 Sep 56
Su 21 Sep 58
Ma 15 Dec 59

Sa 19 Apr 61
Ke 27 Dec 62
Mo 19 Oct 64
Me 24 Sep 66
Ve 13 Oct 68
Su 15 Dec 70
Ma 13 Apr 72
Ju 24 Sep 73

Ke 19 Apr 75
Mo 27 Mar 77
Me 22 Apr 79
Ve 04 Jul 81
Su 01 Nov 83
Ma 04 Apr 85
Ju 22 Oct 86
Sa 27 Jun 88

Mo 19 Apr 90
Me 04 Jul 92
Ve 08 Nov 94
Su 01 May 97
Ma 08 Nov 98
Ju 04 Jul 00
Sa 19 Apr 02
Ke 24 Mar 04

Shodosottari Mahadasa: Mercury
Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn Ketu Moon

Me                
Ve                
Su 12 Mar 91
Ma 15 Apr 91
Ju 18 Jul 91
Sa 28 Oct 91
Ke 16 Feb 92
Mo 12 Jun 92

Ve 16 Oct 92
Su 13 Mar 93
Ma 13 Jun 93
Ju 22 Sep 93
Sa 08 Jan 94
Ke 03 May 94
Mo 05 Sep 94
Me 16 Jan 95

Su 06 Jun 95
Ma 01 Aug 95
Ju 01 Oct 95
Sa 06 Dec 95
Ke 16 Feb 96
Mo 01 May 96
Me 21 Jul 96
Ve 16 Oct 96

Ma 16 Jan 97
Ju 21 Mar 97
Sa 02 Jun 97
Ke 19 Aug 97
Mo 11 Nov 97
Me 08 Feb 98
Ve 11 May 98
Su 19 Aug 98

Ju 19 Oct 98
Sa 06 Jan 99
Ke 29 Mar 99
Mo 27 Jun 99
Me 02 Oct 99
Ve 13 Jan 00
Su 29 Apr 00
Ma 04 Jul 00

Sa 15 Sep 00
Ke 14 Dec 00
Mo 20 Mar 01
Me 01 Jul 01
Ve 20 Oct 01
Su 14 Feb 02
Ma 24 Apr 02
Ju 11 Jul 02

Ke 04 Oct 02
Mo 16 Jan 03
Me 05 May 03
Ve 01 Sep 03
Su 04 Jan 04
Ma 19 Mar 04
Ju 11 Jun 04
Sa 09 Sep 04

Mo 15 Dec 04
Me 11 Apr 05
Ve 15 Aug 05
Su 26 Dec 05
Ma 16 Mar 06
Ju 13 Jun 06
Sa 18 Sep 06
Ke 31 Dec 06

Shodosottari Mahadasa: Venus (16 years old)
Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn Ketu Moon Mercury

Ve 19 Apr 07
Su 25 Sep 07
Ma 31 Dec 07
Ju 14 Apr 08
Sa 07 Aug 08
Ke 09 Dec 08
Mo 19 Apr 09
Me 07 Sep 09

Su 05 Feb 10
Ma 03 Apr 10
Ju 06 Jun 10
Sa 15 Aug 10
Ke 29 Oct 10
Mo 19 Jan 11
Me 14 Apr 11
Ve 14 Jul 11

Ma 19 Oct 11
Ju 28 Dec 11
Sa 14 Mar 12
Ke 04 Jun 12
Mo 01 Sep 12
Me 04 Dec 12
Ve 12 Mar 13
Su 26 Jun 13

Ju 29 Aug 13
Sa 21 Nov 13
Ke 18 Feb 14
Mo 22 May 14
Me 03 Sep 14
Ve 19 Dec 14
Su 12 Apr 15
Ma 20 Jun 15

Sa 06 Sep 15
Ke 10 Dec 15
Mo 21 Mar 16
Me 09 Jul 16
Ve 04 Nov 16
Su 05 Mar 17
Ma 19 May 17
Ju 10 Aug 17

Ke 08 Nov 17
Mo 26 Feb 18
Me 22 Jun 18
Ve 24 Oct 18
Su 04 Mar 19
Ma 24 May 19
Ju 21 Aug 19
Sa 24 Nov 19

Mo 06 Mar 20
Me 09 Jul 20
Ve 20 Nov 20
Su 09 Apr 21
Ma 03 Jul 21
Ju 06 Oct 21
Sa 16 Jan 22
Ke 04 May 22

Me 29 Aug 22
Ve 19 Jan 23
Su 16 Jun 23
Ma 16 Sep 23
Ju 24 Dec 23
Sa 11 Apr 24
Ke 05 Aug 24
Mo 08 Dec 24

Shodosottari Mahadasa: Sun (34 years old)
Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn Ketu Moon Mercury Venus

Su 19 Apr 25
Ma 25 May 25
Ju 04 Jul 25
Sa 16 Aug 25
Ke 01 Oct 25
Mo 19 Nov 25
Me 11 Jan 26
Ve 06 Mar 26

Ma 05 May 26
Ju 17 Jun 26
Sa 03 Aug 26
Ke 22 Sep 26
Mo 15 Nov 26
Me 12 Jan 27
Ve 12 Mar 27
Su 15 May 27

Ju 24 Jun 27
Sa 14 Aug 27
Ke 08 Oct 27
Mo 05 Dec 27
Me 06 Feb 28
Ve 11 Apr 28
Su 20 Jun 28
Ma 02 Aug 28

Sa 18 Sep 28
Ke 16 Nov 28
Mo 18 Jan 29
Me 23 Mar 29
Ve 03 Jun 29
Su 18 Aug 29
Ma 03 Oct 29
Ju 22 Nov 29

Ke 16 Jan 30
Mo 22 Mar 30
Me 03 Jun 30
Ve 18 Aug 30
Su 07 Nov 30
Ma 26 Dec 30
Ju 19 Feb 31
Sa 16 Apr 31

Mo 18 Jun 31
Me 03 Sep 31
Ve 23 Nov 31
Su 18 Feb 32
Ma 10 Apr 32
Ju 06 Jun 32
Sa 08 Aug 32
Ke 14 Oct 32

Me 24 Dec 32
Ve 19 Mar 33
Su 19 Jun 33
Ma 14 Aug 33
Ju 14 Oct 33
Sa 19 Dec 33
Ke 01 Mar 34
Mo 15 May 34

Ve 05 Aug 34
Su 10 Nov 34
Ma 08 Jan 35
Ju 12 Mar 35
Sa 21 May 35
Ke 05 Aug 35
Mo 24 Oct 35
Me 19 Jan 36
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Shodosottari Mahadasa: Mars (45 years old)
Mars Jupiter Saturn Ketu Moon Mercury Venus Sun

Ma 19 Apr 36
Ju 05 Jun 36
Sa 25 Jul 36
Ke 19 Sep 36
Mo 17 Nov 36
Me 19 Jan 37
Ve 24 Mar 37
Su 04 Jun 37

Ju 16 Jul 37
Sa 10 Sep 37
Ke 09 Nov 37
Mo 11 Jan 38
Me 18 Mar 38
Ve 29 May 38
Su 14 Aug 38
Ma 30 Sep 38

Sa 20 Nov 38
Ke 23 Jan 39
Mo 31 Mar 39
Me 12 Jun 39
Ve 29 Aug 39
Su 20 Nov 39
Ma 09 Jan 40
Ju 03 Mar 40

Ke 01 May 40
Mo 14 Jul 40
Me 01 Oct 40
Ve 23 Dec 40
Su 19 Mar 41
Ma 12 May 41
Ju 10 Jul 41
Sa 13 Sep 41

Mo 20 Nov 41
Me 12 Feb 42
Ve 10 May 42
Su 12 Aug 42
Ma 09 Oct 42
Ju 10 Dec 42
Sa 17 Feb 43
Ke 29 Apr 43

Me 16 Jul 43
Ve 19 Oct 43
Su 27 Jan 44
Ma 27 Mar 44
Ju 03 Jun 44
Sa 13 Aug 44
Ke 31 Oct 44
Mo 22 Jan 45

Ve 19 Apr 45
Su 03 Aug 45
Ma 07 Oct 45
Ju 16 Dec 45
Sa 01 Mar 46
Ke 22 May 46
Mo 19 Aug 46
Me 21 Nov 46

Su 01 Mar 47
Ma 08 Apr 47
Ju 21 May 47
Sa 07 Jul 47
Ke 26 Aug 47
Mo 19 Oct 47
Me 15 Dec 47
Ve 15 Feb 48

Shodosottari Mahadasa: Jupiter (57 years old)
Jupiter Saturn Ketu Moon Mercury Venus Sun Mars

Ju 19 Apr 48
Sa 18 Jun 48
Ke 21 Aug 48
Mo 29 Oct 48
Me 11 Jan 49
Ve 28 Mar 49
Su 20 Jun 49
Ma 09 Aug 49

Sa 04 Oct 49
Ke 12 Dec 49
Mo 25 Feb 50
Me 13 May 50
Ve 05 Aug 50
Su 03 Nov 50
Ma 27 Dec 50
Ju 25 Feb 51

Ke 28 Apr 51
Mo 17 Jul 51
Me 10 Oct 51
Ve 09 Jan 52
Su 13 Apr 52
Ma 10 Jun 52
Ju 13 Aug 52
Sa 21 Oct 52

Mo 04 Jan 53
Me 03 Apr 53
Ve 07 Jul 53
Su 17 Oct 53
Ma 19 Dec 53
Ju 25 Feb 54
Sa 08 May 54
Ke 26 Jul 54

Me 19 Oct 54
Ve 31 Jan 55
Su 16 May 55
Ma 21 Jul 55
Ju 02 Oct 55
Sa 19 Dec 55
Ke 12 Mar 56
Mo 10 Jun 56

Ve 15 Sep 56
Su 08 Jan 57
Ma 16 Mar 57
Ju 02 Jun 57
Sa 23 Aug 57
Ke 21 Nov 57
Mo 25 Feb 58
Me 05 Jun 58

Su 21 Sep 58
Ma 03 Nov 58
Ju 19 Dec 58
Sa 09 Feb 59
Ke 02 Apr 59
Mo 31 May 59
Me 01 Aug 59
Ve 06 Oct 59

Ma 15 Dec 59
Ju 05 Feb 60
Sa 29 Mar 60
Ke 28 May 60
Mo 31 Jul 60
Me 07 Oct 60
Ve 18 Dec 60
Su 03 Mar 61

Shodosottari Mahadasa: Saturn (70 years old)
Saturn Ketu Moon Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter

Sa 19 Apr 61
Ke 02 Jul 61
Mo 21 Sep 61
Me 15 Dec 61
Ve 14 Mar 62
Su 19 Jun 62
Ma 16 Aug 62
Ju 19 Oct 62

Ke 27 Dec 62
Mo 22 Mar 63
Me 22 Jun 63
Ve 27 Sep 63
Su 08 Jan 64
Ma 10 Mar 64
Ju 17 May 64
Sa 31 Jul 64

Mo 19 Oct 64
Me 25 Jan 65
Ve 07 May 65
Su 25 Aug 65
Ma 01 Nov 65
Ju 13 Jan 66
Sa 31 Mar 66
Ke 24 Jun 66

Me 24 Sep 66
Ve 12 Jan 67
Su 07 May 67
Ma 17 Jul 67
Ju 04 Oct 67
Sa 26 Dec 67
Ke 25 Mar 68
Mo 01 Jul 68

Ve 13 Oct 68
Su 14 Feb 69
Ma 28 Apr 69
Ju 19 Jul 69
Sa 17 Oct 69
Ke 21 Jan 70
Mo 02 May 70
Me 20 Aug 70

Su 15 Dec 70
Ma 31 Jan 71
Ju 20 Mar 71
Sa 13 May 71
Ke 11 Jul 71
Mo 13 Sep 71
Me 19 Nov 71
Ve 29 Jan 72

Ma 13 Apr 72
Ju 07 Jun 72
Sa 05 Aug 72
Ke 08 Oct 72
Mo 16 Dec 72
Me 27 Feb 73
Ve 14 May 73
Su 05 Aug 73

Ju 24 Sep 73
Sa 28 Nov 73
Ke 06 Feb 74
Mo 19 Apr 74
Me 07 Jul 74
Ve 29 Sep 74
Su 27 Dec 74
Ma 21 Feb 75

Shodosottari Mahadasa: Ketu (84 years old)
Ketu Moon Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn

Ke 19 Apr 75
Mo 19 Jul 75
Me 26 Oct 75
Ve 08 Feb 76
Su 26 May 76
Ma 03 Aug 76
Ju 15 Oct 76
Sa 03 Jan 77

Mo 27 Mar 77
Me 10 Jul 77
Ve 29 Oct 77
Su 25 Feb 78
Ma 05 May 78
Ju 22 Jul 78
Sa 16 Oct 78
Ke 16 Jan 79

Me 22 Apr 79
Ve 18 Aug 79
Su 21 Dec 79
Ma 06 Mar 80
Ju 28 May 80
Sa 27 Aug 80
Ke 02 Dec 80
Mo 14 Mar 81

Ve 04 Jul 81
Su 14 Nov 81
Ma 03 Feb 82
Ju 30 Apr 82
Sa 04 Aug 82
Ke 15 Nov 82
Mo 03 Mar 83
Me 29 Jun 83

Su 01 Nov 83
Ma 20 Dec 83
Ju 13 Feb 84
Sa 10 Apr 84
Ke 12 Jun 84
Mo 18 Aug 84
Me 29 Oct 84
Ve 14 Jan 85

Ma 04 Apr 85
Ju 01 Jun 85
Sa 04 Aug 85
Ke 11 Oct 85
Mo 24 Dec 85
Me 11 Mar 86
Ve 03 Jun 86
Su 29 Aug 86

Ju 22 Oct 86
Sa 31 Dec 86
Ke 13 Mar 87
Mo 01 Jun 87
Me 25 Aug 87
Ve 23 Nov 87
Su 27 Feb 88
Ma 25 Apr 88

Sa 27 Jun 88
Ke 16 Sep 88
Mo 10 Dec 88
Me 10 Mar 89
Ve 16 Jun 89
Su 27 Sep 89
Ma 29 Nov 89
Ju 06 Feb 90
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Shodosottari Mahadasa: Moon (99 years old)
Moon Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn Ketu

Mo 19 Apr 90
Me 09 Aug 90
Ve 05 Dec 90
Su 08 Apr 91
Ma 24 Jun 91
Ju 16 Sep 91
Sa 15 Dec 91
Ke 21 Mar 92

Me 04 Jul 92
Ve 07 Nov 92
Su 18 Mar 93
Ma 08 Jun 93
Ju 06 Sep 93
Sa 10 Dec 93
Ke 22 Mar 94
Mo 11 Jul 94

Ve 08 Nov 94
Su 26 Mar 95
Ma 21 Jun 95
Ju 24 Sep 95
Sa 04 Jan 96
Ke 22 Apr 96
Mo 17 Aug 96
Me 20 Dec 96

Su 01 May 97
Ma 23 Jun 97
Ju 20 Aug 97
Sa 21 Oct 97
Ke 27 Dec 97
Mo 08 Mar 98
Me 23 May 98
Ve 13 Aug 98

Ma 08 Nov 98
Ju 09 Jan 99
Sa 16 Mar 99
Ke 28 May 99
Mo 15 Aug 99
Me 07 Nov 99
Ve 05 Feb 00
Su 07 May 00

Ju 04 Jul 00
Sa 16 Sep 00
Ke 04 Dec 00
Mo 27 Feb 01
Me 26 May 01
Ve 01 Sep 01
Su 11 Dec 01
Ma 12 Feb 02

Sa 19 Apr 02
Ke 13 Jul 02
Mo 13 Oct 02
Me 19 Jan 03
Ve 01 May 03
Su 18 Aug 03
Ma 24 Oct 03
Ju 06 Jan 04

Ke 24 Mar 04
Mo 01 Jul 04
Me 13 Oct 04
Ve 02 Feb 05
Su 28 May 05
Ma 09 Aug 05
Ju 26 Oct 05
Sa 19 Jan 06

Note: The dates given are nothing to do with the longevity of the native.

LIFE PREDICTION

You will find that one part of a prediction will be apparently in direct contradiction to a statement made in another
part of the same prediction. The fact is, some such contradictions as these exist in every nature, and are to be
found in even the best balanced characters. In some, these paradoxical contradictions are more marked, and
where that is so Astrology shows the nature of two opposing tendencies, and points out which is likely to win.
While going through these predictions, please also go through the strength and net benefic given, so that you can
find out which part of prediction will be more applicable to you.

The predictions should be treated with discretion. Astrology can provide you only indication. Who else, except the
creator Brahma, can say with certainty what will definitely happen? We do not guarantee any of its forecasts and
assumes no responsibility for any of your action taken based on these predictions.

Emotional, changeful, highly sensitive, but shy. You are sympathetic by heart but not by out-look. You are
prudent, imaginative, romantic and of roving disposition. Inclination to public affairs is observed. The Moon, as the
Lord of sign influences greatly on feelings, and remembering capacity of your mind. Moon also represents change
of temperment. So in undeveloped or weak conditions or your sign you character varies. From psychic and
receptive tendency, you may turn at times to be notorious, short tempered, impatient, severe and autocratic in
behaviour.

You are discrete and independent in many things. You are highly flexible, but at times nervous and irritable. If you
are a woman you will be laborious, versatile, elective and some what exacting. Physically you are timid but
mentally you may exhibit bravery. At times you are found as distrustful and forceful in romance. You are best
suited to negotiate. You are fond of your close kith and kin and greatly domesticated.

FORTUNE TREND : Even changing fortune with many ups and downs in life. Losses through issues and
speculative activities or by some connections in love. Entering to legal procedures likely. Later ages show
prosperous and wealthy life. Early part of life indicates trouble in occupations and troubles caused by relatives.
Unexpected influence also plays a vital role in making you fortunate. Fortune through public life and by popularity
is indicated.

SEX OUT LOOK AND LOVE : Since you are emotional, and sympathetic you have marriage at a proper age, but
turns to be slight dissatisfaction. (Lord Rama's life a good example for the people born in this sign). You may at
times get some wealth through your wife. You will marry a practical, good wife but little selfish and material
minded. She may posses deepest eyes. She will be dutiful and you will keep her happy, but when you interfere
with house hold affairs; misunderstanding develop. Long travels or Voyages are shown after marriage of which
some are beneficial.

HEALTH AND DISEASE : The sign represents the heart and chest of Kalapurusha. It is also a water sign. So you
may be afflicted by phlegmatic diseases, bronchitis, asthma, breathing disorders, blood pressure, tuberculosis,
blood impurity or cancer. Your health may be upset by the change of a residence. Wounds inflicted by human
hand at times observed. Whenever bile acts excess in your body you become sickly and inactive. Though lean or
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fragile in teenage, you will be pot bellied after a certain age. Special care over diet is essential. Chances of
suffering from diabetes is possible.

FRIENDS AND ENEMIES : You are popular and connected to public affairs. It is quite but natural to have some
enemies or critics. So longstanding and intimate friends are rare in your case. Moreover you have a particular
stand in dealing with men and matters. You are no doubt faithful, sacrificing and sincere but fickle causing a sort
of distrust in others mind. Enemies are found among relatives, children and servants or neighbours. Some of them
very secretive and violent. Dishonor in public life by anonymous pamphlets is caused by secret enemies (anti
social elements).

PROFESSIONS : Business or profession connected with public is highly suitable to you. As your memory power
is very good you can write history. Emotions being the symbol of your sign, writing poetry, drama or literature also
suits you well. The sign of your birth being watery. You can safely enter into professions where water or liquid is
involved, that is, Navy, dock yard, dealers in petrols, oils, common salt, fishes, pearls etc. hotel keepers, caterers,
confectionery manufacturers, dress makers, hosiery dealers, second hand books and cloth sellers, manufacturers
of alcohol etc. You can also become a stage actor male nurse or dealing any business wherein small profits and
quick returns occur. Dealer of juicy products, traveling agency, dealers in silver, dentists, homeopathy and
ayurvedic doctors, cattle dealers,ship merchants are some of the jobs broadly suited to your sign.

STYLE OF YOUR WRITING : Your sign represents change, so is your style or writing. The letters are unsteady,
wavy, some rounded or bulged at centre and delicate at the bottom part. No definite method is followed. Your
writing changes either beautifully or ugly by based on your moods. A few born in your sign mark a chain like line
below their signature. So it is hard to describe your style of writing as belonging to a particular class.

WHY AND HOW YOU ARE WORRIED: Emotional extremes attack your mind leading to restless and uneasy
situations. Any thing requiring serious attention causes you worried. Non-indulgence in over thinking and good
diet habits can help you to avoid the tensions. It is better, you associate with men who can share your personal
worries, or visit your personal doctor, who can make you take things without much seriouness.

POPULARITY KEY : You are really a good speaker and comfort the listeners. They like your emotional way of
approach. Avoid too much of domestic oriented talk than to divert your subject at a certain pitch. You could attract
by talks on wide subjects such as 'Universal Brotherhood' and get appreciation from your audience. With an
advance informative guide you can win the heart of others.

LINES IN YOUR HAND : Since you are born in a watery sign your hand contains many delicate lines. The hand is
usually weak. The three major lines, that is heart, head and life get mixed up with minutes subsidiary lines, thus
causing a hand of confused setup. Your hand is soft, smooth with strong simian line indicating unusual emotional
type. Girdle of Venus is quite commonly found found in your hand and very clearly marked. The fingers are soft
and long.

FAVORABLE MONTHS : 15th August to 14th September. 15th April to 14th May.

FAVORABLE DAYS : Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays after evening.

FAVORABLE DIRECTIONS : North-East and North-West.

FAVORABLE COLOURS : Rose or Pink and Red.

FAVORABLE NUMBERS : 2, 1 and 9.

FAVORABLE STONES : Pearls and Coral.

FAVORABLE METALS : Silver and Copper.

UNFAVORABLE MONTHS : 15TH February to 14th March, 15th June to 14 July.
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UNFAVORABLE DAYS : Wednesdays and Saturdays after Sun set.

UNFAVORABLE COLOURS : Green and Dark Blue

UNFAVORABLE NUMBERS : 5 and 8.

Astrology Guide

The guide should be treated with discretion. Astrology can provide you only indication. Who else, except the
creator Brahma, can say with certainty what will definitely happen? We do not guarantee any of its forecasts and
assumes no responsibility for any of your action taken based on the guidance provided.

Character and Personality [Value: 81.62 (Excellent)]

Sun being Karka of Character and Personality [in spite of being natural malefic] gives you highly positive attitude
towards life. You are full of energy and will remain active throughout life. Even in difficult time, you will be hopeful
of positive outcome. This excellent positive attitude of yours makes you highly successful in the life.

Moon being lord of First bhava and having dristi on First bhava [in spite of being malefic (being waning moon)]
makes you interested in others. You will be popular among your friends, relatives and at your work place.

Jupiter being in First bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic gives you high personal magnetism
and charisma. This adds an aura to your personality. People will get highly impressed from you.

Saturn having dristi on First bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] gives you very good sense of wordily outlook.
So, you make highly realistic plans. This in turn makes you very successful in wordily affairs.

Rahu having dristi on First bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] makes you very balanced personality. This will
result not only into pleasant manners with others but also makes you highly tactful person.

Ketu being in First bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] gives you positive ego. This makes you feel
emotionally secure and very positive outlook towards others.

Health [Value: 79.65 (Excellent)]

Moon being lord of First bhava and having dristi on First bhava [in spite of being malefic (being waning moon)]
results into good physical condition and makes you active and energetic.

Mars being Karka of Health [in spite of being natural malefic] results into full of vitality and energy. You will be
physically powerful.

Jupiter being in First bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic gives you very good physical
stamina so that you do not feel tired even after working for long hours.

Saturn having dristi on First bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] gives you very good health and thus you
become sick rarely.

Rahu having dristi on First bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] makes you mentally very strong. This allows
you to control your anger and thus keep your blood pressure in control.

Ketu being in First bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] results into controlled diet and healthy way of living.
This helps you to avoid stomach disorder and other problems related to stomach.

Wealth [Value: 80.00 (Excellent)]

Sun being lord of Second bhava and having dristi on Second bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] gives you
high financial stability. Thus, you are able to avoid debt for unproductive purposes. You take loan only for
productive purpose where the earning is much more than the interest and instalment of loan. You are able to 
manage your financial affairs in very prudent manner.

Mars having dristi on Second bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] makes you far-sighted and very discreet
with regards to your assets and possessions. So, you have excellent opportunities to build various kind of assets
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and should be able to retain these throughout your life.

Jupiter being Karka of Wealth and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic will result into very good success
in commercial affairs. So, it might be prudent to start your own venture and earn money.

Venus being Karka of Wealth and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates lack of prudence in
investment. You should avoid all type of speculation because this may result into loss. To improve return on
investment and to be more prudent in investment, you should consult a qualified professional. Your investment
decisions should not be based on rumors but on sound investment principles. Further, you should not invest your
money where return is more but there is a risk element. This should help to improve your returns from investment.

Younger Brothers and Sisters [Value: 61.10 (Fair)]

Mars being Karka of Younger Brothers and Sisters [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates various kind of help
from younger brothers and sisters.

Mercury being lord of Third bhava and having dristi on Third bhava and being benefic (as not associated with
malefics) [being in debilitation and in combustion with Sun] indicates unhappy memories of past deal from
younger brothers and sisters. You should believer more in the present and future. The past memories should not
ruin your present.

Venus having dristi on Third bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates your inability to
share pleasure with your younger brothers and sisters. You should not be self-centered. Sharing your happiness
with your younger siblings will multiply your pleasure. So, do it whenever occasion arise.

Education [Value: 69.17 (Good)]

Mercury being Karka of Education and being benefic (as not associated with malefics) [being in debilitation and in
combustion with Sun] indicates lack of perception (or grasping). Just because you take little more time to
understand does not mean that you cannot learn a new subject. The only thing you may require more efforts and
more time to learn it. So, without worrying about your perception capacity, just put 100% into the subject and you
will be able to learn it.

Jupiter being Karka of Education and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates your extraordinary
positive attitude towards education. Your positive attitude towards education enables you to acquire higher
qualification with ease.

Venus being lord of Fourth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates fear of examination.
This applies mainly for students or others who are taking examination (say departmental examination for
promotion). If you can assure yourself that you are well prepared for the examination and there is nothing to
worry, you will be able to overcome your fear to a large extent.

Saturn having dristi on Fourth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates an attitude not to postpone your
studies but to do study on day to day basic. This helps you to reduce your burden when examination date
approaches nearer. This also improves your examination results and enable you to score excellent marks.

Property [Value: 68.76 (Good)]

Mars being Karka of Property [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates enormous gain in business and
profession. This helps you to build lot of domestic and business properties.

Venus being lord of Fourth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates slight inability to
build properties. To overcome this, you need to reduce your expenses, increase your income and take
constructive steps to build properties.

Saturn having dristi on Fourth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates smooth negotiations when you
acquire properties. This result into faster agreement and quick purchase of properties.

Conveyance (Vehicles) [Value: 61.20 (Fair)]

Venus being lord of Fourth bhava and being Karka of Conveyance (Vehicles) and being in Exaltation and being
natural benefic indicates slight inability to buy vehicles. To improve your ability to buy your own conveyance, you
need to increase your revenue and reduce the expenditure.

Saturn having dristi on Fourth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates smooth negotiations when you
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acquire vehicles. This result into quick purchase of vehicles.

Mother [Value: 66.84 (Good)]

Moon being Karka of Mother [in spite of being malefic (being waning moon)] indicates joy from your mother. You
find your happiness in your mother.

Venus being lord of Fourth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates your inability to
share pleasure with your mother. Sharing your happiness with your mother will multiply your pleasure. So, do it
whenever occasion arise.

Saturn having dristi on Fourth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates freedom of expression by your
mother. This freedom of expression improves your relationship with her by removing the mental block. This also
enables her to state her difficulties without any prejudice so that you can provide her timely help.

General Happiness [Value: 75.92 (Excellent)]

Jupiter being Karka of General Happiness and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic denotes very good
aptitude to find peace and calmness in home environment.

Venus being lord of Fourth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic denotes slow adaptability to
changes in the home environment. Change is the only constant factor. Even though, you do not like the change
taking place at the home at a fast pace and against your liking. However, if you be patient, you will find that you
are able to adapt to these changes and these are not disturbing you any more.

Saturn having dristi on Fourth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes very good relationship with your
relatives. This improves your peace and happiness dramatically.

Children [Value: 85.15 (Excellent)]

Mars being lord of Fifth bhava and having dristi on Fifth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates
numerous help from children.

Jupiter having dristi on Fifth bhava and being Karka of Children and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic
enables you to express your true feelings to your children. This helps you to maintain cordial relationship with
them.

Success and Intelligence [Value: 71.22 (Very Good)]

Mars being lord of Fifth bhava and having dristi on Fifth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates high
enthusiasm towards your work. As enthusiasm and passion is the key to success, you should be very successful.

Mercury being Karka of Success and Intelligence and being benefic (as not associated with malefics) [being in
debilitation and in combustion with Sun] indicates exaggeration. You should take the things in more realistic way
and avoid exaggeration. Discussing things with others may give you realistic view. So, develop an habit of
discussing your ideas with others before implementing them.

Jupiter having dristi on Fifth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates that you are able to
achieve your goals and you are fully satisfied with yourself. Though, at times you feel that you could have
achieved more. In general, you enjoy your success and happy with your achievements.

Married Life [Value: 76.13 (Excellent)]

Moon being in Seventh bhava [in spite of being malefic (being waning moon)] denotes romance in married life.
Your spouse will be fond of change and long distance travel.

Jupiter having dristi on Seventh bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic promises a very good
and faithful partner. There will be financial gain from marriage. You will get happiness from your spouse. Marriage
also brings social advantage and financial prospects. All goes well in the married life, and marriage often turns the
life into pleasant paths and favourable conditions.

Venus being Karka of Married Life and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic may cause slight delay in
marriage. However, once married, the whole life will be changed and there is a marked improvement in the life.

Saturn being in Seventh bhava and lord of Seventh bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] shows a very faithful
partner. Your spouse may not give affection of the demonstrative and emotional order but your partner love you
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by heart and you will get a permanent and enduring affection from your spouse. Your spouse is prudent, steady,
preserving and industrious.

Rahu being in Seventh bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes very romantic attachment to your spouse.
It also denotes the possibility of marriage to a highly intelligent person. The marriage partner turns out to be a true
friend and has original and ingenious methods of ministering to the domestic comforts. Your domestic life will be
very happy and you will have all kind of comforts at home.

Ketu having dristi on Seventh bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates very good understanding with your
spouse. It gives more spiritual vibration and favours those kind of marriages that are more the result of the soul
union, than of the senses. Your relationship with your spouse is there since last so many births.

Business Partnership [Value: 82.27 (Excellent)]

Moon being in Seventh bhava [in spite of being malefic (being waning moon)] denotes similar kind of ideas with
business partner. This way you can save lot of time in implementing new ideas for progress of your business.

Jupiter having dristi on Seventh bhava and being Karka of Business Partnership and being in Exaltation and being
natural benefic denotes very good relationship with your business partner. So, it is advantageous for you to enter
into partnership. You can have different type of partnership with different person.

Saturn being in Seventh bhava and lord of Seventh bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes no friction
with your business partner. It also indicates very good concord with your business partner related to various
business issues.

Rahu being in Seventh bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes very good treatment by you to your
business partner. This helps you to achieve very good progress in partnership business.

Ketu having dristi on Seventh bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates very good treatment towards you
by your business partner. This will lead to very fast growth in partnership business.

Prosperity [Value: 82.59 (Excellent)]

Sun being in Ninth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] This denotes that you are excellent in persuading
others. Your capability to persuade others in an efficient manner will enable you to achieve your goal speedily.

Mercury being in Ninth bhava and being benefic (as not associated with malefics) [being in debilitation and in
combustion with Sun] denotes that you may face certain problems from your in-laws.

Jupiter being lord of Ninth bhava and having dristi on Ninth bhava and being Karka of Prosperity and being in
Exaltation and being natural benefic denotes smooth relationship with government officials. However, in
exceptional case if you face any problem from government officials or legal authorities, we suggest you to handle
such problems prudently and tactfully.

Saturn having dristi on Ninth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes that you have very good reputation
in your social circle. People will never question your honesty and you will be always able to maintain your dignity.

Father [Value: 81.17 (Excellent)]

Sun being in Ninth bhava and being Karka of Father [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates high passion
towards your father. Your passion towards your father enable you to sacrifice anything for him. Whenever he is in
crisis, you extend your helping hand towards him.

Mercury being in Ninth bhava and being benefic (as not associated with malefics) [being in debilitation and in
combustion with Sun] indicates some unhappy memories of past deal from your father. You should believer more
in the present and future. The past memories should not ruin your present.

Jupiter being lord of Ninth bhava and having dristi on Ninth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural
benefic enables you to express your true feelings to your father. This helps you to maintain very cordial
relationship with him.

Saturn having dristi on Ninth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates freedom of expression by your
father. This freedom of expression improves your relationship with him by removing the mental block. This also
enables him to state his difficulties without any prejudice so that you can provide him timely help.
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Employment [Value: 66.75 (Good)]

Mars being lord of Tenth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes very courageous and brave. This
enables you to carry yourself through the turbulent and stormy period which you may face from time to time
because of your senior position in the organization.

Venus being in Tenth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates some worry over job
security. You should improve your skill sets. If you have varieties of skills, getting new job is much easier. This will
enable you to overcome from insecurity about your job.

Profession [Value: 61.93 (Fair)]

Mars being lord of Tenth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates that you use your authority judiciously.
This enables to run your business very effectively and thus makes you highly successful.

Mercury being Karka of Profession and being benefic (as not associated with malefics) [being in debilitation and in
combustion with Sun] indicates disappointment due to slow progress in spite of hard work. Even though hard work
is the key to success, this is only one part of the game. There are many other areas those are to be addressed to
really become a successful person. You need to chosse area of your interest and then put 100% of yourself into it.
The chance of success will be excellent.

Venus being in Tenth bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates friction with your
employees. It is very important in any business to have smooth relationship with employees. So, you need to
change your attitude towards your employees. You also need to have some kind of personal relationship with
them.

Friends [Value: 66.75 (Good)]

Mars being Karka of Friends [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates various kind of help from friends.

Venus being lord of Eleventh bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates your inability to
share pleasure with your friends. You should not be self-centered. Sharing your happiness with your friends will
increase your pleasure. So, do it whenever occasion arise.

Elder Brothers and Sisters [Value: 75.70 (Excellent)]

Jupiter being Karka of Elder Brothers and Sisters and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic enables you to
express your true feelings to your elder brothers and sisters. This helps you to maintain cordial relationship with
them.

Venus being lord of Eleventh bhava and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates your inability to
share pleasure with your elder brothers and sisters. Sharing your happiness with them will multiply your pleasure.
So, do it whenever occasion arise.

Spiritual Life [Value: 74.20 (Very Good)]

Mars being in Twelfth bhava [in spite of being natural malefic] denotes an enthusiastic nature with regard to
religious and spiritual subjects. You are very independent in your thoughts and feelings, where religion or
sprituality are concerned.

Mercury being lord of Twelfth bhava and being benefic (as not associated with malefics) [being in debilitation and
in combustion with Sun] causes you to entertain many contradictory opinions and to waver and become far too
indecisive. It also indicates that you become engaged in too many things at one time, also to wander and take
aimless journeys.

Jupiter being Karka of Spiritual Life and being in Exaltation and being natural benefic indicates that you are more
inclined to religion and spirituality, in its widest sense. You would succeed in foreign lands and probably gain (not
physical but spiritual) in some way through foreign affairs. You have a splendid position for the higher mind, giving
true intuition, and the ability to foresee clearly. This position brings you a very peaceful state.

Ketu being Karka of Spiritual Life [in spite of being natural malefic] indicates an advanced view of life, with a
mental attraction to spiritualistic phenomena, and also to many religious subjects like Yoga, Puranas, Vedas,
MadBhagwatGita etc. You will generally live a pious and saintly life.
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Summary

Mercury: Remedial Measures for Mercury:  1. Wear Emerald.  2. Serve sisters and aunts.  3. Avoid eating eggs. 
4. Donate yellow pumpkin in a temple.  5. Donate green things.

Venus: Remedial Measures for Venus:  1. Wear diamonds in silver.  2. Prefer wearing white clothes.  3. Use
perfumes.  4. Donate white things.

Periodic Prediction Guide

The guide should be treated with discretion. Astrology can provide you only indication. Who else, except the
creator Brahma, can say with certainty what will definitely happen? We do not guarantee any of its forecasts and
assumes no responsibility for any of your action taken based on the guidance provided.

From 29 Dec 2014 To 04 Jan 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Dec 2014: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 05 Jan 2015 To 11 Jan 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Jan 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 12 Jan 2015 To 18 Jan 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Jan 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
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maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period brings ecstasy in your marital life. It is amazing period when you enjoy the company of
your wife. Though you might not perfectly match with your wife intellectually, you believe in sharing your joy and
sorrows with her.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 19 Jan 2015 To 25 Jan 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Jan 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 26 Jan 2015 To 01 Feb 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Jan 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 02 Feb 2015 To 08 Feb 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Feb 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.
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Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 09 Feb 2015 To 15 Feb 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Feb 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 16 Feb 2015 To 22 Feb 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Feb 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 23 Feb 2015 To 01 Mar 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Feb 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.
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Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 02 Mar 2015 To 08 Mar 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Mar 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 09 Mar 2015 To 15 Mar 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Mar 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 16 Mar 2015 To 22 Mar 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Mar 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
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your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 23 Mar 2015 To 29 Mar 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Mar 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Rahu

27 Mar 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 30 Mar 2015 To 05 Apr 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Mar 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period brings ecstasy in your marital life. It is amazing period when you enjoy the company of
your wife. Though you might not perfectly match with your wife intellectually, you believe in sharing your joy and
sorrows with her.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 06 Apr 2015 To 12 Apr 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Apr 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.
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Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 13 Apr 2015 To 19 Apr 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Apr 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 20 Apr 2015 To 26 Apr 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Apr 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 27 Apr 2015 To 03 May 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Apr 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
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married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 04 May 2015 To 10 May 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 May 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 11 May 2015 To 17 May 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 May 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 18 May 2015 To 24 May 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 May 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.
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From 25 May 2015 To 31 May 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 May 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 01 Jun 2015 To 07 Jun 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jun 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 08 Jun 2015 To 14 Jun 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Jun 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 15 Jun 2015 To 21 Jun 2015:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Jun 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 22 Jun 2015 To 28 Jun 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Jun 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 29 Jun 2015 To 05 Jul 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Jun 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 06 Jul 2015 To 12 Jul 2015:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Jul 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 13 Jul 2015 To 19 Jul 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Jul 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 9-11 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period brings ecstasy in your marital life. It is amazing period when you enjoy the company of
your wife. Though you might not perfectly match with your wife intellectually, you believe in sharing your joy and
sorrows with her.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 20 Jul 2015 To 26 Jul 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Jul 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 27 Jul 2015 To 02 Aug 2015:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Jul 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 03 Aug 2015 To 09 Aug 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Aug 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 10 Aug 2015 To 16 Aug 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Aug 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Saturn, Antardasa - Jupiter

14 Aug 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 17 Aug 2015 To 23 Aug 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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17 Aug 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have conflict between your will and desire and this may generate some unhappiness in your
life. You should meditate to improve peacefulness of your mind. Avoid any rash action during this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is slightly negative period for your profession. During this period, do not take additional
responsibilities and stick to the work assigned to you. If you take added responsibility, you are like to make some
mistakes and may have to pay dearly for these.

From 24 Aug 2015 To 30 Aug 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Aug 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you are likely to be argumentative. It should be noted that positive arguments may
be good but doing unnecessary arguments may bring unpleasantness into the professional and personal
relationship. So, do healthy arguments and only when it is required.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is slightly negative period for your profession. During this period, do not take additional
responsibilities and stick to the work assigned to you. If you take added responsibility, you are like to make some
mistakes and may have to pay dearly for these.

From 31 Aug 2015 To 06 Sep 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Aug 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
studies and sure to improve your score in examination. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take
extra-curricular activities that you enjoy.

Happiness: You will have conflict between your will and desire and this may generate some unhappiness in your
life. You should meditate to improve peacefulness of your mind. Avoid any rash action during this period.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are like to incur losses in investments so invest your money judiciously. You
are likely to face some legal disputes. You are advised to avoid litigations to the extent possible as involving in
legal dispute may take lot of your energy and may impact your professional life for years.

From 07 Sep 2015 To 13 Sep 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Sep 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
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be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: You will have conflict between your will and desire and this may generate some unhappiness in your
life. You should meditate to improve peacefulness of your mind. Avoid any rash action during this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are like to incur losses in investments so invest your money judiciously. You
are likely to face some legal disputes. You are advised to avoid litigations to the extent possible as involving in
legal dispute may take lot of your energy and may impact your professional life for years.

From 14 Sep 2015 To 20 Sep 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Sep 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have conflict between your will and desire and this may generate some unhappiness in your
life. You should meditate to improve peacefulness of your mind. Avoid any rash action during this period.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is slightly negative period for your profession. During this period, do not take additional
responsibilities and stick to the work assigned to you. If you take added responsibility, you are like to make some
mistakes and may have to pay dearly for these.

From 21 Sep 2015 To 27 Sep 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Sep 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you are likely to be argumentative. It should be noted that positive arguments may
be good but doing unnecessary arguments may bring unpleasantness into the professional and personal
relationship. So, do healthy arguments and only when it is required.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is slightly negative period for your profession. During this period, do not take additional
responsibilities and stick to the work assigned to you. If you take added responsibility, you are like to make some
mistakes and may have to pay dearly for these.

From 28 Sep 2015 To 04 Oct 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Sep 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are likely to develop complaining nature during this period. You should analysis the given
situation fully before making complains. If you make unreasonable complains, it put stress on you and the other
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person both, so it is wise to control this as far as possible.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 05 Oct 2015 To 11 Oct 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Oct 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 12 Oct 2015 To 18 Oct 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Oct 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 19 Oct 2015 To 25 Oct 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Oct 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.
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Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 26 Oct 2015 To 01 Nov 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Oct 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 02 Nov 2015 To 08 Nov 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Nov 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 09 Nov 2015 To 15 Nov 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Nov 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is slightly negative period for your profession. During this period, do not take additional
responsibilities and stick to the work assigned to you. If you take added responsibility, you are like to make some
mistakes and may have to pay dearly for these.
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From 16 Nov 2015 To 22 Nov 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Nov 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 23 Nov 2015 To 29 Nov 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Nov 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 30 Nov 2015 To 06 Dec 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Nov 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are like to incur losses in investments so invest your money judiciously. You
are likely to face some legal disputes. You are advised to avoid litigations to the extent possible as involving in
legal dispute may take lot of your energy and may impact your professional life for years.

From 07 Dec 2015 To 13 Dec 2015:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Dec 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 14 Dec 2015 To 20 Dec 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Dec 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
studies and sure to improve your score in examination. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take
extra-curricular activities that you enjoy.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is slightly negative period for your profession. During this period, do not take additional
responsibilities and stick to the work assigned to you. If you take added responsibility, you are like to make some
mistakes and may have to pay dearly for these.

From 21 Dec 2015 To 27 Dec 2015:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Dec 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mercury

24 Dec 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 28 Dec 2015 To 03 Jan 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Dec 2015: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu
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Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 04 Jan 2016 To 10 Jan 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Jan 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 11 Jan 2016 To 17 Jan 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Jan 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 18 Jan 2016 To 24 Jan 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Jan 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
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motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 25 Jan 2016 To 31 Jan 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Jan 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 01 Feb 2016 To 07 Feb 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Feb 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 08 Feb 2016 To 14 Feb 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Feb 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
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warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 15 Feb 2016 To 21 Feb 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Feb 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Ketu

17 Feb 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to put forth best efforts on your
studies as well as to the sports.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 22 Feb 2016 To 28 Feb 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Feb 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 29 Feb 2016 To 06 Mar 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Feb 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your study and other physical activities to the fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 07 Mar 2016 To 13 Mar 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Mar 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 14 Mar 2016 To 20 Mar 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Mar 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 21 Mar 2016 To 27 Mar 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Mar 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
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conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 28 Mar 2016 To 03 Apr 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Mar 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 04 Apr 2016 To 10 Apr 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Apr 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 11 Apr 2016 To 17 Apr 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Apr 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.
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From 18 Apr 2016 To 24 Apr 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Apr 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 25 Apr 2016 To 01 May 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Apr 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 02 May 2016 To 08 May 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 May 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 09 May 2016 To 15 May 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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09 May 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 16 May 2016 To 22 May 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 May 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 23 May 2016 To 29 May 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 May 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 30 May 2016 To 05 Jun 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 May 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
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to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 06 Jun 2016 To 12 Jun 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Jun 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 13 Jun 2016 To 19 Jun 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Jun 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 20 Jun 2016 To 26 Jun 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Jun 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus
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Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 27 Jun 2016 To 03 Jul 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Jun 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 04 Jul 2016 To 10 Jul 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Jul 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 11 Jul 2016 To 17 Jul 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Jul 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus
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Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 18 Jul 2016 To 24 Jul 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Jul 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Venus

20 Jul 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 25 Jul 2016 To 31 Jul 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Jul 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you are trying to be authoritative that is against your basic nature. Excessive
authoritativeness will result into unpleasant relationship and will put stress on you. This may affect your
professional life too. So, avoid to be excessive authoritative.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 01 Aug 2016 To 07 Aug 2016:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Aug 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 08 Aug 2016 To 14 Aug 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Aug 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 15 Aug 2016 To 21 Aug 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Aug 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 22 Aug 2016 To 28 Aug 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Aug 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
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be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 29 Aug 2016 To 04 Sep 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Aug 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 05 Sep 2016 To 11 Sep 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Sep 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Sun

06 Sep 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 12 Sep 2016 To 18 Sep 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Sep 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
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improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 19 Sep 2016 To 25 Sep 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Sep 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 26 Sep 2016 To 02 Oct 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Sep 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 03 Oct 2016 To 09 Oct 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Oct 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
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However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 10 Oct 2016 To 16 Oct 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Oct 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 17 Oct 2016 To 23 Oct 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Oct 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 24 Oct 2016 To 30 Oct 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Oct 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
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art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 31 Oct 2016 To 06 Nov 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Oct 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 07 Nov 2016 To 13 Nov 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Nov 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 14 Nov 2016 To 20 Nov 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Nov 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 21 Nov 2016 To 27 Nov 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Nov 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Moon

23 Nov 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 28 Nov 2016 To 04 Dec 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Nov 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 05 Dec 2016 To 11 Dec 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Dec 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
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this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 12 Dec 2016 To 18 Dec 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Dec 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 19 Dec 2016 To 25 Dec 2016:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Dec 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 26 Dec 2016 To 01 Jan 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Dec 2016: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
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this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 02 Jan 2017 To 08 Jan 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Jan 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 09 Jan 2017 To 15 Jan 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Jan 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 16 Jan 2017 To 22 Jan 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Jan 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.
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Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 23 Jan 2017 To 29 Jan 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Jan 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 30 Jan 2017 To 05 Feb 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Jan 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 06 Feb 2017 To 12 Feb 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Feb 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.
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Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 13 Feb 2017 To 19 Feb 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Feb 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 20 Feb 2017 To 26 Feb 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Feb 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 27 Feb 2017 To 05 Mar 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Feb 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.
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Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 06 Mar 2017 To 12 Mar 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Mar 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 13 Mar 2017 To 19 Mar 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Mar 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 20 Mar 2017 To 26 Mar 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Mar 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.
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Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 27 Mar 2017 To 02 Apr 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Mar 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 03 Apr 2017 To 09 Apr 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Apr 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 10 Apr 2017 To 16 Apr 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Apr 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.
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Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 17 Apr 2017 To 23 Apr 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Apr 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 24 Apr 2017 To 30 Apr 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Apr 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 01 May 2017 To 07 May 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 May 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
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conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 08 May 2017 To 14 May 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 May 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 15 May 2017 To 21 May 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 May 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 22 May 2017 To 28 May 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 May 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 29 May 2017 To 04 Jun 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 May 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Rahu

04 Jun 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 05 Jun 2017 To 11 Jun 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Jun 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 12 Jun 2017 To 18 Jun 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Jun 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.
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Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 19 Jun 2017 To 25 Jun 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Jun 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 26 Jun 2017 To 02 Jul 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Jun 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 03 Jul 2017 To 09 Jul 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Jul 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 10 Jul 2017 To 16 Jul 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Jul 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 17 Jul 2017 To 23 Jul 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Jul 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 24 Jul 2017 To 30 Jul 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Jul 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
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problems at professional front.

From 31 Jul 2017 To 06 Aug 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Jul 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 07 Aug 2017 To 13 Aug 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Aug 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 14 Aug 2017 To 20 Aug 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Aug 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 21 Aug 2017 To 27 Aug 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Aug 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter
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Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 28 Aug 2017 To 03 Sep 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Aug 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 04 Sep 2017 To 10 Sep 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Sep 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 11 Sep 2017 To 17 Sep 2017:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Sep 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 18 Sep 2017 To 24 Sep 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Sep 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 25 Sep 2017 To 01 Oct 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Sep 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 02 Oct 2017 To 08 Oct 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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02 Oct 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Jupiter

06 Oct 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 09 Oct 2017 To 15 Oct 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Oct 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 16 Oct 2017 To 22 Oct 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Oct 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 23 Oct 2017 To 29 Oct 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Oct 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
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be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 30 Oct 2017 To 05 Nov 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Oct 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 06 Nov 2017 To 12 Nov 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Nov 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 13 Nov 2017 To 19 Nov 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Nov 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn
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Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 20 Nov 2017 To 26 Nov 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Nov 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 27 Nov 2017 To 03 Dec 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Nov 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is very good period for your health. Your physical energy is superior. This will give you very pleasant
feeling. This is the period when you can take up hard work and still enjoy it. However, avoid too much of mental
work as this may put stress on your physique too.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 04 Dec 2017 To 10 Dec 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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04 Dec 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 11 Dec 2017 To 17 Dec 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Dec 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 18 Dec 2017 To 24 Dec 2017:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Dec 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 25 Dec 2017 To 31 Dec 2017:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Dec 2017: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 01 Jan 2018 To 07 Jan 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jan 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 08 Jan 2018 To 14 Jan 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Jan 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.
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From 15 Jan 2018 To 21 Jan 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Jan 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is very good period for your health. Your physical energy is superior. This will give you very pleasant
feeling. This is the period when you can take up hard work and still enjoy it. However, avoid too much of mental
work as this may put stress on your physique too.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 22 Jan 2018 To 28 Jan 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Jan 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 29 Jan 2018 To 04 Feb 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Jan 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.
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From 05 Feb 2018 To 11 Feb 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Feb 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 12 Feb 2018 To 18 Feb 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Feb 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 19 Feb 2018 To 25 Feb 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Feb 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 26 Feb 2018 To 04 Mar 2018:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Feb 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mercury, Antardasa - Saturn

02 Mar 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 05 Mar 2018 To 11 Mar 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Mar 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 12 Mar 2018 To 18 Mar 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Mar 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 19 Mar 2018 To 25 Mar 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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19 Mar 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Ketu

24 Mar 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 26 Mar 2018 To 01 Apr 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Mar 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 02 Apr 2018 To 08 Apr 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Apr 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 09 Apr 2018 To 15 Apr 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Apr 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 16 Apr 2018 To 22 Apr 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Apr 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 23 Apr 2018 To 29 Apr 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Apr 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 30 Apr 2018 To 06 May 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Apr 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
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life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 07 May 2018 To 13 May 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 May 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 14 May 2018 To 20 May 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 May 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 21 May 2018 To 27 May 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 May 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Venus

27 May 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
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him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 28 May 2018 To 03 Jun 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 May 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 04 Jun 2018 To 10 Jun 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Jun 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 11 Jun 2018 To 17 Jun 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Jun 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Sun

16 Jun 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
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should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 18 Jun 2018 To 24 Jun 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Jun 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 25 Jun 2018 To 01 Jul 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Jun 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 02 Jul 2018 To 08 Jul 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Jul 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.
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Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 09 Jul 2018 To 15 Jul 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Jul 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 16 Jul 2018 To 22 Jul 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Jul 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Moon

17 Jul 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 23 Jul 2018 To 29 Jul 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Jul 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
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your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 30 Jul 2018 To 05 Aug 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Jul 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 06 Aug 2018 To 12 Aug 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Aug 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mars

09 Aug 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 13 Aug 2018 To 19 Aug 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Aug 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
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advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 20 Aug 2018 To 26 Aug 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Aug 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 27 Aug 2018 To 02 Sep 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Aug 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 03 Sep 2018 To 09 Sep 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Sep 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.
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Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 10 Sep 2018 To 16 Sep 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Sep 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 17 Sep 2018 To 23 Sep 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Sep 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 24 Sep 2018 To 30 Sep 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Sep 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.
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From 01 Oct 2018 To 07 Oct 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Oct 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Rahu

06 Oct 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 08 Oct 2018 To 14 Oct 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Oct 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 15 Oct 2018 To 21 Oct 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Oct 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.
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From 22 Oct 2018 To 28 Oct 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Oct 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 29 Oct 2018 To 04 Nov 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Oct 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 05 Nov 2018 To 11 Nov 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Nov 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 12 Nov 2018 To 18 Nov 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Nov 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter
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Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 19 Nov 2018 To 25 Nov 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Nov 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 26 Nov 2018 To 02 Dec 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Nov 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 03 Dec 2018 To 09 Dec 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Dec 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 10-12 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.
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Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 10 Dec 2018 To 16 Dec 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Dec 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 17 Dec 2018 To 23 Dec 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Dec 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 24 Dec 2018 To 30 Dec 2018:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Dec 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.
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Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 31 Dec 2018 To 06 Jan 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Dec 2018: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 07 Jan 2019 To 13 Jan 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Jan 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 10-12 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 14 Jan 2019 To 20 Jan 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Jan 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 10-12 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
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your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 21 Jan 2019 To 27 Jan 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Jan 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Saturn

26 Jan 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 28 Jan 2019 To 03 Feb 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Jan 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 04 Feb 2019 To 10 Feb 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Feb 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
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your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 11 Feb 2019 To 17 Feb 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Feb 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 18 Feb 2019 To 24 Feb 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Feb 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 25 Feb 2019 To 03 Mar 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Feb 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 04 Mar 2019 To 10 Mar 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Mar 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 11 Mar 2019 To 17 Mar 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Mar 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 18 Mar 2019 To 24 Mar 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Mar 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Ketu, Antardasa - Mercury

20 Mar 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
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your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 25 Mar 2019 To 31 Mar 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Mar 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 01 Apr 2019 To 07 Apr 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Apr 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 08 Apr 2019 To 14 Apr 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Apr 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.
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From 15 Apr 2019 To 21 Apr 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Apr 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 22 Apr 2019 To 28 Apr 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Apr 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 29 Apr 2019 To 05 May 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Apr 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.
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From 06 May 2019 To 12 May 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 May 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 13 May 2019 To 19 May 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 May 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 20 May 2019 To 26 May 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 May 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 27 May 2019 To 02 Jun 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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27 May 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 03 Jun 2019 To 09 Jun 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Jun 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 10 Jun 2019 To 16 Jun 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Jun 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 17 Jun 2019 To 23 Jun 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Jun 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
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motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 24 Jun 2019 To 30 Jun 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Jun 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 01 Jul 2019 To 07 Jul 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jul 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 08 Jul 2019 To 14 Jul 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Jul 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
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efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 15 Jul 2019 To 21 Jul 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Jul 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 22 Jul 2019 To 28 Jul 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Jul 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 29 Jul 2019 To 04 Aug 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Jul 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
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efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you are trying to be authoritative that is against your basic nature. Excessive
authoritativeness will result into unpleasant relationship and will put stress on you. This may affect your
professional life too. So, avoid to be excessive authoritative.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 05 Aug 2019 To 11 Aug 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Aug 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you are likely to be argumentative. It should be noted that positive arguments may
be good but doing unnecessary arguments may bring unpleasantness into the professional and personal
relationship. So, do healthy arguments and only when it is required.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 12 Aug 2019 To 18 Aug 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Aug 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are likely to develop complaining nature during this period. You should analysis the given
situation fully before making complains. If you make unreasonable complains, it put stress on you and the other
person both, so it is wise to control this as far as possible.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 19 Aug 2019 To 25 Aug 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Aug 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
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be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 26 Aug 2019 To 01 Sep 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Aug 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 02 Sep 2019 To 08 Sep 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Sep 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 09 Sep 2019 To 15 Sep 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Sep 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.
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Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 16 Sep 2019 To 22 Sep 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Sep 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Venus

20 Sep 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 23 Sep 2019 To 29 Sep 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Sep 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 30 Sep 2019 To 06 Oct 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Sep 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 07 Oct 2019 To 13 Oct 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Oct 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 14 Oct 2019 To 20 Oct 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Oct 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 21 Oct 2019 To 27 Oct 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Oct 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 28 Oct 2019 To 03 Nov 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Oct 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 04 Nov 2019 To 10 Nov 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Nov 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 11 Nov 2019 To 17 Nov 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Nov 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Sun

14 Nov 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
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in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 18 Nov 2019 To 24 Nov 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Nov 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 25 Nov 2019 To 01 Dec 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Nov 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 02 Dec 2019 To 08 Dec 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Dec 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.
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Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 09 Dec 2019 To 15 Dec 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Dec 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 16 Dec 2019 To 22 Dec 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Dec 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 23 Dec 2019 To 29 Dec 2019:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Dec 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.
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From 30 Dec 2019 To 05 Jan 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Dec 2019: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 06 Jan 2020 To 12 Jan 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Jan 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 13 Jan 2020 To 19 Jan 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Jan 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 20 Jan 2020 To 26 Jan 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Jan 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon
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Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 27 Jan 2020 To 02 Feb 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Jan 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 03 Feb 2020 To 09 Feb 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Feb 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 10 Feb 2020 To 16 Feb 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Feb 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Moon

14 Feb 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
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efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 17 Feb 2020 To 23 Feb 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Feb 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 24 Feb 2020 To 01 Mar 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Feb 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 02 Mar 2020 To 08 Mar 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Mar 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
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motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 09 Mar 2020 To 15 Mar 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Mar 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 16 Mar 2020 To 22 Mar 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Mar 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 23 Mar 2020 To 29 Mar 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Mar 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 30 Mar 2020 To 05 Apr 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Mar 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 06 Apr 2020 To 12 Apr 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Apr 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 13 Apr 2020 To 19 Apr 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Apr 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mars

17 Apr 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
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improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 20 Apr 2020 To 26 Apr 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Apr 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 27 Apr 2020 To 03 May 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Apr 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 04 May 2020 To 10 May 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 May 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 11 May 2020 To 17 May 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 May 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 18 May 2020 To 24 May 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 May 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 25 May 2020 To 31 May 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 May 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
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art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 Jun 2020 To 07 Jun 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jun 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 08 Jun 2020 To 14 Jun 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Jun 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 15 Jun 2020 To 21 Jun 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Jun 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
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you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 22 Jun 2020 To 28 Jun 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Jun 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 29 Jun 2020 To 05 Jul 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Jun 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 06 Jul 2020 To 12 Jul 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Jul 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
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art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 13 Jul 2020 To 19 Jul 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Jul 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 20 Jul 2020 To 26 Jul 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Jul 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 27 Jul 2020 To 02 Aug 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Jul 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 03 Aug 2020 To 09 Aug 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Aug 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 10 Aug 2020 To 16 Aug 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Aug 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 17 Aug 2020 To 23 Aug 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Aug 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 24 Aug 2020 To 30 Aug 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Aug 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 31 Aug 2020 To 06 Sep 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Aug 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 07 Sep 2020 To 13 Sep 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Sep 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 14 Sep 2020 To 20 Sep 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Sep 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are likely to develop complaining nature during this period. You should analysis the given
situation fully before making complains. If you make unreasonable complains, it put stress on you and the other
person both, so it is wise to control this as far as possible.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 21 Sep 2020 To 27 Sep 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Sep 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you are trying to be authoritative that is against your basic nature. Excessive
authoritativeness will result into unpleasant relationship and will put stress on you. This may affect your
professional life too. So, avoid to be excessive authoritative.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 28 Sep 2020 To 04 Oct 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Sep 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Rahu

29 Sep 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 05 Oct 2020 To 11 Oct 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Oct 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 12 Oct 2020 To 18 Oct 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Oct 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 19 Oct 2020 To 25 Oct 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Oct 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.
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Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 26 Oct 2020 To 01 Nov 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Oct 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 02 Nov 2020 To 08 Nov 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Nov 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 09 Nov 2020 To 15 Nov 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Nov 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.
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Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 16 Nov 2020 To 22 Nov 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Nov 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 23 Nov 2020 To 29 Nov 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Nov 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 30 Nov 2020 To 06 Dec 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Nov 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
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extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 07 Dec 2020 To 13 Dec 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Dec 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 14 Dec 2020 To 20 Dec 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Dec 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 21 Dec 2020 To 27 Dec 2020:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Dec 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
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increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 28 Dec 2020 To 03 Jan 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Dec 2020: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 04 Jan 2021 To 10 Jan 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Jan 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 11 Jan 2021 To 17 Jan 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Jan 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
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useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 18 Jan 2021 To 24 Jan 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Jan 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 25 Jan 2021 To 31 Jan 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Jan 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 01 Feb 2021 To 07 Feb 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Feb 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 08 Feb 2021 To 14 Feb 2021:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Feb 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 15 Feb 2021 To 21 Feb 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Feb 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 22 Feb 2021 To 28 Feb 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Feb 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Jupiter

23 Feb 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.
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From 01 Mar 2021 To 07 Mar 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Mar 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 08 Mar 2021 To 14 Mar 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Mar 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 15 Mar 2021 To 21 Mar 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Mar 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 22 Mar 2021 To 28 Mar 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Mar 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn
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Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 29 Mar 2021 To 04 Apr 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Mar 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 05 Apr 2021 To 11 Apr 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Apr 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 12 Apr 2021 To 18 Apr 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Apr 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
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motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 19 Apr 2021 To 25 Apr 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Apr 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 26 Apr 2021 To 02 May 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Apr 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 03 May 2021 To 09 May 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 May 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 10 May 2021 To 16 May 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 May 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 17 May 2021 To 23 May 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 May 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 24 May 2021 To 30 May 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 May 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 31 May 2021 To 06 Jun 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 May 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 07 Jun 2021 To 13 Jun 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Jun 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are likely to develop complaining nature during this period. You should analysis the given
situation fully before making complains. If you make unreasonable complains, it put stress on you and the other
person both, so it is wise to control this as far as possible.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 14 Jun 2021 To 20 Jun 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Jun 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
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wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 21 Jun 2021 To 27 Jun 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Jun 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 28 Jun 2021 To 04 Jul 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Jun 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 05 Jul 2021 To 11 Jul 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Jul 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
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much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 12 Jul 2021 To 18 Jul 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Jul 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 19 Jul 2021 To 25 Jul 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Jul 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 26 Jul 2021 To 01 Aug 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Jul 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
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advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 02 Aug 2021 To 08 Aug 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Aug 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 09 Aug 2021 To 15 Aug 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Aug 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Saturn

14 Aug 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 16 Aug 2021 To 22 Aug 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Aug 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
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brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 23 Aug 2021 To 29 Aug 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Aug 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 30 Aug 2021 To 05 Sep 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Aug 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 06 Sep 2021 To 12 Sep 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Sep 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.
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Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 13 Sep 2021 To 19 Sep 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Sep 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 20 Sep 2021 To 26 Sep 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Sep 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is very good period for your health. Your physical energy is superior. This will give you very pleasant
feeling. This is the period when you can take up hard work and still enjoy it. However, avoid too much of mental
work as this may put stress on your physique too.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 27 Sep 2021 To 03 Oct 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Sep 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.
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Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 04 Oct 2021 To 10 Oct 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Oct 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 11 Oct 2021 To 17 Oct 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Oct 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is very good period for your health. Your physical energy is superior. This will give you very pleasant
feeling. This is the period when you can take up hard work and still enjoy it. However, avoid too much of mental
work as this may put stress on your physique too.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 18 Oct 2021 To 24 Oct 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Oct 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.
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Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 25 Oct 2021 To 31 Oct 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Oct 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 01 Nov 2021 To 07 Nov 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Nov 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 08 Nov 2021 To 14 Nov 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Nov 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.
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Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your wife during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your wife.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 15 Nov 2021 To 21 Nov 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Nov 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 22 Nov 2021 To 28 Nov 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Nov 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: Though it is a good period for your marital life, you may face occasional problem. You require little
understanding and slight compromise to make it smoother. However, if you try to be stubborn and avoid the
compromise, it will worsen the situation. So, we suggest you to do little compromise and live happier and
smoother marital life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 29 Nov 2021 To 05 Dec 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Nov 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.
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Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 06 Dec 2021 To 12 Dec 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Dec 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 13 Dec 2021 To 19 Dec 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Dec 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 20 Dec 2021 To 26 Dec 2021:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Dec 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
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You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 27 Dec 2021 To 02 Jan 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Dec 2021: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 03 Jan 2022 To 09 Jan 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Jan 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 10 Jan 2022 To 16 Jan 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Jan 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
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your tension.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 17 Jan 2022 To 23 Jan 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Jan 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 24 Jan 2022 To 30 Jan 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Jan 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 31 Jan 2022 To 06 Feb 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Jan 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.
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Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 07 Feb 2022 To 13 Feb 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Feb 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 14 Feb 2022 To 20 Feb 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Feb 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 21 Feb 2022 To 27 Feb 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Feb 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
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life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 28 Feb 2022 To 06 Mar 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Feb 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 07 Mar 2022 To 13 Mar 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Mar 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 14 Mar 2022 To 20 Mar 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Mar 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Venus, Antardasa - Ketu

20 Mar 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 21 Mar 2022 To 27 Mar 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Mar 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 28 Mar 2022 To 03 Apr 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Mar 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 04 Apr 2022 To 10 Apr 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Apr 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Sun

06 Apr 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.
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Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 11 Apr 2022 To 17 Apr 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Apr 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 18 Apr 2022 To 24 Apr 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Apr 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 25 Apr 2022 To 01 May 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Apr 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 02 May 2022 To 08 May 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Moon

03 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 09 May 2022 To 15 May 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 16 May 2022 To 22 May 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mars

22 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.
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Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 23 May 2022 To 29 May 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 30 May 2022 To 05 Jun 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 May 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 06 Jun 2022 To 12 Jun 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Jun 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
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conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 13 Jun 2022 To 19 Jun 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Jun 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 20 Jun 2022 To 26 Jun 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Jun 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This period brings excitement in your professional life. This is one of the best periods to start new
ventures and get immensely benefited. You are also likely to purchase new house and vehicle during this period.

From 27 Jun 2022 To 03 Jul 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Jun 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.
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From 04 Jul 2022 To 10 Jul 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Jul 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 11 Jul 2022 To 17 Jul 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Jul 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 18 Jul 2022 To 24 Jul 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Jul 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 25 Jul 2022 To 31 Jul 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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25 Jul 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 01 Aug 2022 To 07 Aug 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Aug 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 08 Aug 2022 To 14 Aug 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Aug 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 15 Aug 2022 To 21 Aug 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Aug 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
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efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 22 Aug 2022 To 28 Aug 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Aug 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Jupiter

24 Aug 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 29 Aug 2022 To 04 Sep 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Aug 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 05 Sep 2022 To 11 Sep 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Sep 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn
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Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 12 Sep 2022 To 18 Sep 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Sep 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 19 Sep 2022 To 25 Sep 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Sep 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 26 Sep 2022 To 02 Oct 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Sep 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
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during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 03 Oct 2022 To 09 Oct 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Oct 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 10 Oct 2022 To 16 Oct 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Oct 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Saturn

15 Oct 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 17 Oct 2022 To 23 Oct 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Oct 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
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much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 24 Oct 2022 To 30 Oct 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Oct 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 31 Oct 2022 To 06 Nov 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Oct 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 07 Nov 2022 To 13 Nov 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Nov 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
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extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 14 Nov 2022 To 20 Nov 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Nov 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 21 Nov 2022 To 27 Nov 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Nov 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 28 Nov 2022 To 04 Dec 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Nov 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Mercury

01 Dec 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.
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Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 05 Dec 2022 To 11 Dec 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Dec 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 12 Dec 2022 To 18 Dec 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Dec 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 19 Dec 2022 To 25 Dec 2022:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Dec 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Ketu

20 Dec 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
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your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 26 Dec 2022 To 01 Jan 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Dec 2022: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 02 Jan 2023 To 08 Jan 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Jan 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 09 Jan 2023 To 15 Jan 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Jan 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
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life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 16 Jan 2023 To 22 Jan 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Jan 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 23 Jan 2023 To 29 Jan 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Jan 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 30 Jan 2023 To 05 Feb 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Jan 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
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extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 06 Feb 2023 To 12 Feb 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Feb 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 13 Feb 2023 To 19 Feb 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Feb 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Sun, Antardasa - Venus

14 Feb 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 20 Feb 2023 To 26 Feb 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Feb 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 27 Feb 2023 To 05 Mar 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Feb 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 06 Mar 2023 To 12 Mar 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Mar 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 13 Mar 2023 To 19 Mar 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Mar 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 20 Mar 2023 To 26 Mar 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Mar 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 27 Mar 2023 To 02 Apr 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Mar 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Moon

29 Mar 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 03 Apr 2023 To 09 Apr 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Apr 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 10 Apr 2023 To 16 Apr 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Apr 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 17 Apr 2023 To 23 Apr 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Apr 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 24 Apr 2023 To 30 Apr 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Apr 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mars

30 Apr 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is wonderful period for your mental happiness. You will enjoy your work. You will feel very happy
and confident. This is the period when your critics also will appreciate you. This is one of the best periods in your
life. You should enjoy it completely.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.
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Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 01 May 2023 To 07 May 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 May 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 08 May 2023 To 14 May 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 May 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 15 May 2023 To 21 May 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 May 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.
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Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 22 May 2023 To 28 May 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 May 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 29 May 2023 To 04 Jun 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 May 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 05 Jun 2023 To 11 Jun 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Jun 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.
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From 12 Jun 2023 To 18 Jun 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Jun 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 19 Jun 2023 To 25 Jun 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Jun 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 26 Jun 2023 To 02 Jul 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Jun 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.
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From 03 Jul 2023 To 09 Jul 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Jul 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 10 Jul 2023 To 16 Jul 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Jul 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 17 Jul 2023 To 23 Jul 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Jul 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Rahu

21 Jul 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.
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From 24 Jul 2023 To 30 Jul 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Jul 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 31 Jul 2023 To 06 Aug 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
31 Jul 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 07 Aug 2023 To 13 Aug 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Aug 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 14 Aug 2023 To 20 Aug 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Aug 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter
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Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 21 Aug 2023 To 27 Aug 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Aug 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 28 Aug 2023 To 03 Sep 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Aug 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 04 Sep 2023 To 10 Sep 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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04 Sep 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 11 Sep 2023 To 17 Sep 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Sep 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 18 Sep 2023 To 24 Sep 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Sep 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.
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From 25 Sep 2023 To 01 Oct 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Sep 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You should be very careful while handling your customers during this period as you may face
embarrassment from a customer. We advise you to hear the complaints of the customers carefully and act upon
these at the earliest and in a prudent manner.

From 02 Oct 2023 To 08 Oct 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Oct 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Jupiter

03 Oct 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get relocated to new place during this period. Please note that relocation is not very
favourable and it is better for you to avoid the relocation. You are likely to face various types of problems and may
incur loss if relocated to new place.

From 09 Oct 2023 To 15 Oct 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Oct 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 16 Oct 2023 To 22 Oct 2023:
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Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Oct 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 23 Oct 2023 To 29 Oct 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Oct 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 30 Oct 2023 To 05 Nov 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Oct 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 06 Nov 2023 To 12 Nov 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Nov 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
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be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 13 Nov 2023 To 19 Nov 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Nov 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 20 Nov 2023 To 26 Nov 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Nov 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 27 Nov 2023 To 03 Dec 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Nov 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.
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Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 04 Dec 2023 To 10 Dec 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Dec 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 11 Dec 2023 To 17 Dec 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Dec 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 18 Dec 2023 To 24 Dec 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Dec 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
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this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.

From 25 Dec 2023 To 31 Dec 2023:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Dec 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Saturn

29 Dec 2023: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 01 Jan 2024 To 07 Jan 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jan 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 08 Jan 2024 To 14 Jan 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Jan 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.
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Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 15 Jan 2024 To 21 Jan 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Jan 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 22 Jan 2024 To 28 Jan 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Jan 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 29 Jan 2024 To 04 Feb 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Jan 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: There is continuous improvement in your health during this period. You will take great pleasure in your
professional life and sure to improve this. As your physical energy is excellent, you can take job involving lot of
journey.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.
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Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 05 Feb 2024 To 11 Feb 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Feb 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 12 Feb 2024 To 18 Feb 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Feb 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 19 Feb 2024 To 25 Feb 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Feb 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
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your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 26 Feb 2024 To 03 Mar 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Feb 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 04 Mar 2024 To 10 Mar 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Mar 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period clearly brings improved marital life. You should share your happiness with your wife. This
brings more happiness in your life. By sharing your problems with your wife, you unburden your mind and reduce
your tension.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 11 Mar 2024 To 17 Mar 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Mar 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Mercury

15 Mar 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
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your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 18 Mar 2024 To 24 Mar 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Mar 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 25 Mar 2024 To 31 Mar 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Mar 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 01 Apr 2024 To 07 Apr 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Apr 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.
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From 08 Apr 2024 To 14 Apr 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Apr 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 15 Apr 2024 To 21 Apr 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Apr 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Ketu

17 Apr 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 22 Apr 2024 To 28 Apr 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Apr 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 29 Apr 2024 To 05 May 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
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29 Apr 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 06 May 2024 To 12 May 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 May 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 13 May 2024 To 19 May 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 May 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 20 May 2024 To 26 May 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 May 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
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during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 27 May 2024 To 02 Jun 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 May 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: You are likely to get an unexpected reward or new business. If you are in employment, you are likely
to get promotion or a better job. Be sure to put forth your best efforts to still higher and enjoy the returns of it. The
new job or business will improve your financial position.

From 03 Jun 2024 To 09 Jun 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
03 Jun 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 10 Jun 2024 To 16 Jun 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
10 Jun 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
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improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 17 Jun 2024 To 23 Jun 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
17 Jun 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 24 Jun 2024 To 30 Jun 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
24 Jun 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 01 Jul 2024 To 07 Jul 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jul 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.
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Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 08 Jul 2024 To 14 Jul 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
08 Jul 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

Health: This is superb period as far as your health is concerned. Your physical and mental energies are very near
to its peak. This is the time to take up an activity that requires lot of physical and mental energies. This can be to
improve your professional or social life.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your wife and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 15 Jul 2024 To 21 Jul 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
15 Jul 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Venus

17 Jul 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 22 Jul 2024 To 28 Jul 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
22 Jul 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is excellent period for your health. You are having magnificent mental and physical energy. You will
be delighted to work at highest level and enjoy your work fullest.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.
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Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 29 Jul 2024 To 04 Aug 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
29 Jul 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Suddenly, you find yourself very discontent in your life. What was fine yesterday looks very bad today.
You should have full faith on God. If you presume that events, situations are all created by God and believe in
him, you will see that your discontentment disappears and you will find inner happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face minor problem from your colleagues. You are advised to keep
away yourself from petty politics and do not involve in gossips. These may bring unnecessary harassment though
you will be able to come out as winner at the end of it.

From 05 Aug 2024 To 11 Aug 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
05 Aug 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Sun

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your wife. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different from
your wife but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to face few problems for none of your mistake because of some
misunderstanding. So, you should handle the matter diplomatically and the period will pass without any major
problem.

From 12 Aug 2024 To 18 Aug 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
12 Aug 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Moon, Antardasa - Sun

14 Aug 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
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much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This period shows little growth in your profession. However, do not get excited and put too much hard
work as you are not going to get returns in proportion to your work. Going overboard may result into loss also. So,
be happy with little growth and avoid going overboard.

From 19 Aug 2024 To 25 Aug 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
19 Aug 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 26 Aug 2024 To 01 Sep 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
26 Aug 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Mars

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 02 Sep 2024 To 08 Sep 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Sep 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Mars

06 Sep 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
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you do.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 09 Sep 2024 To 15 Sep 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Sep 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 16 Sep 2024 To 22 Sep 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Sep 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 23 Sep 2024 To 29 Sep 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Sep 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.
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Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 30 Sep 2024 To 06 Oct 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Sep 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 07 Oct 2024 To 13 Oct 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
07 Oct 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 14 Oct 2024 To 20 Oct 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
14 Oct 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your wife. However, it seems
you do not find sufficient time for your wife. You need to find more time for your wife to really enjoy your conjugal
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life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 21 Oct 2024 To 27 Oct 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
21 Oct 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 28 Oct 2024 To 03 Nov 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
28 Oct 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Rahu

03 Nov 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 04 Nov 2024 To 10 Nov 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
04 Nov 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
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married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 11 Nov 2024 To 17 Nov 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
11 Nov 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 18 Nov 2024 To 24 Nov 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
18 Nov 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 25 Nov 2024 To 01 Dec 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
25 Nov 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your attitude is highly positive during this period. This enables you to tackle in a negative event in a
very positive and profound manner. You are bound to have success in your profession because of your positive
and confident approach.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 02 Dec 2024 To 08 Dec 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
02 Dec 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 09 Dec 2024 To 15 Dec 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
09 Dec 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 16 Dec 2024 To 22 Dec 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Dec 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Jupiter

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
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benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 23 Dec 2024 To 29 Dec 2024:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
23 Dec 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is the most marvelous period for your health. During this period, you will increase your vitality and
improve your physical constitution. This is the period in which you can work for 10-12 hours per day and still
maintain excellent health. In this period, your physical and mental energies are at the absolute peak.

Happiness: This is the best period for you and you will enjoy your life to fullest. This is the time to learn music and
art because you will enjoy this and hence enhance your happiness. You are bound to be successful in whatever
you do.

Married Life: This is a very good period as far as your marital life is concerned. To enjoy this amazing period with
your wife, you should spend more time with her. Spending quality time together is the key during this period.

Profession: During this period, you are likely to relocate to new place. This gives you powerful position and
increased business. You will enjoy new place and build good relationship with new customers, colleagues and
other people.

From 30 Dec 2024 To 05 Jan 2025:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
30 Dec 2024: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 06 Jan 2025 To 12 Jan 2025:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
06 Jan 2025: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
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dividend.

From 13 Jan 2025 To 19 Jan 2025:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
13 Jan 2025: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable growth on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
dividend.

From 20 Jan 2025 To 26 Jan 2025:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
20 Jan 2025: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: Your mind is cool and composed during this period. This enables you to take right decisions not only
in your professional life but in your personal life too. Generally, you will feel very relaxed and tension free during
this period.

Married Life: This period is very good for your married life. You will enjoy it and give happiness to your partner. In
married life, the mantra of happiness is giving. The more you give; you get more happiness in return.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 27 Jan 2025 To 02 Feb 2025:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
27 Jan 2025: Mahadasa - Rahu, Bhukti - Mars, Antardasa - Saturn

Health: This is wonderful period for your health. Your physical energy is at very high level and you feel highly
motivated. As you are very near to the climax of your health, we suggest you to start new venture, put forth total
efforts and take the best advantage of your physical and mental energies.

Happiness: This is the best time to make new friends and enjoy your life. You should find one week free time
during this period and should go to hill station to multiply your enjoyment. You will feel very close to nature and
this should enhance your happiness.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your wife brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: This is very good period for your profession and you are likely to be honoured by government or other
related organisation for your contribution. You are also like to improve your financial position considerably during
this period.
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